Part 4

Major Issues
Facing the Legislature
In addition to the major policy and funding issues identified in the
Analysis, this part discusses some of the broader issues currently facing
the Legislature. Many of these issues are closely linked to funding
requests contained in the Governor's Budget for 1989-90; others are more
long-range in nature and will, in all probability, persist for many years
beyond 1989.
The issues in this part fall into five general categories. The first involves
issues related to how the state will cope with its current and future
populations: accommodating growth, providing for clean air and solid
waste disposal capability, and addressing problems with the state's
appropriations limit. The second category is related to the first, but
focuses on infrastructure needs: the level of state indebtedness, the
transportation funding problem, year-round schools, asbestos abatement
in state buildings, and California prisons.
The third category provides information on cross-cutting issues involving many public-sector programs: the allocation and expenditure of
federal immigration funds, state child care programs,. programs for
substance-abusing pregnant women and their babies, and state programs
for older Californians.
The fourth category includes reviews of specific programs: insurance
reform, mental health, the treatment of youthful offenders, the impact of
trial court funding on county finances, energy regulation in the 1990s, the
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implementation of Proposition 98 and a discussion of the changes in state
accounting practices reflected in the Governor's Budget.
Finally, we discuss three issues related to public employee compensation: retiree cost-of-living adjustments, retiree health care benefits and
the new PERS-CARE health plan,
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Accommodating California's Growth
How. Can the Legislature Improve . California's Ability to Accommodate Growth?
Summary

'.California's population will increase by 8.3 million, or about 30
percent; over the next two decades.
• California's ability do accommodate its current population is
strained in several important respects. Moreover,' because many of
these problems are becoming worse or more difficult to solve, they
also may hinder California's economic growth in the future.
.• Our analysis indicates that.there are two primarY factors. u.nder the
state's c0tl:trol whichcontribute to California's difficulties in accommodating growth The first factor cpncerns .. the way' in which
decision-.ma!5.ing.. au~horitY~.P.J2f}J:.i/JlllQJ:!JW11(!1l(L4.fl'?§1f1rlt!JI!}ltfl~~!=
~ions .. is d.!!t!ib.utt<4 among thf! VJ!.r.iQJA§,.]et}Jf~1!£,gQJ2e.rrl1Jlent .. The
. secondfactorrel~tes to, the .fllllsiste'!1.qjjJJ.LcQq}ifo1'1l~a.,§.,~Q()fl:()111,i{;
policies with state economi~develoP1flelltgQql~:- --_ :- :-•.. _.:.. .. .
• tfie'i:;gislatiire'{[natheEieciitiv~"iir~;'~h' have three major alternatives for strengthening the state's ability to accommodate growth.
Specifically, .the state. C.OUld (1).. expand the role of.regiOnal. bodies in]'
land-'use deCision making, {2}change economic policies related to
growth; and/or (3)··expand its direct efforts to guide planning for
growth and development. .
.
In 1987 alone, California's population grew by over 680,000 people-more people than live in theentite state of Vermont.' While the state's
recent rate of growth (about 2.5 percent per year) is eXpected to decline
somewhat in the foreseeable future, it will still dramatically exceed that
of the· nation as a whole. According to Department of Finance projections, California's popll1ationwill increase by 8.3 million people, or about
30 perc~nt, over the..next two decades,
. California's groWingpopuhitionand rapidly urbanizing landscape pose
serious' challenges for the state. While all" of· these challenges 'cannot be
addressed inirilediately, it is dear that the Legislature and the Executive
Branch must begin to address these challenges now to ensure that
California:will have thee :roads, housing,dean air and water that will be
necessary to accommodate the additional people. IIi this analysis, we
describe some of the difficulties California is experiencing in trying to
acco:I:QIIlodateits current population. We then discuss why these difficulties hav~ developed·· and o¥tJine.a series of. options for strengthening
Calif9rIlia's-ability to accPIIlIllodate its future population.
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HOW WELL IS CALIFORNIA ACCOMMODATING
ITS CURRENT POPULATION?

California's ability to accommodate its currentpopulation is strained in
several important respects. California highways are severely congested in
many areas. The air quality in many regions of the state violates federal
standards, and housing prices are among the highest in the nation. Some
California beaches and bays are regularly contaminated with the overflow from undersized or decayingsewage~treatmentsystems.
These deficiencies-and others---,.adversely affect the health. of California citizens and the .quality of their lives. Moreover, because many of
these problems are worsening or. becoming more difficult to solve, they
may also hinder California's future economic growth. Specifically:

Traffic Congestio'1lls Increasing. About 530,000 hours are lost each day
by Californians in freeway traffic jams. The Departmen,t of Trarisportation (Caltrans) estimates that traffic delays cost Californians around $800
million each·year in wasted time and increased auto· operating costs. The
number of hours .people lose in tramccongestion· is growing by 15
percent annually in Los Angeles and 25 percent annually in the Bay Area.
Given the importance of the transportation system for commerce and
industry, the existence of such delays make California a much less
desirable place for doing business.
Housing Is Becoming. Less Affordable. California's housing costs are
among the very highest in the nation'-andcontinue to escalate. According to industry experts, only 21 percent of California households could
afford the median price home of $177,485 in November 1988, down from
32. percent just one year before. Given the impact of housing costs on
business' ability to attract and retain workers, these high costs could
influence businesses to locate in other states.
Air Pollution Problem Is Becoming More Difficult to Solve.California has one of the worst air pollution problems in the country. More than
75 percent of Californians live in areas which violate federal dean air
standards. If California's population were to 'remain constant, its air
pollution problem would probably improve somewhat as older cars are
gradually replaced with newer, cleaner cars and as the benefits of other
air pollution control measures are realized. Given the. projections for
strong population growth, however, these factors· will not be enough to
prevent further declines in air quality. Other strategies under consideration by air districts, such as staggering work hours and the conversion of
autos to cleaner fuels, are much more. difficult to implement.
Water Pollution Problem Is Becoming More Expensive to Solve. At
least 11 California sewer districts, including the districts which serve the
Los Angeles area and the cities of San Francisco and San Diego, are in
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violation of the federal Clean Water Act. Moreover, because the federal
government recently changed its policy from providing grants to local
governments for the construction of sewage treatment plants to providing loans, local governm~nts will find it more costly to comply with the
federal Clean Water Act. .

Water Supply Is Becoming More Limited. Already, growth in many
coastal and rural areas of the state has been constrained. by the lack of
adequate water supplies. Much of southern California is expected to face
forced rationing in the next two decades if additional water supplies are
not identified. Finally, experts advise that the amount of water that will
be available to serve California's expanding population is being reduced
by the pollution of ground water.
More and More Galifornians Are Voting to Institute Controls on
Growth. Largely as a·result.of the difficulties highlighted· above, surveys
indicate that many Californians are becoming increasingly resistant to
growth in their commuIlities. According to the California Association of
Realtors, almost 200 measUres to control growth have been placed on
local ballots since 1971~and nearly 60 percent of these measures have
prevailed. Almost· two-thirds of these were approved in the last three
years. Growth control measures have been adopted in 80 cities, 14
counties andeight·speCialdistricts in the state. While the specific·.terms
of these measures vary (please see Chart 1) ,most reduce residential
construction iIlthe community-either by mandating predetermined
building caps or by instituting stringent preconditions to development.
Although growth control measures are heralded as ways to manage
development and reduce the ill effects ofgrowth, research indicates that
these measure~maynot produce the results intended by their supporters.
For example, recent studies have found that growth control measures
tend to shift housing construction to outlying communities where there
are few growth restrictions. To the extent that jobs remain in the
controlled community, workers now must travel further from their
homes to their place of eIllployment, increasing traffic congestion.and air
pollution. Growth controls also tend to increase the cost of housing,
resulting in some famili.~sbeing unable to purchase ahome:or having to
spend a disproportionate amount of their income onsh~lter. On the
positive side, growth control measures hav~ had some success in protectingenvironmentally sensitive lands and in slowing growth to keep pace
with localih&a~tnlcfuredevelopment.
In s~ary"iCalif0rniais experiencing many serious probl~ms in
accommodliijngour ctirrentpopulation; As California adds new residents,
these difficulties art3 becOInirtg more difficult to solve. In order for the
Legislatu:re to he able to take steps to improve the state's ability to
accommodate growth, we focus in the next sections on why the state is
experiencing these difficulties-and what can be done to address them.
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Chart 1.

MajOr Provisions of Growth Control Measures Adopted by Local Voters·

I···.· MEASURE

II BUlldln~

1IIIIrl~lllili!i.1

P,ermlt or
Population Growth Caps

23%
'Measure establishes a
maximum number of
building permits which can
be issued. or specifies a
local govemmental
population growth limit.

MoratorIum., Height
Umlts " Downzonlngs

Voter Approval for
Land-Use Changes

Performance
Standards

52%

220/0.

8%

Measure institutes various
construction moratoria,
restrictions or zone
changes (e.g., temporary
construction bans, limits
on buildin~ heights,
"downzoning" to require
less intensive use of land,
and prohibitions on the
construction of certain
facilities.)

Measure identifies specific
land areas and/or
potential general plan
amendments and requires
voter approval before the
identified land can be
developed or amendments adopted.

Measure specifies
minimum· performance
standards and public
facility levels (e.g., traffic
flow or school availability)
and prevents' or reduces
development if these
standards are not
maintained.

a Source: CalnorniaAssociatlon of Realtors "Matrix of Land Use Measuf66 1971·1988."Perdentages limited to measures for'whlch effect could be readily determined. Totals do not add to
100 because some measures have muttlple Impacts.
' .
'.
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WHY IS CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCING
DIFFICULTY ACCOMMODATING GROWTH?

Our finalysis. indicates that there are two· primary factors under the
state's control that contribute to California's difficulties in accommodating growth. The first factor concerns how decision-making authority over
iniportant land development decisions is distributed among the various
levels of government. The second factor relates to the consistency of
California's economic policies with state economic development goals.
These··faCtors a.re summarized in Chart 2.
Chart 2

Why Is California Having Difficulty Accommodating Growth?

Dated Government Structure.
Leaves Gap Between
Responsibility and Regional
Needs
• Cities and counties lack
responsibility for regional impacts
• Regional organizations lack
authority to mitigate regional
impacts

State Economic Policies
Send Wrong Signals
• Many important services are
underpriced
• Fiscal incentives unduly
influence land use decisionmaking process
• Few incentives exist for
attainment of state and
regional objectives

Dated Structure Leaves Gap Between
Governmental Authority and Regional Needs

The California Constitution establishes tw6 types of municipal service
providers--,.cities and counties-and assigns responsibilities and authority
to each. At the time the Constitution was drafted, most matters related to
growth and development· could be addressed satisfactorily at the city and
county level. With population growth and advances in communications,
transportation, and technology, however, more and more matters related
to growth have evolved into regional issues which are· beyond the scope
of any single city or county's authority to resolve. Thus, with respect to
regional.issues, the governmentstructure which has served California ha.s
become somewhat dated. There is a gap between local government's
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authority and the responsibility to mitigate the regional impacts of
growth and development.
This gap is most noticeable in the area of land-use development. One
of the most significant powers vested in local govermnents is the
authority to approve, reject or place conditions on land-development
proposals in' their jurisdiction. Chart 3 summarizes the forces shaping
these local land development decisions. As the chart indicates,. the state
does not playa directrole in the land-use development approval process.
State involvement in local land development matters has generally been
limited to (1) outlining the legal framework within which a cit}':or county
must exercise its land use authority and (2) indirectly influencing land
development decisioris through its efforts to promote affordable housing
and economic development, through infrastructure investments and
through its comments in the environmental review process.

Cities an,d Counties Lack Responsibility lor Regional Impacts.
California.'sapproachto land-use regulation places most of the authority
for land-use' decisions in the hands of cities and counties. At the same
time, however, city and county governments do not have commensurate
levels of responsibility for the consequences oftheir actions. For example,
cities and counties ate not responsible for the achieveinento£air quality
goals within their regions. Land-use decisions made by a single entity can
have advetse impacts on the achievement ofregional air quality goals, as
may be the case when a city's approval of a commercial or iridustrial
project requires longer commutes for the project'seIl1ployees than would
be the case if an alternative site had been chosen.; Qities alld counties also
are not responsible 'for maintaining traffic flow on the state's freeway
system. For example, a city may provide funding forCaltrans to construct
numerous interchanges to a state freeway which'bisects the city. The
interchanges may make land near the interchanges more valuable and
relieve congestion on local roads, but the additional interchanges are
likely to slow the inter-regional traffic which the freeways' were constructed to serve. Thus, there is often a gap between governmental
land-use decision-making authority and the responsibility for achieving
regional and sta~ewide goals affectE'ld by those .land-usedecisions~
Regional Organizations Generally Lack Authority To Mitigat~
·Regional Impacts. Regional planning in California is generally carried
out by adyisory bodies divided along functional lines. For example,
Regional Transportation Planning Agencies (RTPAs) are responsible for
regional highway and transit planning, air pollution control districts are
responsible for· coordinating district-wide air pollution abatement efforts
and Councils of Governments (COGs) are responsible. for-among other
thing~alculatingeach locality's"fair share" of housing in accordance
with state law.
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Chart 3

How Are· Land Development Decisions Made?

STATE
GOVERNMENT
Influences development
decisions through various
housing. econorric and
environmental policies and
Infrastructure investments.

FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
.

Influences development
decisions through various
housing, econorric and
environmental policies and
Infrastructure investments.

REGIONAL
ORGANIzATIONS

CITIZENS

RTPAs. COGs, Air Districts
and other advisory bodies
Influence development
decisions through their
comments on development
proposals and general plans.
They also may influence .
deVelopment decisions
thr.ough formulation ofregi()nal
plans and spending propOsals,
such as the R9jllonal
TransportatiOn
Improvement Program.

Influence development
decisions through comments
on development proposals and
general plan. Can also
sign.leantl)' Influence
development by using the
Initiative process to Institute
controls on growth.
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While regional organizations have significant responsibilities for improving the region's transportation network, housing inventory, air
quality and meeting other regional goals, they do not have the authority
to require changes in local general plans or land development decisions
in order to effect these improvements. For example, if a city's general
plan enables far more jobs to be establish.ed than houses, an air district
might comment that additional housing is needed near job centers in
order to reduce the number· of long auto commute trips and, consequently, auto emissions. Air districts, however, have no authority to
require changes in the .city's general plan. Similarly, a Regional Transportation Planning Agency may comment on the location of a proposed
business park, fearing that construction may result in substantial degradation to part of the state freeway system. The agency, however, has no
ability to require changes to the proposal.
State Economic Policies Send Wrong Signals

Over the years, the Legislature, the administration and the state's
citizens have forged public policies-both direct and indirect-which
influence Californians' consumption of goods and services and the
financing of state and local government activities. Although these policies
have been adopted to address a variety of needs, we refer to them as
"state economic policies" because they Tepresent government attempts
to influence economic .deciSions. Ideally, the state's economic policies
should assist the state in itsefforts to accommodate growth. For example,
economic policies should (1)· encourage citizens to use public goods and
services carefully to minimize cost and damage to the environment and
(2) encourage local governments to make land development decisions
which meet state policy objectives and result in attractive and affordable
communities, Our analysis indicates that there are at least three ways in
which California's economic policies fall short from these goals. Specifically:
Many Important Government Services are Underpriced. Governments proVide many important goods and services toCaliforrua citizens
and businesses. For example, governments build roads,.librafies,schools,
universities and jails, and provide water, sewer, and wa~te disposal
services. When governments set the price of a good or service at below
its full cost, they in effect encourage citizens to use the good liberally.
This underpricing may be desirable with certain goods-for example,
governments generally want their citizens to use libraries and parks
freely. On the other hand, sometimes governments prefer their citizens
to use a good very carefully because the good is expensive and can have
negative effects on the environment. In these cases, setting the good's
price at below its full cost may not be desirable because it encourages
additional consumption.
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For example, the state freeway system is one of the mostiniportan.t
publicly provided goods, and its useis underpriCed. While freeway users
in the aggregate pay for most of the cost of building and operating the
freeway system,freeway users do not pay for the health and other costs
of air and noise pollution which freeways cause. In addition, individuals
who drive on freeways during peak hoursdo not pay for the full cost of
the delays they impose on 'others or for the expensive increments to state
freeways required to keep' peak-hour traffic flowmg smoothly. Thus,
freeway use is underpriced in general and peak-hour freeway use' is
particularly underpriced.
California has, simihu problerp.s" in the pricing of. water and waste
disposal, where below-market costs, or flat fees fail to provide .the price
signals that would Emcourage indiyidualsto use less of these, goods.
Raising the ,'price of. these, goods to reflect a greater portion of the full
market co~t would encourage consumers to use these goods and services
more thoughtfully.

Fiscal Incentives Unduly Influence' Land, Use Decision-Making
Process. The fiscal condition of California counties has deteriorated
significantly over the last decade. Califorrua city governments have also
found it more difficult to raise revenues sufficient to provide the full
range of' services their citizen.s demand. This' has occurred for several'
reasons:
• Proposition 13 left local governments, particularly counties, with few
avenues for generating revenues to fund general operaJioIls or to
build infrastructure;
,
• The cost of state-mandated programs has increased faster than the
state and local revenues available to flnaIlce.them; ,and
• The demand for manY local government services has increased.
Our analysis indicates that the strained fiscal condition of counties and
the aspirations ofcities to maintain or expand levels of services, have in
many cases caused them to look to the, revenues generated by ,land
development as a source of funding, This ,has decreased their ability to
use ,their land use, authority to serve traditional l()cal g()vermnent
planning goals, such as ensuriIlg, a balaIlce between jobs and housing,
providing for homes affordable to" all income groups, protecting' open
space, and preventing leap-frog d~velopwent. Growth control' prQPonents frequentiycite local governments' pursuit of revenue-g~nerating
land developments and their neglect of traditional planning goals' when
explaining why a growth control initiative is needed.
A key example ofthe effect of strainedloclll flnancfng options on land
use is the undue co;mpetition between localities for land uses which
generate sales and property tax revenues. B.ecause commercial develop-
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ments. generate sales tax revenues and most nonresidential developments
generate more property tax revenues than they cost to service, cities and
counties tend to compete with each other for these land uses and,
occasionally, to permit their construction in areas not well suited for the
purpose. Alternatively, because many moderate- and low~income residential developments result in more expenses to local government (in
terms of schools, public assis~llIlce and.roads) than property tax revenues,
cities and countiell are less likely to solicit or encourage their construc.
tion.
Few Incentives for Attainment of State and Regional Objectives.
While the state has established many policies which depend on cities and
counties for implementation, state· agencies· have few incentives (or
sanctions) at their disposal to reward or discourage city and county
land-use decisions. For example, the state depends on each city and
county to establish policies and programs in the housing element of its
general plan whichVVilI enable the community to proVide its calculated
"fair share" of housing affordable to low- and very low-income households. While the. state Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) reViews draft housing elements for compliance with state
law~ there are VirqIally no sanctions which HCD Can impose if these
elements do not comply. Even if the HCD detel'lIlin,es that the housing
element Violates ~tate law, the community is still permitted to commence
and expand redevelopment actiVities, receive federal Community Development Block Grant funds allocated by the department, and obtain
revenue bond subsidies. Similarly, because state law requires the California TrarisportationCoinmission (CTC) to allocate a certain "minirtlUm"
of transportation money to each county, the CTC is limited in its ability
to target transportation funds to support state objectives.
Partially as a result of the lack of incentives and sanctions for city and
county compliance with statewide objectives, we have found that cities
and counties often take actions which are inconsistent with state or
regional objectives. For example, according to the Bay Area Council,orily
one of 97 bay area communities VVill meet its 1980-1990 "fair share" goal
for the proVision of low~ and very low-income housing.
In suIIunary, California's struct:ural gap between governmental authority and regional needs, and its lack of coordinated economic policies, are
contributingto the sta~e'sdiffichlties.in accommodating growth. In the
next section, we outline options for the Legislature to consider to mitigate
these problems.
WHAT OPTIONS DOES THE LEGISLATURE HAVE TO
IMPROVE CALIFORNIA'S ABILITY TO ACCOMMODATE GROWTH?

The Legislature has three major alternatives for· strengthening the
state's ability to accommodate growth. Specifically, the Legislature could:
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• Shift some land-use approval authority from cities and counties to
regional bodies so that major land development decisions are
reviewed in a regional context;
• Alter economic policies to change the signals received by consumers
and cities and counties; and/or
• Expand the state's direct efforts to guide planning for growth and
development.
.
Expanding the Role (tf Regional Bodies

As we discussed above, California's allocation of decision-making
authority for the land development process does not ensure that decisions
are made by the level of government responsible for fully considering
and mitigating undesirable consequences ofthe decision. The Legislature
could correct this by granting additional powers to regional bodies. For
example, regional bodies could be authorized to review and approve
major local land-use development decisions for consistency with regional
goals, including air quality improvement, traffic abatement, and housing
affordability. There are at least two· ways this could be accomplished.

Consolidate. Extsting . Regional Planning Organizations. The LegislatUre could consolidate the existing regional planning organizations into
a single r~giomilauthority, headed by locally elected or regionally elected
officials. T4e c.onsolidated organization could then be granted the
additional authority to approve city and county general plans and to veto
major land-use decisions, such as the granting of building perinits for
industrial parks or shopping centers. Regional veto systems such as this
operate to some extent in Vermont and Maine and in the coastal areas of
several states. Establishing a regional authority would ensure that the
costs and benefits of land development decisions are reviewed in a
regional context. The Legislature could also increase the regional authority's ability to coordinate local land-use decisions by empowering the
authority to allocate Some additional federal, state and regional transportation funds and to raise funds for transportation, environmental or open
space purposes through taxes or fees approv~d by the voters.
Establish a Regional Adjudicatory Body. Alternatively; .the Legislature could establish separate· new regional adjudicatory bodies: These
bodies could adopt region-wide. growth. plans and hear appeals from
regional organizations, such· asRTPAs, or from cities and counties
regarding ··land use decisions or general plan changes which may have
regional impact.· The adjudicatory body would be empowered to approve, reject or place conditions on the development proposals it
reviewed. A process somewhat similar to this exists in Florida.
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Change Economic Policies Related To Growth

As discussed above, California's economic policies do not consistently
reward consumer and local government actions which enhahce the
state's ability to accommodate growth. Motorists who drive during
nonpeak hours pay about the same tax as motorists who drive during
periods ofpeak congestion. Cities and counties which actively encourage
the construction of low-income housing (1) may generate· insufficient
property tax revenues for general operations and (2) do not receive any
preference in the award of state grants and subsidies. As discussed ih
more detail below, the Legislatur~ could encourage citizens and cities
and counties to work with the state in accommodating growth· by:
adjusting the price of public goods and services, reducing local financing
constraints, and/ or providing incentives to cities and counti.es to encourage them to meet state objectives.
Adjust the Price ofPublic Goods and Resources. Some of the strain.on
California's roads and resources could be reduced by the state, regional
organizations and cities and counties by requiring .. individuals and
businesses to bear more of the costs. of public goqds. For example, the
Legislature could increase the gas tax to more nearly reflect the full
roadway and environmental costs of auto usage. Cities and counties could
adjust water and waste disposal fees to· reflect a greater share of the true
cost of the services. Regional bodies could .be ernpowered to impose
congestion fees on users of freeways during high occupancy times.

Reduce Local Financing Constraints. .A s California gains new residents, the demand for local government funds for· roads, police and fire
protection, public assistance, recreation and other purposes will continue
to grow. In order to lessen local governments' reliance on the tax
revenues related to retail, commercial and indu.strial development, the
Legislature has essentially three options:
• Provide cities and counties an additional ongoing revenue source to
lessen their dependence .on growth-related revenues (for example,
distribute additional state funds as unrestricted subventions or
authorize cities and counties to levy new county-wide. taxes) ~ By
improving city and county fiscal conditions, their fiscal reliance on
development-related revenues would be lessened.
• Relieve cities and counties of some existing responsibilities, or
provide them· with greater flexibility in determining how to meet
them. For example, the state could assume responsibilityforfinancing county General Assistance programs. Actions of this type would
reduce the cost pressures. that contribute to deteriorating fiscal
conditions and reliance on develoPIllent-related revenues.
• Establish a mechanism to redistribute the additional local property
and sales tax revenues· resulting from commercial and industrial
developments on a regional basis. This option could reduce the fiscal
incentive present in development-related decisions.
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Provide Incentives or Sanctions. Which Encourage Cities and Counties to Meet State Objecti1?es. The Legislature could encourage cities and
counties to meet state goals by placing conditions, on state.· grants or
targeting subsidies and capital outlay expenditures. For example,the
state could withhold subsidies or grants to<a community whose housing
elementis not in compliance with state law. While placing conditions on
state money should be done carefully and in a manner consistent with
overall state goals, these fl,lnds can provide an effective "carror" to guide
the local decision-making process.
Expand The State's Efforts In Guiding Development

Finally, the Legislature could consider taking action to enhance the
state's role in guiding California's development. These actions could
range from relatively modest steps, such as expanded monitoring of local
efforts to achieve these statewide goals, to more extreme measures, such
as direct intervention in, the land-use decisipn-making prpcess. Below, we
offer three modest steps as an initial point of departure:

Collect Information on the States Per/ormanc.e in Accommodating
Growth. As the .state adds new.residents, the Legislature could direct
state .agencies to· gather information on how well this growth is being
accommodated. This could be accomplished to some extent by strengthening existing stateagericy review functions. For example, under state
law, HeD is required to review'draft local housing elements and is
authorized to review final elements. The HCD is not required, however,
to summarize its findings in any report to the Legislature. The HCD
could be required to:review final housing elements and analyze (1) the
extent to· which local housing elements comply with state law (2) the
effectiveness of local actions to promote housing, and (3) the extent to
which the sum of the units of housing called for in the local elements will
meet the expected need for housing in each region and statewide.
c.

Similariy, the Legislature could amend the California Clean Air Act to
require that local air districts··comment in their existing three-year plans
as toloca! governments' cooperation with air district pollution abatement
efforts. For example, local air districts could comment as to whether {I)
local general plans ensure a balance of jobs and houses, (2) new
developments are. added to the city in a manner which will minimize
auto usage, and (3) local parking policies arec.onsistent with regional
efforts to promote ride-sharing and transit use. The Air Resources Board
could report to the Legislature on the local air districts' comments.
c

c·

Coordinate State Activities Related to Growth. The Legislature could
improve the coordination of state activities related to growth. For
example, the Legislature could establish a formal role for the state Air
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Resources Board and local air districts inthearinual State Transportation
Improvement Program process. Also, the Legislature could again enact
legislation establishing a comprehensive multi-year capital outlay· plan.
This plan would ensure that the state has a central process for identifying
state infrastructure needs, establishing priorities and developing.financing plans. (Such a plan was approved by the Legislature in 1988, but was
vetoed by the Governor.)
Develop a Statement of Overall Goals and Policies. While the state
requires that cities and counties develop general plans to guide land-use
decision making, the state itself has no such document. State goals, policy
statements and objectives are scatteted throughout state statutes. The
primary objectives of a state planning document would be to identify
where:
• Conflicts exist between current goals and objectives;
• Additional goals or objectives should be added; and
• Impediments to the achievement of these goals and objectives exist.
In 1970, the Legislature took a step toward addressing the need for a
coherent statement of overall state goals and policies when it specified
that the Governor's Office of Planning and Research (OPR)' should
develop and maintain a comprehensive Environmental Goals and Policy
Report and transmit it to the Legislature every four years. The GovernmentCode specifies that the report is to identify the state's objectives for
land use, population growth, development, transportation, conservation
and other matters. The OPR submitted a report to the Legislature in
1978, but has not prepared a document since that date, The Legislature
may wish to specify in the Supplemental Report of the 1989 Budget Act
that the OPR shall develop the Environm,ental Goals and Policy Report
in the budget year.
.
CONCLUSION

The state already faces many significant challenges in accommodating
its current population. The challenges posed by the state's future
population are even ·rnore complex and demanding. Many difficult
changes will be needed for California to comfortably accommodate the
coming population growth. While the actual changes could take many
forms-from road pricing to expanded regional decision-making to new
state incentives for cities· and counties--'-it is critical' that the Legislature
and the Executive Branch begin working on these changes now.
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Implementing the California Clean Air Act
How Can the Legislature Ensure That Planning Required by the
California Clean Air Act Results in Improved Air Quality?
Summary

• Despite having one of the most stringent air pollution control
programs in the nation and making significant improvements in air
quality since the early 1970s, qgJjf
..2!!!:iE..§..tilUlfl~Jhl1J1Q.Y1}trJIi.,JP/I,t~!
air quality. Many areas of the state, including most urban areas, fail
7OfueetliOth federal and state air quality standards.
• The" deadline for complying with federal air quality standards
expired in l[J88 with many areas of the state out ofcompliance. The
contfnued federal role in achieving air quality goals is currently in
question. ,. As a result, th'e Legislature stepped in and passed the
California Clean Air Act (GGAA) and a number of other related
pieces oflegislation aimed at sJJ:fJ!1g111(jJlivgs,tqteJJndlQf:P} effQrts,to.
i111JZ[flB(fJlir. gy,qUty.
• The CCAA establishes a mandate, independent of thefederal Glean
Air Act, to bring all areas of the state into compliance with,~t'gll!cgJr
qttqlily~§.tq.114(J:!(Js. Specifically, the act (J) establishes a district-level
planning process overseen by the state Air Resources Board (ARB)
and (2) increases both state and air district regulatory authority.
• Our review of the GGAA planning process suggests that 1Jegatipl!JJir
quality' eff!!.£!~I!..o...1fJ.JfJ:lJ:dUs,e,a1)dlrgn~PQt1IJtiQn,Tll(ln.1)i1];g,4'!~isjo.}
J§
q,L!!!fL,lqCf!,L,!f}v,~!o:!e"U~l!!1JJ(J,li1JJit..tbe,extent to'Pbicb,.. thff,JlJlM
gplYIJ,!lll,!!!§H;,l!L!IL£!lJ/J:1}/lr,.o;ir.
• In order to en,sur/!Jha.t the pllJ:lming proCess re/J.yiredby JheGGAA
result~j-'!!J!fif!21i!?!L/!Q.tion(J,t:thestat(J
,a.nd localllfvel, we recommend
that (J) air districts be given a greater role in local and regional
transportation and land use planning processes, (2) the Legislature
consideroptions to expand air districts' authority to implement local
land use and transportation control measures, and (3) that legislation be enacted giving, all districts the authority, to assess motor
vehicle registration surcharges.
Introduction

In the last year, the Legislature has taken, many significant steps to
address increasingly severe air pollution problems throughout the state.
By passing the most far-reaching of these laws, the California Clean Air
Act, the Legislature acted· to develop a comprehensive planning process
to address California's air pollution problems. This new statewide process,
which requires the active participation of several levels of government,

-~~~---'~--------'~~~-
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fills the planningand regulatory gap created when deadlines for complying with air pollution standard~ under. the ft!deral Clean Air Act
expired in August 1988.
In this analysis we describe the continuing air pollution problem that
besets many areas of the state. We then discuss the California Clean Air
Act, which seeks to clean up the state's air within 20 years. Finally,;we
offer some. options and recommendations for increasing the likelihood
that California will actually meet that goal.
Background

California excee<is. all other parts of the country in . terms of both the
number of days and .the amounfby which the state violat~s .federal air
pollution st~dards. Federal standards est~blish emission levels for specific pollutants (known as "criteria pollutants") , inclu<iing ozone, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, . lead, .and small particulate
matter (known as "P¥-l0") .(A federal PM-I0 standar~ was only recently
~et by the Environmental.Protection Agency (EPA); consequently, we
will not address compliance with the PM-lO standard. in. this analysis.)
Under the federal Clean Air Act, states may not exceed the standards for
criteria. air pollut~ts after 1988. Other pollutants that pose potential risks
to California's air quality are not regulated by the federal government as
criteria pollutants. These "noncriteria pollutants" include toXic· air contamin~ts,aci<i. deposition (such as a.cid rain) ,ari<i other emissions for
which federal standards have nqt been established. ..
To date, the state's air pollution control program has been directed
toward bringing the state into compliance with federal standards, as
required by federal law. For some pollutants, such as ozone, the state has
set. more stringent standards than the federal government. In the past,
however; state law did not require compliance with state standards by
specific dates.
To 'meet these· standards, California has used several approaches to
control emissions; Foriristarice, cars must have specific types of on-board
equipment, such as catalytic converters, and must be'inspected periodically to ensure that emissions do not exceed permissible levels. Stationary
sources of pollutants, such as manufacturing industries,'must demonstrate
the ability to comply with emissidnslirnits before receiving anoperating
permit. In general, measures adopted by the state have required specific
pollution control steps rather than provicling individuals with economic
.,
incentives t() redllce pollution.·
As a result of these regulatory actions, the state has successfully
complied with some emissions· standards..Chart. 1 shows that.·highemissions areas of the state now are in compliance with both the federal
stand~rd and the more stringent state standard for sulfur dioxi<ie. Sulfur
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dibxide reductions have resulted from both emission control measures
and economic changes, such as relocation of high-emitting industries to
other areas or other states.
Chart 2 illustrates the compliance history of these SaI]le four· areas with
regard to lead emissions. As the chart shows, the areas have lowered lead
eIllission levels dramatically since 1976, and today all are in compliance
with the federal standard for lead eIllissions. This reduction in lead
eIllissions largely resulted from requirements for the use of unleaded fuel
in newer vehicles.
Despite control efforts, however, several parts of the state have not
. been able to comply with the criteria pollutartt standards for ozone,
carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide. Chart 3 shows that 25 areas of the
state exceed federal standards for one or more of these pollutants, and
thus have been designated as "nonattamment areas" by the EPA.
Since the 1970s, various patterns have emerged in different parts of the
state for these three pollutants:

• Ozone. .Levels of ozone have not decreased markedly in most
nonattaiiIment areas. The South Coast region of the state has shown
a general decline, while many regions have stayed at relatively stable
levels. In some areas, such as the southern San JoaquinValley,ozone
levels have increased somewhat over time.
• Carbon Monoxide. Reductions in carbon monoxide emissions. have
been dramatic. The South Coa.st. region has reduced the number of
days that standards are exceeded tenfold since the early 1970s,
although it still experiences levels greater than any other in the staJe
and is significantly out of compliance with federal standards. The
only area which has not shown a steady decline in carbon monoxide
emissions is the Sacramento area.
• Nitrogen Dioxide. The only area of the state that is still not in
compliance with nitrogen dioxide standards is the South Coast
region. While most parts of the region are in compliance, some urban
areas still do not meet the standard.
Why Has It Been Difficult for the State
to Meet Federal Standards for Some Pollutants?

There are three primary reasons"why air pollution is more severe in
Califorhia than elsewhere and why it is difficult to meet federal and state
standards fqr various air pollutants.·
Weather and Topography. The climate and topography of many
regions of the state work together to maximize exposure to-and the
formation of-air pollutants. Because several areas of the state form
basins, they have static or trapped air patterns which increase exposure
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Chart 1

Attainment of Sulfur Dioxide Standards
Selected Areas of Californiaa
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Chart 2

Attainrnent of Federal Lead Standard
Selected Areas of Californlaa
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Chart 3

California Counties Exceeding
Federal Air Po!lutlonStandards
January 1989
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to pollutants. In addition, California's weather, with a high proportion of
sunny days, contributes to the formation of some pollutants. Ozone, a
principal component of smog and one of the most significant pollution
problems in the state, is formed by sunlight reacting with "smog
precursors,"gases (such as ca.rbgn dioxide) emitted froJ:!imotor vehicles.

Population .Growth.. .CalifofIlia has· .. eXperienced·· Elxtremely rapid
growth; increasing by almost 16 million pe~ple since 1960. Current
Department of Finance projections indicate that an. additional 8.3 million
people will live in California by 2010. Population growth affects the
amount of pollution in three ways: (1) emissions increase from both
manufa.cturing (primary) industries and the secondary service industries
that support them and the workforce; (2) emissiOIls from household and
consumer products, such as paint or hair-care products, increase; and (3)
emissions increase due to the greater use of automobiles (see below) .As
long as the state's population continues to grow, efforts to control and
reduce air polluj:ionwill be partially offset by increasing emissions from
more sources.
Automobile. Use. Partly a.s a result of increasing population and partly
due to changes ill where Californians live in relation to where they work,
emissions from automobiles hav~ not decreased as rapidly·as those. from
stationary sources. While the total amount ofsmog agents emitted from
automobiles and other motor vehicles decreased from 1979 to date, state
experts expect the amount to rise again after 2000. This is primarily
because the number of miles traveled by motor vehicles is expected to
increase by 5 percent annually. In addition, increasing congestion on
roadways leads to much. higher. emissions from individual· vehicles
because ~ars do not burn fuel as completely at decreased operating
.
speeds.
What Is the Federal Role ill Regulating Air Pollution in California?

Under the federal Clean Air Act of 1977 and a subsequent congressional
extension, states were reqtrired to submit to the EPA air pollution control
plans developed by local air districts that would ensure compliance with
federal standards for ozone and carbon monoxide by August 31, 1988
(plans for nitrogendioxide-NO~-were required in 1982; and deadlines
were not extended). The EPA's review of state plans placed area~ that
did not meet federal standards by the deadline intb two categories: (1)
potentially sanctioned areas and (2) other nonattainment areas.
Potentially Sanctioned Areas. The EPA is only required to take action,
such as imposing sanctions, against those areas which knOWingly did not
include sufficient measures. to meet standards by August 1988.. Four areas
of the state (theSouth Coast region, Ventura County, F!esno County, and
Sacramento County) submitted plans that contained measures to control
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emISSIons to the maximum extent the districts considered feasible, but
that would not result in compliance with federal standards by 1988. In
these areas, the EPA is required to take some action to ensure achievement of federal air quality standards.

Other Nonattainment Areas. The other areas of the state that did not
manage to meet federal standards by 1988 submitted plans to the EPA
that included measures which they thought would meet standards by the
deadline. These areas will be required to submit new plans to the EPA
that demonstrate compliance within three to five years, but will not be
subject to sanctions at this point.
The EPA Approach to Sanctions. For potentially sanctioned areas, the
EPA is required to impose a ban on construction of facilities-such as
large refinery Gomplexes-that would emit more than 100 tons per year
.of hydrocarbOIls, volatile organic compounds (such as gasoline vapors), or
carbon monoxide. To date, the EPA (undercourt order) has imposed the
construction ban on the South Coast, Ventura, and Sacrainento·· areas.
(This sanction is not especially significantin that few, ifany, facilities of
this size are planned in the state in the foreseeable future, largely because
of e~sting air pollution control restrictions.) In addition, the EPA has
other, discretionary sanctions that it couldirnpose on these areas. At
present, the EPA's general approach appears to be to avoid imposing
sanctions on a district so long as the district and·· state continue their
efforts to resolve the air quality problem.
\
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Wh~t Does tl:te California Clean Air Act (CCAA) Require

State and Local Agencies to Do to Achieve Air Quality Goals?
.

-

.

With many areas of the state oui: of compliance with federal air quality
stand.ards, the. expiration of the federal Clean Air _. Act deadline has
resulted in uncertainty. This uncertainty is caused by (1) concern oyer
the future direction- of EPA acti()ns and (2) the possibility of congressional amendments to the federal act. Because the state's air pollution
control efforts were driven by the federal pr~cess, this uncertainty
resulted in a void in California's efforts to improve air quality.
The Legislature took the initiative by enacting a number of significant
pieces of air po1l4tion legislation. In the area of criteria air pollutants, the
most· significant· piece of legislation enacted _was Ch 1568/88 - (AB
-2595-Sher), known as the California Clean Air Act (CCAA) . Thisand
other significant legislatioIll'elating to criteria air pollutants are summarized in Chart 4. (The chart does not include enacted legislation relating
to noncriteria pollutants, such as toxic "hot spots" and acid rain).
The California Clean Air Act establishes a mandate, independent ofthe
federal CleanAir Act, for state and local government agencies to clean up
California's air. Under _the federal system, specific dE:'ladlines were
established for meeting federaI air quality standards and the states -and
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Chart 4

Summary of MaJor Air Pollution Legislation
Enacted During the 1987-88 Legislative Session

•
•
•
•

California Clean Air Act
Chapter 1568/88 - Assembly Bill 2595 (Sher)
Th.iS act establishes a stand alone state air pollution control. prcmr.am. T.he act
establishes a.planning process overseen by the ARB.and provides additional
regulatory authority to ooth the ARB and Air Pollution Control Districts.

Smog Check Program
Chapter 1544/88 -Senate Bill 1997 (Presley)
This act both extends and expands the Smog CheckProgram administered by the
Bureau of Automotive Repairs.

State Agency Rldesharlng
Chapter 1435/88 -- Senate Bill 2723 (Seymour)
This act requires state agencies to develop flex-time and ridesharing programs and
create,s a loan and grant program under the Department of Transportation to
establish vanpools.
.'
,

Expanded Authority for Local Air Pollution
Control Districts
"
Chapter 1596/88 - Assembly Bill 397~(Cortese)
Chapter 1541/88 - Assembly Bill 4355 (Connelly)
Chapter 1546/88 -- Senate Bill 2297 (Rosenthal)
Chapter 1301187 - Senate Bill 151 (Presley)
These four acts expand the Bay Area (Chapter 1596), SacramentO (Chapter 1541),
and South Coast (Chapter 1546 and 1301) air districts'regulatory authonty.,()ver
mobile and indirect sources of air pollution.

local governments were to determine how to meet those deadlines. In
the past, California's air pollution program focused primarily on (1)
requirements for on-board air pollution control equipment for passenger
vehicles and . (2) local regulation of laigestatlona.ry sources of pollution.
,'

'

.

.,-,

'

,

The CCAA makes three fundamental changes to California's, air
pollution program: (1) it establishes the state's existing air quality
standards as the goals to be met, (2) it creates a new process to pll.l.I1and
implement these goals, and (3) it gives air pollution control districts
(APCDs) and the state Air Resources Board (ARB) greater regulatory
authority and enhanced funding in order to better achieve the act's goals.
New Goals and Requirements. The goals established by the CCAA
differ significantly from the federal act in three ways. First, air districts
must meet state air quality standards, which generally are more stringent
than federal standards. Second, the CCM classifies nonattainment
districts into three differerit categorieg-..;-moderate, serious and severeeach with different compliance timeframes' and progressively more
stringent requirements. Third, the CCAA requires that all nonattainment
districts demonstrate annual reductions in excess emissions of nonattainment pollutants of at least 5 percent. Under the federal act there was no
requirement to demonstrate annual reductions in emissions,·only that the
states be in compliance with the federal standards by 1988.
Chart 5 shows the specific goals and requirements placed on APCDs
by the CCAA.
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Chart 5

The California Clean Air Act
Requirements For Non-Attainment Districts

ALL NON-ATTAINMENT DISTRICTS

General Requirements
available transportation control
• Meet emissions reductions goal of 5%
measures.
per year.
• Develop transportation control
program.
.
• Upgrade emissions inventory.
. • UP9rade public education program.
Indirect/Area Source Requirements • MitIgate air pollution transported to
• Develop: area and indirect pollution
other districts.
control program.
Mobile Source Requirements -~--;
• Require adoption of all reasonable

General Requirements
• Attain state standards by December

31,1994.
Stationary Source Requirements '. No increases in emissions from
permitted stationary sources emitting

...

morethail 25 tons per year.
• Require reasonable available control
technology on all permitted sources of
pollution.
.

.

General Requirements - - - - - - - j
'. Attain state standards by December

31, 1997,
Stationary Source Requirements • No increases in emissions from
permitted stationary sources.

Require best available retrofit control
teChnology on all permitted sources of
pollution;
Mobile Source Requirements --.,.......,-1
• Substantially reduce the rate of
increase in the number of passenger
trips and vehicle miles traveled.
•
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.

General Requirements
• Meet emissions reduction Q0al of 5%
per year plus 25% per capita reduction
by 1995, 40% by 1998, and 50% by

Mobile Source Requirements - - - - I
• Substantially reduce the rate of
increase in the number of passenger
trips and vehicle miles tr13.veled.
2001.·
• ·Increase commuter ridership to 1.5
Stationary Source Requirements - - persons per vehicle by 1999...•.
• No increases in emissions from
• No net increase in vehicle emissions
permitted stationary sources.
after 1997.
Require best available retrofit control
• Develop measures for low emissions
automobiles.
tectinology on all permitted sources of
pollution.
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The Planning and Implementation Process under the CCAA. As with
the federal Clean Air Act, the CCAA requires air districts to develop air
pollution control plans. The CCAA, however, requires air districts to
. include elements in their plans not requited previouslyunder the federal
program. These include (1) emission reductions from a wide variety of
sources-mobile sources, indirect sources (facilities like shopping centers
. thllt attract cal"s()rother sQul"Ces of polluti()n)an~areasQurce~{JIlultiple,
nonspecific sources"of pollution such as agricultural burning and use of
consumer products like aerosols) -that previously were not regulated by
districts,arid (2) contingency measures to be implemented if the plan
fails to meet the requirernentsof the act. In addition, the ccAA institutes
an ongoing approach to planning, requiring APCDs to update their plans
for compliance with air quality standards every thre~ Y€lars.
The ARB is the state agency responsible for implemeIitation of the
CCAA. Among otherthings, it is responsible for reviewing and approving
all district plans. Once a district plan is approved by the ARB, the district
must· adopt the individual regulations and control measures necessary to
implement the plart.' The .ARB is responsible for overseeing thisimplementation and ensuring thilt'the individual r€lgullltions are adopte<J, and
enforced. Toward this end, ARB enforcement options include (1)
requiring districts to implement contingeIicy measures, (2) withholding
state funding to districts for pollution abatement activities, and (3) taking
over a district's programartdimplementing a plan. on behalf "of the
district. In addition to approying and overseeing the implementation of
district plans, the CCAArequires the ARB to adopt more stringent air
pollution control standards for products sold in California that it cllrrently
regulates, such as niptorvehicles and motor yehicle fuels,artd "adopt. new
standards for many consumer and other products it does not currently
regulate.

New Regulatory Authority Granted by· the CCAA. The CCAA and
:related legislatioIi • give both the ARB "::md air districts significant new
authority to regUlate previously unregulated soutcesof air pollution. As
shown in.Chart 6, new laws.emicted during the 1987-BS legislative session
grant the state-through the ARB-"-additionalauthority to "(1) set
product standards for .most cOIisumer products, (2) set product standards
for previously unregulated mobile sources of pollution (off-road vehicles,
marine vessels, construction equipment, etc.)~ (3) assess certification fees

1: I Chart 6

~ ,' Air Pollution Control Regulatory Authority

By Level of Government Before and After the'1987-88 Session

Passeng~lr vehlc1es8

I Set standards

I Set more stringent standards

Medium and hllavy trucks

I Set standards

T

Motor vehicle luels

I set standards

Other mobile (trains, construction None
equipment, marine vessels, etc.)
STATIONARY SOURCEs«'
,(Factories, rellneries, 'etc.)

Fee authority for specKle programs

Assess lees on motor and vehicle
manulacturers

Set more stringent standards
Roadside Inspection program

ISet more stringent standards
Set standards
Regulate use
Expanded lee authority

None

Regulate use
Require rldeshare programs
Assess motor ~hlcle registration
surcharge lee

None

RegUlate use

Vapor recovery program
Varies by type

IPermtt
Regulate emis,slons
authority
Fee authortty

iNDIRECT SOURCESc
(Office complexes, retall malls,
etc.)
AREA SOURCESd 8
'.consumer products

None

I None

None

I Set standards

I Set standards

8 In addition, the Department of Consumer Affalrs runs the Motor Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance (srnog check) program.
bOnly the South Coast and Sacramento air districts have the authority to assess this fee.
e In addition, local govemments have land use authortty to plan, permit, regulate and site land developments.
d Include many sources other than consumer products, such as house paints, agricuttura,1 burning, pesticide use, and other small sources 01 pollution.
8 Under the CCAA, APeD,s are prohlbtted from adopting standards different than the ARB until 1994.

, Vapor recovery program
Varies by type

Regulate emissions
Permtt authority
Fee authority
Regurate emissions
Fee authortty

I None

.....
to
.....
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on motor and vehicle manufacturers, and (4) assess fees on stationary
sources of pollution.
In addition, the CCAA grants air districts new authority to (1) control
the use of mobile sources, (2) regulate indirect sources of pollution, such
as office complexes and shopping centers, and (3) assess fees on indirect
sources which are regulated but for which permits are not issued.
The CCAA Requires Development of New Control Measures. The
CCAA will result in districts and the ARB developing a new array of
measures to control pollution because it requires (1) the implementation
of transportation control measures in all nonattainmentdistricts, (2) no
net increase in emissions from new or modified stationary sources in
moderate and severe nonattainment areas, and (3) a 5 percent annual
reduction in emissions.
Unlike many other parts ofthe country, California has already implemented many stringent control measures, so that there are very few, if
any, "quick fixes" left to reduce air pollution emissions in the state. In
general, in order to achieve the acfs air quality goals, future control
measures will need to (1) squeeze an additional increment of reductions
from sources already under some degree of control (such as cars and
factories), (2) reduce emissions that previouslywere not regulated (such
as consumer products, diesel engines, and construction equipment), and
(3) alter individuals' behavior either through direct reguIatory'intervention or by providing individuals with incenQves to reduce pollution (for
example, the use of diamond lanes or the enc()uragement of flexible work
schedules to reduce traffic congestion). Incentive programs might affect
how much people drive, or wher~ they choose to shop; live and work.
HOW CAN THE LEGISLATURE ENSURE THAT THE PLANNING PROCESS
RESULTS IN ACHIEVEMENT OF AIR QUALITY GOALS?

The CCAA provides a new set of goals for APCDsand the ARB in
achieving air pollution reductions. These goals include. specific annual
percentage reductions in air emissions and require the implementation of
specific types of control measures. In our view, the CCAA is an important
step in bringing about significant reductions in air pollution. To ensure
achievement of air quality goals, however, the Legislature should consider taking further steps. These steps would involve increasing the
degree of coordination among the various agencie~involved in planning
at the local level, and improVing the ability of districts to implement
programs that can accomp~sh the goals set by theCCAA.
Goals of Local Agencies Should Be Integrated in the Planning Process

We recommend that the Legislature expand the role of air pollution
control districts in local land use and regional transportation planning in order to enhance coordination between districts and other local
and regional governmental agencies.
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Both transportation ·and land use .planning decisions. affect the achievement of air pollution control goals, butneither planning process is closely
coprdinated with air pollution control plans. The goals of different local
planning agencies, including APCDs, may conflict,decreasing the effectiveness of the planning process.

Land Use Planning. The roleofair districts in land use planning is very
limited. Air districts have no formal role in revieWing city and county
general plans--the major vehicle for land use planning decisions. In fact,
there is not even a requirement that city or county general plans address
air quality by including an air quality element. As a result, local decisions
'concerning the siting of facilities such as office buildings, shopping
'centers, and industrial parks are made outside the purview of the APCD,
even though such facilities· are potential indirect sources of air pollution
because they attract automobiles.
When local agencies site these facilities, their. decisions often reflect
local fiscal priorities that rank commercial and industrial development
higher than residential development. This can result in . local growth
patterns in .which insufficient h.ousing for. the needed workforce is
available near .industrial and commercial growth centers. Asi consequence, indiviquals may live far from their work, increasing the length of
commuting trips. This in tum, increases vehicle miles traveled and traffic
congestion, both. of which worsen air quality..The CCAA directs air
districts to consider controlling indirect sources ofpollution, but does not
clarify how differing goals of local planning. agencies should be balanced
when in conflict.

Transportation Planning. Under the CCAA, districts classified as
serious or severe nonattainment areas are required to. substantially
reduce the rate of increase in passenger vehicle. trips and in miles
traveled per trip. In order to meet this requirement, changes in the way
we us~ automobiles will be necessary. In the past, howeyer, air districts
and the ARB have played only a small role in the transportation and land
lIse decisions that have a direct impact on traffic congestion, travel
patterns. and automobile. use. For instance, air districts have no formal
role..in the regional transportation improvement planning· process--iIlcluding both the. development of the longer-term Regional Transportation Plans (RTPs) and the shorter-term program of projects contained in
the Regional Transportation Improvement Programs (RTIPs). Similarly,
the ARB has no formal role in the development of the.State Transporta-'
tlon Improvement Program (STIP) adopted annually by the Californi~
Transportation Commission. The plans reflected in the RTPs and the
.projects to implement these plans contained in the RTIPs and STIP have
broad implications for future emissions from motor vehicles.

-
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If substantial gains·in air quality are to be made, air quality goals need
to be reflected in the planning process for siting of industrial and
commercial· concerns and transportation projects. Currently, coordination often is lacking between land use and transportation planning
agencies and the air pollution control district Asa result, air quality goals
are not integrated with other local planning efforts. In order to better
facilitate the. inclusion of air quality goals within broader local and state
planning concerns, we recommend that the Legislature (1) require· that
local general planS include an air quality element and (2) specify that
local general plans and plan amendments be consistent. with the APCD
air quality attainment plans. In addition, the Legislature should consider
requiring· air districts to review and comment ,on RTPs and RTIPs, and
the ARB to review and comment on the STIP, as a way of promoting
consistency between transportation and air quality goals.
Legislative Options to .Improve Districts' Ability
to Implement Air Quality Measures

The CeAA has increased APCD authority over some s~urces of air
pollution, but as discussed ~bove, APCDs have only a limited and often
informal role in local land use and transportation planning decisions.
Moreover, they have no permitting authority over new developments or
transportation projects, and little or no authority over the operation of
existing· transport~tibn systems or indirect .sources of pollution.. As a
result, general authority granted to air districts by the CCAA to (1)
regulate or decrease emissions from indirect soUrces and (2)·· affect the
use of motor vehicles, may be ineffectual unless strengthened.
There are at least three options available to· strengthen· the ability of
APCDsto·implement effective control measlires on indirect and mobile
sources of pollution.
Explore Methods to Give APCDs Increased Authority over New
Projects and Operation of Existing Projects. Districts could be given
greater regulatory authority over local facilities and transportation
projects. 'For example, the Legislature could expand the number and
types of local projects which are subject to APCD permit requirements.
This approachwould ensure that air quality goals are considered in siting
and operating decisions. The major disadvantage of this option is that it
could result in delays in projects because a new level of govermnent
womdbe interjected into the permitting process:
Better Integrate Decision-Making Roles ofLocal· Government Agencies. As·we ·discussed earlier in "Accommodating California.'s Growth," a
single body could be charged with the responsibility for approving city
and cotintygeneral plans, and given the authority to veto major land use
decisions. This would allow better coordination of these decisions with air
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quality objectives. Alternatively, if an adjudicatory body were established, conflicts between local agencies could be resolved.

Greater Use of Econ·omic lncentives-or Disincentives--to Get Polluters to Modify Their Behavior. Generally, APCDs have little ability to
implement pricing programs that make citizens and businesses face the
economic costs of their decisions. Such programs might include mileage
charges for automobile use, or tax incentives to locate indirect source
facilities so as to minimize air quality impacts.
Legislature Needs to Be Informed about
Progress in Achieving Air Pollution Goals

We recommend that the Legislature amend the cdAA to require (1)
air districts to. include an . analysis of the impact of land use and
transportation decisions on district programs and air quality in their
three-ye~rplan. reviews and (2) the ARB to report th~se findings to the
Legislature.
Because local land use decisions may impinge on meeting air quality
goals, the Legislature needs tolmo\\' if it should consider taking further
actioIl to strengthen compliance efforts. However, the extent to which
district compliance problems result from local agency decisions on land
use .and transportation projects· is notlmown. While the CCAA requires
APCDs to review their plans every three years to correct deficiencies, it
does not require districts to identify in their plans the extent to which
problems in achieving air quality objectives were due to factors outside
their control, but within the control of local land use or transportation
planning agencies. Although the ARB is required •to report to the
Legislature on expenditures of fees collected and on the funding of large
APCDs, there is no requirement to report on overall progress towards
ineeting state standards, or to identify the extent that local land use and
transportation decisions affect air quality.
In order to ensure that the. Legislature is informed concerning the air
quality impacts of transportation and land use decisions, we recommend
that districts be required to include in their three-year plans an analysis
of the impact of land use and transportation decisions on district
programs and air quality, and that the ARB· report these findings to ·the
.Legislature.. We recommend that the ARB include in its report (1) an
assessment. of the extent that local land use and transportation decisions
prevent districts from meeting the goals of the CCAA, and (2) specific
legislative options to address this problem. If the report indicates that
localities are not acting in a manner consistent with regional air quality
goals, the Legislature may wish to consider further options to more
closely integrate air quality objectives into local planning processes.
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Drivers Should Help Pay for District Programs

We recommend that legislation be enacted extending the authority to
assess motor vehicle registration surcharges to all air pollution control
districts.
. In the past, air pollution. control district programs have focused
priffiarily on stationary sources, and fees charged to these sources have
paid for district regulatory ·costs. Now, however, the ·CCAA authorizes
districts to broaden their scope of regulation to include transportation
control measures and indirect sources. As a result, APCDs will incur costs
to regulate cars and their use.
The CCAA authorized APCOs to increase fees on stationary sources
and assess new fees on regulated indirect sources of pollution.· In addition,
Ch 1546/88 and Ch 1541/88 gave the South Coastand Sacramento air
districts the authority to assess surcharges <>f$1 and $4, respectively, on
motor vehicle registrations to supportaltetnative fuel,indirect source
and mobile source programs. The authority to assess a vehicle registration
surcharge was· not extended, however, to .·other APCDs. As a consequence, in most districts. drivers still will not pay the costs of district· air
pollution control programs aimed at regulating the.use of automobiles.
In our view, automobile users should pay for district regulatory costs
related to automobile use. Consequently, to ensure that. the cost of air
district regulatory programs are borne by all of the regulated community,
we· recommend the Legislature enact legislation to give· all districts the
authority to assess motor vehicle surcharges similar to the authority
granted to the South Coast and Sacramento districts during the past
legislative session.
Conclusion

The CCAA represents a major new effort by the state to~eet air
quality goals within a 20-year timeframe.As a first step, it requires that
the state and air pollution control districts develop plans for meeting air
quality objectives. In addition, it grants new authority to the districts and
the ARB to strengthen regulatory efforts related to soUrces. of air
pollution that they already regulate, and itextends to the districts and the
ARB the authority to tegulatesome sources of pollution that previously
have not been regulated. TheCCAA, however, does not provide for a
process that balances or integrates air quality objectives With other local
planning goals and land use decisions. This will limit the ability of districts
to achieve the CCAA's air quality goals.
In order to enhance the ability of air districts to actUally meet air
quality goals, we recommend that the Legislature, among other things,
inCrease air district and ARB participation in land use· and· transportation
planning at the state and local1evel, and consider options to increase the
ability of districts to effectively reduce emissions.
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Solid Waste Management in California
Is California Facing A Solid Waste Management "Crisis"?
Summary

• Current fees for waste disposal in California are relatively low.
Future disposal costs are likely to escalate some, but increases
affecting residential and commercial waste generators will probably
be relatively small.
• Fees ~hargcd-ffJ.1:.trash._colle.Qt.tm:ta.1Jd . djspo£aLof~1J ..dQ:rJ:J2t.!(!flf!£tihe
L.ull.2J!§.tgiJ?rovidi1];KQ9a~fliQrL(JllJIEi~PP§.(lL§er,vices. As a result,
there is liJfk-!col1.omic..i.ncentive-toJeduce_the.1.ZQIY!!}i!..pit,g(1:§te.Qr to
r!!E1!.£l~ 1£.a§l~· ,"'
• State law requires counties to plan on an ongoing basis for the
provision of disposal capacity sufficient to last at least eight years.
Most .coJJ.:r)Jie.s-eith.ex..,aJmady,".haQ(u.!LwilL~pgllJ!/!J2(!lQll.!!:l14Y{lJ.!!:tl;1
capg(;jlY_i?J:~g}Jifir:j{L.c.()mply
. . with_thiLrfl.qYi'!;ttlJlen;t; Some counties,
however, face short-term shortages ofdisposal ;;apacity due in large
part to public opposition to constructing new facilities.
• Despite prohibitions against it, household hazardous waste is often
disposed of in municipal garbage. If these materials are not sorted
out of the waste stream, or if disposal facilities are not designed to
handle such wastes, the result may be water contamination or air
pollution.
• Despite these concerns, our rtfpietlJ, ..i1Jr!iq(!J(}§.tbflt JbereiLno
"cr!~is"-eitheri1f!f!1J"sofcost or landfill.ava#ability.,-in the state's
waste management system.
• However, in order to address certain existing problem areas and
improve the state's solid waste management system, the Legislature
can take steps to:
(J) Ensure that local governments impose fees for waste disposal
that reflect all applicable· costs.
(2) Assist counties in facility siting decisions.
(3) Minimize the potential environmental threats of disposal operations.
Californians discard an average of about7.5 pounds of various materials
per person each day. This amounts to more than 38 million· tons of waste
each year, enough to fill 80 football stadiums with trash 100 feet deep.
There appears to be a widespread perception that this mountain of waste
is about to 1?ury.the state and bankrupt it in the process. In contrast to this
perception, the available evidence indicates that, although there are
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problems with the existing. solid waste management system, in general
the waste we produce can be disposed of safely and at .relatively low cost.
This analysis attempts to put the status of waste· management in
California into perspective and focus discussion on those problem areas
that do need attention. We first provide background information on the
structure ofthe solid waste management system. Next, we evaluate how
well the existing system is working.• Then, we bri~fly outline specific
actions the Legislature can take· to address problems with the existing
waste management system.
Background

In California, responsibilitY for solid waste management is divided
between the state and local governments. The state is responsible for
developing general solid waste management policies and guidelines.
Cities and counties rpanage the collection systems and disposal facilities
needed to dispose ofthe waste produced in theirjurisdictions.
. The California Wastl:l Management Board (CWMB) is the Jead state
agency responsible for developing and implementing state-wide solid
waste management policy. The board:
• Sets miniIilumstandards for handling solid waste· and operating
waste disposal facilities,
• Reviews waste disposal facility operating permits issued by local
enforcement agencies (LEAs) to ensure compliance with state
standards,
• Conducts oversight inspections of waste handling facilities to ensure
effectiveness of LEAs,
• Approves landfill closure and postclosure .maintenance plans,
• Approves county solid waste management plans, and
• Evaluates and promotes new waste management strategies.
In addition to the CWMB, other state entities conducta variety of
activities related to solid waste. For example; the Department of
Conservation manages the Beverage· Container Recycling Program, the
State Water Resources Control Board monitors potential groundwater
contamination caused by landfills, the Air Resources Board and local air
districts enforce air pollution standards that apply to landfills and
waste-to-energy facilities, and the Energy Commission evaluates the
energy market impact of large scale waste-to-energy proposals.
In contrast to the general policy setting responsibilities conducted at
the state level, local governments are responsible for "hands on" waste
management activities such as:
• Operating or contracting for waste management facilities and services within their jurisdiction,
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.• Issuing operating permits to private entities for waste handling
facilities,
• Setting rates for trash disposal services provided within their jurisdictions, and
• Designating local enforcement agencies· (generally county health
departments) and setting fees to cover the cost of enforcement
activities.
To help ensure that solid waste management activities are adequately
planned and coordinated,·the state requires. each county to develop and
implement a comprehensive county solid waste management plan
(CoSWMP). The CoSWMP~ust include:
• A schedule of the combined,Gapacity of existing·solid waste facilities
available to the county;
• A plan for maintaining disposal capacity sufficient to last at least 8
years;
• .Plans, including an implementation schedule, detailing how the
county will recycle. atJeast 20 percent ofits solid waste; and
• An analysis of the econo~cfea~ibility of the plan, including the cost
of waste disposal in the designated jurisdiction.
.
.
The CoSWMP must first be approved by the city councils of a majority of
the cities containing a majority of the county's population, and then must
be approved at the countY" level. A .CoSWMP must also be approved by
the CWMB to ensure that the plansatisfles applicable state laws and
regulations. Counties are required to update their CoSWMPs at least
every three years.
There are 389 landfills, 245 transfer stations (facilities where waste is
transferred from the collection truck to a tractor/trailer rig or train for
long-distance hauling) and two waste-to-energy facilities currently operatingin California; More than half of the 38 million tons of waste
produced annually in California is disposed of in the state's 10 .largest
landfills. In addition to the· 389 operating landfills, there are apprmdmately 1,BOO closed .landfills that no longer accept waste. The range, of
problems associated with closed landfills varies considerably. Some closed
landfills have few, ihny problems, and are now used for such purposes as
golf courses. Other closed landfills have created such· serious problems
that they have been. listed by the Environmental Protection Agency as
federal Superfund toxic waste sites.
HOW WELL IS CALIFOIlNIA'SSOUD WASTE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WORKING?

Economic and enviro:nme.ntal cons~derations are the underlying subjects·inmuch·of the recent media attention on solid waste issues, with
particular emphasis given to the subject of landfills. The conclusions often
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drawn in the media are that (1) landfills are a cause of environmental
problems, (2) landfill space is rapidly disappearing throughout the
country, and (3) the scarcity of landfill space is likely to cause significant
price increases for trash disposal services. Our analysis indicates, however, that-at least in California-the situation is not a~ serious as is being
suggested by many..
Current Waste Disposal Fees Are Low and Likely to Remain That Way

Currently, charges for waste disposal in California are relatively low
when compared to other regions of the country or to other basic services.
Table 1 illustrates the fees charged for residential trash collection in a
sample of local governments throughout the state. As the table shows, the
fees for these entities average about $8.35 per month. Fees for commercial trash collection are highly variable, depending on the volume of
waste, the frequency of collection, the location of collection bins, and the
type of trash. In general, however, commercial trash collection is less
expensive for, a given volume of waste than is residential collection. At
the prevailing collection fees, it costs each of· us an average of· about 20
bents per day to dispose Of the waste we generate in activities at home
and at work.
Table 1
Residential Trash Collection' Fees
In Selected California Cities
December 1988

Weekly Volume
Local Agency
Ventura
:
.
Riverside '. .............•.............................. ;....•.......' .
Sacramento
,
ThoUsand Oaks
..'
:
.
Oxnard
.
San Francisco
..
Oakland .......•.................................................... :"
Los Angeles County
.
·SanJose
.
·Anaheim...................................•..........................
Milpitas
,
:
.
San Diego
.
Los Angeles
;
..
Average
; .
8

b

Monthly
Fee
$11.10
10.63
9.68.
9.25
9.15
8.49
8.15
7.37 8
6.31
6.11
5.65
no fee b
no fee b

Limit
(gallons)

55
32

q2

45
105
32
45
no limit .
no limit
220
no limit
no limit
no limit

. $8.35

Average cost, based on a range offees from $5.25 to$9.50 per container.
Trash collection and disposal are supported by city general fund revenues. These cities were not
included in the average cost figure.
'.

The comparatively small price we pay to dispose of our solid waste is
likely to remain relatively low. This is because solid wastemanagerrient
involves:numerous activities and the cost of o:nIy one of those activities,
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landfilling, is likely to rise significantly in the near future. Differentiating
the various aspects of waste disposal helps to illustrate this point.
After we throw our trash away, it must be (1) collected from the
containers on the curb or in the alley, (2) transferred from the collection
truck to a tractor/trailer rigor train for long distance hauling, (3)
transported to a disposal facility, and (4) disposed of either by burying,
burning, or reprocessing (recycling). If waste disposal facilities are
reasonably close, to the collection area, transfer operations may be
unnecessary,.
Chart! illustrates the percentage of overall costs attributable to these
four components, based onthe statewide average landfill tipping fee (the
charge for dumping materials atthe llindfill) and estimated average costs
for collection, transfer, and trarisportlitioll. It shows that collecting waste
from the curb or alley is by far the most expensive aspect of waste
management, accounting for about 65 percent (with costs ranging from
60 percent to 70 percent) of the overallcost of waste disposal. In contrast,
the costo! landfilling-at the rates currently prevailing in California
---generally contributes only about 10 percent (with a range of 5 percent
to'20percent) of the total cost. Costs for waste transfer operations (which
may include the cost of screening for and removing hazardous wastes
and/or recovering recyclable materials) makeup another 15 percent
Chart 1

Distribution of Solid Waste Management Costs
Average COsts for Selected California Cities '
December 1988

Collection
'(65%)

8

PrimarUy IandIIUlng.
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(with a range of 0 percent to 25 percent) of the total cost. The cost of
transporting waste to disposal facilities is similar in· proportion to
landfilling costs-:-about 10 percent (with a range of 5 percent to 15
percent) ..
Landfill tipping fees, which in California currently average about $10
per ton, are beginning to increase, due primarily to more stringent
environmental· regulations. Industry sources estimate that after landfill
operators comply with requirements for new environmental safeguards,
the cost of landfill disposal will probably level off in the range of $20 to $25
per ton. Increasing land acquisition costs may also push tipping fees up.
The impact of land costs on fees, however, is. relatively insignificant
because the cost ofland on which to build a landfill generally accounts for
less than 5 percent of the total cost of developing, operating, closing, and
properly maintaining the landfill.
.
These rising tipping fees, however, will not significantly affect trash
collection bills because, as explained previously, landfill costs are such a
relatively small component· of the total cost of waste collection and
disposal. For. example,if landfill tipping fees double from the current
statewide average of around $10 per ton to $20 per ton, the overall cost
of residential waste disposal would probably increase by only about 10
percent (or less than $1.00 per month per household)~
Although the economic cost of waste disposal is likely to remain
relatively low in California, there are still problems with California's
existing system of waste management. The mpst significant problems
include: an economically inefficient pricingsysb~mthatoften does not
impose the full cost of waste disposal on waste· generators, local difficulties in siting new facilities, and potential groundwater contam.irlll.tion and
air pollution caused by hazardous materials improperly disposed of in
municipal waste.
The Full Cost of Waste Disposal Is Not Directly Imposed on .Individuals

Individuals often d()ootbear the full cost of disposing the waste they
create. This occurs fot two reasons:
.
• Individuals are nbtbilled for trash disposal inproport.ion to the
waste they generate. In somedties,such as Anaheim and San Jose,
residences arecharged>aflat fee for essentially unlimited disposal
service. In other cities, such. as in Los Angeles and San Diego,
residences are not directlycharg¢d even. a flat fee. Instead, funding
for trash disposal services is provided by general tax revenues.
• Disposal fees do not reflect all. of the economic'and social costS
associated with waste disposal. Most tipping fees in California do
not reflect the full cost of financing landfill closure and postclosure
maintenance costs and the cost of environmental safeguards such as
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methane gas and "leachate" collection systems (a leachate is any
substance that drains out of a landfill). Fees also may not reflect the
social cost of nuisances (such as dust, noise, and pests) that may be
caused by landfills.
In both. cases, the true cost of waste disposal is masked and greatly
understated to most individuals. Consequently, people produce more
waste than they would if confronted with the full cost of the service.
Better price signals not only would influence individuals to reduce the
amount of waste they generate, they also would improve the relative
position of alternatives to landfilling (such as recycling) .
Unfortunately, there are several obstacles that make it difficult to
directly and accurately bill each individual for the waste he /she produces
and. that undernrine the benefit of direct· billing:
• Expense of Separate Billing. The procedures involved in billing
individuals for the waste they produce may be so expensive that
billing costs outweigh the benefits.
• Difficulty of Determining the Source of Waste. In many cases,
garbage from numerous sources is combined at one collection point,
such as a large dumpster serving several apartment units. Such
collection systems make it impossible to bill individuals accurately for
the waste they generate.
• Tendency of Higher Prices to Encourage Illegal Dumping. Direct
billing may increase the level of illegal dumping as waste generators
attempt to avoid paying the full cost of disposing the waste they
generate.
• Relative Insignificance of Waste Disposal Fees. Tq the ext~nt that
accurate pricing of waste disposal services results in· higher costs,
individuals should reduce the amount of waste they generate.
However, since the magnitude of an individual's trash bill is likely to
be small relative to other expenses (such as housing payments,
grocery bills, and phone expenses) direct and accurate billing for
waste disposal services may not appreciably affect individuals' waste
disposal decisions.
Some Counties Face· Disposal Capacity Problems

Our review of California's waste disposal system indicates that, while
the state is not in imminent danger of running out of landfill capacity,
there are certain counties\vith short-term capacity problems. In response
to the landfill problems experienced by some local agencies, the Legislature recently imposed a new requirement on counties that they plan for
disposal capacity· sufficient to handle the county's projected volume .of
waste for at least eight. years. These plans must be updated every three
years, thereby continually extending the eight-year planning horizon.
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Because the capacity planning provision is so new, not all counties have
as yet fulfilled this requirement. Based on CoSWMPs filed with the Waste
Management Board, 46 of the state's 58 counties already have eight years'
worth of landfill capacity. Table 2 lists those 12 comities· that do not now
meet this reqllirement. Mqst of the counties shown are rural counties
with small populations. The list also incllldes. Los Angeles County,
however, which is responsible for almost two-fifths of the state's total
waste stream.
Table 2·
Remaining alld Planned Disposal Capacity for
Counties That Currently Have Less Than Eight Years Capacity
December 1988
Currently
Disposal·.
Remaining
Annual
Percent
Capacity
Waste
DispOsal
Coming
o/State
Copacity
On-LineD
Generation
Waste
County
(Years)
(Thousands 0/ tons)
Stream
(Years)
b
Calaveras
.
18
o
100
Madera
.
78
0.2%
o
35
b
10
1
Del Norte
.
..
914
Contra Costa
2.4
3
20
Tuolumne
.
43
0.1
3
40
Sonoma
..
394
1.0
4
30
Ventura
..
730
1.9
4
40
,4.1
San Bernardino
.
1,554
5
300
82
0.2
Sutter-yuba
.
5
15
Los Angeles
..
14,612
5
38.5
30
20
0~1
Lassen
..
5
Kings
.
93
0.2
6
35
48.8% d
18,668
Totals
; .
Indicates capacity of facilities anticipated to open within 5 years.
Accounts for less than 0.05 percent of California annual waste generation.
C Volume of proposed facilities Is unknown.
d Detail does not add to total due to rounding.
SourCe: California Waste Management Board.
a

b

Table 2 also shows the disposal capacity which is expected to be
available within five years in these counties. It indicates, for instance, that
Los Angeles County soon expects to expand existing facilities or construct
new facilities that will be able to dispose of the county's waste for 30
years. Furthermore, San Bernardino County has reserved a site that,
when fully developed, will be able to hold an estimated 462 million tons
ofwaste-enough capa~ity to handle that county's current annual volume
of waste for more than 300 years. Thus, even those counties included in
Table 2 would appear .to face problems which are gen~rally of a
..
.
short-term nature.

.

The lack of adequate disposal capacity in some counties is due to the
increasing difficulty in California ofgaining public approval to locate new
waste disposal facilities near urban areas. For example, in spite of the
current shortage of disposal capacity in Contra Costa County, in the 1988
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November general election voters in that county disapproved of all three
initiatives proposing new landfills for the county. In addition, only four
new waste disposal facilities have been sited in the state since 1984.
Consequently, almost all new landfill capacity in California has been
added by expanding existing facilities, rather than siting new ones;
Disposal Facilities May Cause Environmental Damage

The perceived environmental problems associated with disposal facilities are probably the most significant reason that few new facilities have
been constructed. For instance, many people are concerned about toxic
w~stes in general purpose landfills. The greatest threat of toxic contamination~ however, is posed not by new disposal facilities (which generally
are designed to limit this threat), but by landfills that are now closed.
Many of these landfills accepted hazardous industrial wastes that they
were not designed to handle. Consequently, these closed facilities may
cause groundwater contamination. The full extent and significance of this
problem is unknown. The Water Resources Control. Boa.rd (WRCB)
currently is evaluating the results of water quality assessment tests
conducted at 50 landfills that pose the greatest threat of water· contamination.Preliminary results indicate that some of these landfills have
caused low concentrations of contamination in groundwater. The· contamination is. primarily from petroleum-related sources:
In addition to the problems at closed landfills caused by improperly
disppsed industrial toxins, existing disposal facilities may contribute to
environmental pollution due to nonindustrial sources,. State law prohibits
disposing of haZardOUS materials in municipal garbage collection systems.
However,many common. hOl}sehold product~uch as paint, batteries,
motor oil, and some househ.old cleaners--,-are. hazardous materials that
people.either unknowingly or.illegally discard in their. household trash.
Consequently, if these materials are not sorted out of the waste stream, or
are. not deposited in waste disposal. facilities that are. constructed. to
handle such materials, they can produce water contamination (if the
materials leach from landfills) or air pollution (if the materials are not
completely incinerated in waste-to-energy facilities).
In addition to pollution problems resulting from hazardous materials in
the waste stream, pollution may also be caused by burying materials that
are normally harmless. In landfills, the natural decomposition of biodegradable. materials, such as food and. yardwastes, produces methane gas.
Landfills can be constructed with systems to collect this gas and use it for
fuel to generate electricity. Olderlandfills, however, rarely have such
collection systems,· and in many cases the. gas. escapes· from the landfill
and causes air pollution. Some cases of gas buildup have even resulted in
explosions.
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New disposal facilities that are properly designed and managed are
much less likely to cause pollution problems than are older facilities.
Landfills can be constructed with impermeable caps and bottom liners
that prevent rain and snowmelt intrusion and reduce the chances oftoxic
materials leaching from the facility and contaminating groundwater.
Waste-to-energy (WTE) facilities that burn garbage as fuel can also be
constructed with high-temperature combustion chambers and filters
enabling them to meet existing air quality requirements.
Although air pollution control requirements regulating emissions from
WTEs are very specific, state regulations pertaining to leachate control at
landfills indicate only that "the [landfill] operator shall take adequate
steps to monitor, collect, treat, and effectively dispose ofleachates."Thus,
the application of available methods of preventing landfills from contaminating water is toa large degree left up to indivi.duallandfilloperators.
Since landfill management decisions made by local governments can
potentially affect thegroundwat~r used by other entities, th~re is a
definite statewide interest involved in how these disposal facilities are
built and run. In the next section, we offer the Legislature suggestions on
how it might address this concern, as well as the pricing and siting
problems identified earlier.
.
OPTIONS TO IMPROVE CALIFORNIA'S WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

As the- preceding discussi~n indicates, California currentlY-does not
face a waste management crisis. There are, however, a number· of
problems with the existing waste management system, including (1) a
pricing system that obscures choices facing individuals and underprices
waste generation, (2) local capacity concerns in some areas, and (3)
potential environmental damage resulting from (a) individuals disposing
of hazardous materials in municipal garbage and (b)· iIrisorted waste
being disposed of in facilities that are not constructed to contain
hazardous materials. We discuss below ways for the Legislature to address
these concerns, thereby improving the way in which solid waste· is
managed in the state. '
Prome-teFees Tbat Include All Costs for Waste Disposal Services

Fees for trash collection and disposal services should reflect the full cost
of providing the service. Fees that reflect all costs of disposal would
influence individuals to minimize· their waste generation, resulting in a
reduced demahd for landfills. As our previous discussion indicates,
however, there are numerous instances in which individuals areeither
not directly charged for waste disposal or are charged much less than the
full economic and social costs of disposal.
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While there are obstacles to ensuring thatindividuals face the costs of
waste generation, it is possibleto improve pricing systems. For mstance,
many cities have shown that it is practical to impose ttashcollection fees
that are proportional to the weekly volume of waste that is collected from
a household or business. For example, the city of San Francisco charges
residential customers. $8.49 a month for weekly collection of one 32-gallop
can of trash, and an additional $3.86 per month for each. additional 32
gallon can. The effect of proportional billing on the volume of waste
individuals produce can be dramatic. For example, in 1988 the town of
High Bridge, New Jersey required that town~issued stickers be placed on
each 30-gallon trash container prior to collection. The stiGkers cost $140
for 52, . and additional stickers cost $1.25 each, Eleven' months after
implementing the sticker system, the town's volume of trash has declined
25 percent.
Thus, perhaps one of the most important steps the Legislature can take
in this area is to promote the direct billing of full waste disposal costs to
users. One way to accomplish this end would be to require CoSWMPs to
include an outline of the billing system and fee rates imposed in each city
within '. the county jurisdiction, and compare those fees against the
estimated full costs of providing waste disposal services. Hopefully, this
type of information would help counties-especially tho~e facing shortrun capacity problemS-move toward . a more rational pricing syst€lm.
By promoting direct and accurate. billing .for waste. disposal, the
Legislature would help achieve two positive results. First, individuals
would·tend to minimize the quantity of waste they. produce. Second, this
approach would also indirectly promote alternative waste management
strategies. For example, in California landfill tipping fees averagEl roughly
$10 per ton. The average tipping fee, however, does notreflect the full
cost of ffuancing landfill closure and. postclosure maintenance costs and
the cosfof environmental safeguards. (such as gas and leachate collection
systems). If these costS were incorporated mt() tipping fees, the average
fee wouJ,d probably increase. to about. $25 per. ton. At this fee level,
alternatives to landfill disposal may 1:le more economical. For example,
based on our calculations, the net c;ost of San Jose's curbside recycling
program is roughly $20 to $25 per ton. (depending on tile market J?rices
for certain." recyclables) . Thus, ..under •these. conditions,. the cost of
recycling would be an economically viable alternative to .landfilling•.
Help Counties Resolve Disposal Facility Siting Issues

As noted above, there . are only' a few counties with serious landfill
capacity shortfalls; and the problem' in most of these cases· does not
appear to be overland availability as much as local resistance to having
such facilities sited'nearby. The Legislature'maywant to consider ways to
help localities resolve .impasses in siting needed disposal facilities. One
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way to address this problem wouldbe to grant the CWMB the authority
to certify when local jurisdictions are in need of additional disposal
capacity, and allow the CWMB (or some other designated entity) to act
as arbitrator in stalled local siting negotiations.
Granting a state agency this type of authority has proven successful in
Wisconsin. There, a state agency· first certifies the need for new or
expanded disposal facilities in a given jurisdiction. Next, the prospective
facility operator is required to negotiate the terms of an operating
agreement with the host community's government. If the operator and
the host community cannot reach an agreement, either party may
petition the state's Waste Facility Siting Board for arbitration. Under
Wisconsin's law, the board must select one of the parties' last best offer
(which covers such factors as site location, operating hours arid fees).
Since 1982, 21 siting agreements have been signed in Wisconsin without
any cases going into arbitration.
Consider More Stringent Environmental
~equirements for Disposal Operations

Unless hazardous mat~rials are prevented from entering the waste
stream, separated out before waste is buried or burned, or disposed of in
facilities designed to handle such materials, they may cause water
contamination and/or air pollution. While current groundwater monitoring has not discovered any··serious contamination levels, the extent and
significance of the problem is really not kno~. If the Legislature is
concerned about the future threat to the environment from these
hazardous materials, there are at least two options available to it.
First, the Legislature could impose more stringent environmental
protection requirements on landfills. For instance, depending on such
factors as the level of the groundwater, the state could require that new
landfills be constructed with various types of liners and caps capable of
preventing hazardous· materials from leaching· into water supplies. Because the cost of landfilling is a relatively small component of the overall
cost of waste collection and disposal, such a reqUirement would probably
result in only a small increase in. disposal fees for residences and
businesses. Alternatively, the Legislature could requirealllandiiIls only to
accept waste that has been sorted to remove· potentially hazardous
materials. The cost of sorting these materials from the waste stream is
unknown.
Second,·. the Legislature could take additional steps to encourage the
proper disposal of hazardous wastes by individuals. For instance, the state
could require.CoSWMPs to.contain a plan element devoted to household
hazardous waste separation. The CWMB currently provides local governments with technical assistance and advice on household hazardous waste
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as part of the board's hazardous substance information program. The
success of this program in influencing a significant number of individuals
to properly dispose of their household hazardous waste has not been
demonstrated. However, requiring that CoSWMPs include a household
hazardous waste separation element would probably encourage cities and
counties to take advantage of the information available through the
CWMB.
Conclusion

Our review suggests that California is not presently facing a waste
managemerit crisis. The overall cost of waste disposal in California is
relatively low and not likely to substantially increase in the near future.
Most counties have adequate disposal capacity, and there is little
evidence at present ofsignificant environmental damage caused by waste
disposal facilities. There are, however, problems with the state's existing
solid w~te . management .system: (1) in many areas, waste disposal
services are not realistically priced; (2) some local governments have
difficulty gaining public approval to site new disposal facilities; and (3)
without preventive measures, household hazardous was.tecan pose a
threat to the environment.
To address these problems, the Legislature can take steps to: (1) ensure
that fees· which reflect the true costs of waste disposal. are imposed
wherever practical, (2) assist counties in landfillfacility siting decisions,
and (3) minimize the potential environmental threats of di~posal facilities.These steps will help influence· individuals. to mininlize the waste
they generate, stimul~te efficient competition among conventional and
alternative waste management strategies, help maintain an agequate
supply of disposal capacity, and ensure that waste is disposed «(safely.
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State Appropriatie»ns .·Limit
How Should the Legislature Address Problems With the Appropriations Limit?
Summary

• Based on the estimates of revenue and the spending plan contained
in the Governor's Budget, the state is very close to its appropriations
limitfor both the current andbudgel years-$134 million and $128
million, respectively.· Using' the administration's long-term forecast
of state revenues, we estimate that revenues will exceed the appropriations limit by 1990-91.
• State spending authority, as' adjusted for changes in the price of
goods and services faced by the state, has declined under
Article XIII B. '!JJ:el!!!Jtttjf2~!J1!2~.gllQ.t£.~u;ffi£i~!!1Kr£~t~,,~1J,!J?£!!f!!r,g
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• A$"~result of the appropriations limit, the state is facing increasinglydifficult choices about which programs can be funded and at
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• Because there is no apparent consensus as to which programs should
be eliminated or reduced in order to accommodate the magnitude of
spending increases sought in program areas where demand is
building (such as transportation), and because in tJzel()Tlg~Tl.th,e

!!,"!!!~~~,KAl!1JJl!f(r...the s.tqte§P.~ili~y..to.pro~idethe·services.1ie~il~(jti

~f!f!PJ~f!c$,lqttt'.~l!c()1'lf!,Tr!1i!'!'!Jl;.trQ1My,g effictently, we recommend that
the Legislature place on the ballot a constitutional amendment
calling for the repeal ofArticle XIII B.
• Whether a different type of limit should also be adopted is a 12.0]WJl
c.hgJq,~,g1JJ,y~the..Legislat-1J;Fe4;an-.make. In reviewing the argumentsfor
and against limits, we are not convinced of the need for a limit from
an analytical perspective. If an alternative type of limit is desired,
however, we recommend that several considerations be carefully
addressed in determining how it should operate.
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As discussed in Parts One and Two of this'document, the Legislature
and the Governor face an extremely difficult situation in developing a
state budgetJor 1989-90, In addition to finding a way to avert a deficit for
the current fiscal year, the Legislatlirefaces a funding gap of oVer $1.6
billion between expected .General . Fund . revenues and the cost of
maintaining current servi~e levels, including .a provision for a prudent
reserve. At the same time, the Legislature faces pressing demands Jor
increased funding for transportation and other infrastructure projects.
Faced .with such prospects, some consideration ordinarily would be
given to increasing:the level of General Fund and special fund revenues.
However, the. Department of Finance's'calculations i:ndicate that the
state is very close to its appropriations limit for both the current and
budget years-$134 million and $128 million under the Iimit, respectively.
This situation effectively precludes the state from considering a revenue
increase as :part of its effort to balance these demands, unless changesJare
made to the appr()P:riations limit.
.
This section provides background on the appropriations limit imposed
by Article XIII B of the California Constitution. It also discusses the
long-term effect on. the budget process and on the provision of state
.services of operating under the . current limit. Finally, this analysis
provides the Legislature with our recommendations as to actions itneeds
to take to ensure that the state can effectivelyaddress.the demands for
state services in.the future.
Background

Article XIII B was added to the State Constitution when the voters
approved Proposition 4 on.the November 1979.Special Election ballot.
Briefly, Article XIII B does threethin~s:
• It limits the level of tax-funded appropriations (General Fund and
special funds) which can be made by the state and individual local
goverhments in any given year. The limit for each year is equal to the
limit for the prior year, adjusted for changes in the cost of living and
population, and other adjustments as required (for example, transfers of financial responsibility).
• It requires that state and local governments return to the taxpayers
any revenues collected-'-from both tax andnontax sources-that
exceedthC;; amourtt which can be appropriated in any given fiscal
year.
• It requires that the state reimburse local governments· and school
districts for the cost of cmnplYing with statem~dates.
The limit applies only tb appropriations financed from the "proceeds of
taxes," which include tax revenues, proceeds from the investment oftax
revenues (such as interest earned on tax proceeds), and any revenues
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collected by a regulatory license fee or user charge in excess· of the
amount needed to cover the cost of providing the regulation, product, or
service. Appropriations financed by other sources of revenue (for
example,· bond funds) are not subject to the limit.
Certain specific categories ofappropriations are also excluded from the
limit. These include payments for interest and redemption charges on
preexisting debt or voter-a.pproved bonded indebtedness, appropriations
needed to pay the state's cost of complying with federal1awsand court
mandates, and unrestricted state subventions to local governments. For
additional information on the· background of the appropriations limit,
please see The 1987-88 Budget: Perspectives and Issues, pp. 111-127.
State's Current Position Relative to the Appropriations Limit

Table 1 presents estimates of the state's position relative to the limit for
1988-89 through 1991-92, based on the Department of Finance's estimates
of long-term revenue growth included in the Governor's Budget. The
Department of Finance estimates that the state will be $134 million below
its limit in 1988-89 and $128 million below its limitin1989~90, given the
estimates of revenue contained in the budget. Table 1 also shows that,
under the moderate economic growth assumptions underlying the
budget's revenue forecast, the state could have $500 million in,excess
revenues by 1991-92. A stronger-than-expected economy, or higher levels
of capital gains realizations than anticipated by the budget, could easily
result in the state receiving revenues in excess of the limit as soon as the
current year.
Table 1
State Appropriations Limit and
Appropriations.Subject to Limitation
1988-89 through 1991-92 B
(dollars in millions)
Appropriations
Appropriations
Subject to the

1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92

.
.
.
.

Limit
$'n,fY19
29,184
31,227
33,412

.

Limit
$26,945
29,056
31,427
33,912

Amount
Under/rOver)
the Limit
·$134

128
(200)
(5Q())

• Figures for 1988-89 and 1989-90 are from the Governor's Budget. Figures for 1990-91 and 1991-92 are
estimates by the Legislative Analyst's Office, },ased on the long-term revenue projection contained
in the 1989-90 Governor's Budget.
'

Is There a Problem with the Limit?

Two years ago (please see Thei987~88 Budget: Perspectives and Issues,
pp. 111-127), we addressed the issue of what the effect of Article XIII B
might be in future years, and whether the state would have a problem in
both· providing the levels of service demanded by state taxpayers and
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complying' with the appropriations limit. This section updates that
analysis and examines how the limit has constrained the state's ability to
provide services. We do not explicitly consider the impact of the limit on
local governments in this analysis.
Current Service Levels Cannot Be Maintained. As we noted two years
ago, the current appropriations limit grows more slowly than the cost of
govermnent services. This slower growth is largely the result of using the
lower of the change in inflation (as measured by the United States
Consumer Price Index-USCPI) or the change in California per capita
income as a cost-of-living adjustment. In seven of the last 10 years, the
USCPI has been the lower index. This index, however, does not reflect
the increased costs faced by governments in providing services. Rather, it
reflects the price changes faced by individual consumers, such as changes
in housing and transportation costs. The price changes faced by government entities are influenced by other factors not !eflected in the USCPI,
such as salary payments for government workers and construction costs.
A more appropriate index 'for, the measurement of government cost
increases is the Gross National ProduCt (GNP) implicit price deflator for
state and local purchases of goods and services.
Because the GNP index has exceeded the USCPI each year since
1982-83, the current inflation adjustment formula has resulted in a
decrease in state purchasing power since 1978-79, as shown in Chart 1.
Real per capita state spending authority" (the appropriations limit
adjusted for .inflation using the GNP deflator) has fallen from just over
$560 per person in 1978-79 to about $530 per person in 1989-90. If the limit
had beeri adjusted using the GNP deflator since 1978-79, Chart 1 would
show a flat line over time. Instead, real state purchasing power has
declined.
. Becfluse the inflation adjustment that has been used to calculate the
appropriations limit each year has not, kept pace with the cost of
providing government services ,(as the GNP deflator has exceeded the
USCPI), the limit has not provided sufficient authority to maintain
current service levels. As the price of government goods and services is
expected to continue to iner-ease faster than the cost-of-living factor used
in the appropriations limit calculations, the state will find it necessary to
reduce service'levels to compensate for the difference.
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Chart 1

Real Per Capita State Spending Authority
1978-79 through 1989·90'
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Government Spending Authority Will Not Keep Pace with the State's
Economy. When the economy grows faster than. infiation, as it has, in
seven of the last 10 years, the appropriations limit acts to"restrain" the
growth in government spending relative to the growth in.the economy.
However, th~ ,.~c?noIll)"s,.,~OV\T~R!iJ:l.gswit4 JL~xp~ge9. . Hy,~9~. for
~~lltinggQy~{nme:Qfs~iYic~s,such as improved,transportation. f~dii~s
to .rnoye .jpcr~l:lSin.g..amounts otgoods.and services, as wellascomttllJter
tillffic. Yet, because of the limit, existing state services cannot increase "i;}
proportion to the grdwth·fu the economy. The result is 'a lower average
level of government service in the state.
One example of an area in which services have not increasedpropo:rtionately with the economy is i,S~..g,p,,~!M.~w,~~~I.~S;,!lt.S~veral
reports completed in the last few years nave icientifiedan irifrastructure
funding shortfall in California over the next 10 years that is in the tens of
billions of dollars. In the area of transportation, the 1989 State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) is now projected to have a five-year
estimated funding shortfall of $4.5 billion. As discussed in our recent
report, A Perspective on the California Economy, th~~E:}J,<inds of funding
shortfalls have .1?11~tt~rII1.conseCluen9E:}sfQrth~futureeco~~inic'heaItllof-'
tll.~,sGt;!le. n;"i:he extent that the current linrit-~p;~;th;~abilitY~rthe"
state and local governments to finance the full range of necessary public
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services in the future, it will hinder efficient economic growth in the
state.

L'nfJt Distorts Public Decision Making. During each year's budget
process, the Legislature must make decisions regarding how available
funding will be allocated among different programs.. As part of this
process, it often examines alternatives for funding those programs. In the
past few years, however, the structure of the limit itself has influenced
how. these decisions are made. For example, because the current limit
excludes some sources of revenue (for example, fee revenues) and some
kinds of spend41g (for example, debt service, unrestricted subventions to
local governments), it has provided incentives to fund or implement
programs inefficiently-just to get around the limit. In 1988, for instance,
the Legislature considered legislation to deal with the problem of
abandoned cars by creating new governmental entities-with their own
appropriations limits-in order to be able to raise and spend funds outside
the confines' of existing state and local limits; The. creation of. new
giQ4~~~~,!!!.,~!1ti!L~H~~."tQ~gl!P~~Jh~
. c;<:lI!~.g;~!§:~@~ti~~~i~~.;.
t9~,gg§tf,~".GQmp,1~i,gQ,}{.~:g;mu:~Pt.
' .'.
The limit also provides an iJ:lcenti.ye.t9}Ilcrease the use of voterappr()Ye<l,Poncl§, since the debt ~;th;se'bonasisexempnrom1he
ffimt. ':A7';;'-discuss elsewhere in this volume, the state is not in any
immediate danger of having "too many" bonds issued, and a substantial
amount of additional authorizations would have to be approved by the
voters before the stale's debt-service levels reach the point where
concern may be warranted. However, there are many situations where
bond financing may not be preferable to pay-as-you-go financing (for
example, when a project's benefits last only a short time). In such cases,
the use of bond financing increases the cost of the project. Moreover,
while bond financing·allows the state to.spend revenues in excess of the
limit in years when revenue growth is strong, the use of bonds'also locks
jy.,"JYgOOI,~..2tLe,SLU:!r~§.5!~!2tR!!Ym~!ll~~Jhal,..,c,annQ1J?~,.J:~~<;lJJ~Jf
I'~YenuesJall,in"'the£utw.:.e.. Thus, the incentive to use bonds to get around
the limit can both increase the cost of providing government services and
reduce·the state's flexibility with respect to spending·priorities in years
when revenue growth is not strong.
The constraiIlts of the limit also have produced incentives to increase
the use of tax expenditures. Tax expenditure programs result from
various tax exclusions, exemptions and deferrals which reduce the
amount of revenue collected from the state's "basic" tax structure.
Although tax expenditure programs effectively allow spending outside
the limit, these programs are generally less efficient than direct spending
programs; make legislative oversight of programs more difficult, and add
complexity to the tax system.
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Finally, the inflexibility of the limit has led to llll increase in efforts to
earmark state funds and place programs outside the appropriations limit,
in order to "protect" them from limit-related budget cuts. Propositions 71
and 72, which were defeated on the June 1988 ballot, both sought to
exempt transportation spending from the constraInts of the limit. Proposition 98, which was approved at the November 1988 election, guarantees K-14 education a fixed percentage of the state budget (roughly 40
percent), regardless of the overall condition of revenues and spending in
the state. Proposition 99, also approved on the November 1988 ballot,
creates a new dedicated revenue source, generated by mcreased taxes on
cigarettes and tobacco products, and places it permanently outside the
limit. The iIicentive to try to remove particular categories of spending or
revenues from normal budgetary oversight makes it increasingly difficult
for the Legislature to allocate state revenues in accordance with overall
statewide priorities.
Special Factors Have Cushioned the Impact of the Appropriations Limit

During the last three years, three factors have cushioned the impact of
the appropriations limit, thereby forestalling the trade-offs among program expenditures that would otherwise have been necessary.

K-12 Education. One factor that has allowed for additional growth
within the limit for some program areas is a shift in the method of
computing appropriations subject to limitation for school districts. This
change, implemented in 1987-88, reduced the amount of local school
district appropriations that count against the state's limit and increased
the amount charged to school district limits. Thus, while overall state
funding for K-12 education increased by 9.8 percent between 1986-87
and 1988-89, the amount of state expenditures subject to limitation for
K-12 education actually shrank by 6.5 percent. Moreover, it does not
appear that the state can make additional changes of this magnitude in
the method of computing local school districts' appropriations subject. to
limItation in the future, since most of the benefits of these changes have
already been realized. In 1988-89, increases in school district appropriations subject to limitation have outpaced increases in the appropriations
limit and we expect that this will continue to be the case for future years.
In part, this reflects the adoption of Proposition 98 by. the voters in
November 1988. As a result, K-12 education will no Jonger help provide
the cushion necessary to accommodate growth within the limit for other
state programs.
Transportation; In recent years, transportation programs have also
helped cushion the impact- of the appropriations limit on other state
programs because transportation programs are largely dependent. on the
slow-growing state gasoline tax for funding. As a result, transportation
expenditures have grown more slowly than overall· state· .spending
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authority over the past several years. In the future, however, it is unlikely
that the state will be able to rely on slow growth in transportation
programs to help accommodate higher-than-average growth in other
state programs. This is because, as discussed elsewhere in this volume,
.increased· expenditures for transportation will be required in the future
in order to meet recently enacted funding requirements.

R8$erve Funding. Finally, in the last three years, none of the state's
overall spending authority has been used to build or maintain a prudent
reserve. In fact, the reserve has been. drawn down each year since
1986-87.' 'The, state' has used, all' of its appropriations authority to cover
stateprograrn requirements, and none has been available to maintain the
reserve. Because the state's appropriation authority in the current year is
"fully allocated" to pay for state prograIIlS, the appropriation proposed to
rebuild the Special Fund for Economic'Uncertainties (SFEU) in 1989-90
mUSt displace' appropriations needed to maintain other state programs
which are subject to the limit. While the state will always face a direct
trade-off between funding the, reserve and spending on state programs,
this trade-off is made more difficult in the budget year because the
reserve has been completely depleted over the last two years. Moreover,
n0rIIlal growth in the limit does not allow sufficient room to completely
,J;'estorethe reserve in Ute budget year without reducing current service
lev:els in other programs areas.
Without changes in state laws or the constitution then, the Legislature
must choose between funding the reserve or funding the current level of
services in a variety of state programs. Yet,' in the long run, even if
statutory and constitutional changes were made to permit reductions to
be made across a larger portion of the state's expenditure base, this basic
conflict ,between: funding, for the 'reserve' and funding for state programs
would still remain.
III summary, the changein the method of accounting for appropriations to K-12 school districts, the slower rate of growth for transportation
spending and the lack of additional funding fot the reserve have enabled
the state to avoid difficult limit-forced trade-offs for the last three years.
Program Demands Building within the Limit

~gJ1t lttQ~s~~~p,more Utan"",",80pet_~~!}~

oflill. st~!e

appro~n..a

ti~ll~y'pj~,£t,.1Q.,.l1'iiiIm.ti.Qn:",p~th, K-12 education, higher edUcation~ Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) , Supplemental
Security IncomelState Supplemental Program (SSIlSSP), Medi-Cal,
youth and adult cbrrections, and transportation. Ofthese eight programs,
fout-AFDC, SSIlSSP, Medi~Cal and youth and adult corrections-have
consistently grOWIl more quickly than the limit. For example, state
spending on youth and adult corrections grew more than 8 percent more
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qwckly thanJhe limit between 1986-87 and 1988-89. The faster growth in
these four programs is largely the result of existing 'statutory requirements requiring annual increases in spending to accolllIIlodate caseload
and cost~of-livingincreases.
The faster-thah-average growth in these programs over the last several
years has largely beenaccommodated'by "extiaroom" iIi the limit made
available by other, slower growing programs~ as noted earlier. Yet, the
cushion provided by theseslbwer growing programs _is declining, ,'as
evidenced by the multi-billion dollar increases being sought in the areaof
transportation; For 1989",90,we estiInate that providing K-12 education,
1\FDC, SSI/SSP, Medi-Cal,)'outh and adult corrections, andtransportationprograms with funding increases consistent with current laws and
expectedcaseload growth would conslJmeiover $1.6 billion, of the $2.1
,billion projected growth in the state's, appropriations limit between
1988-89 andJ989-90. This would leave only $500 million available to fund
,the' state's 'reserve and, the. growth in all other state programs.
The ultimate result of' these increasing program demands' is that
spending for programs ,that have histoncally grown more quickly than
the limit will have to be scaled back to accommodate growth in other
programs. Yet, in the face ofillcreasing program demands,there is 'as yet
nO 'apparent consensus as to which of the state'scurrellt programs-can be
reduced or elitninated to accommodate all of, the "existing spending
demands within the limit.
'."

..

."

WhCl,t Should the Legislature[)o?

1\s. discussed above, the state"s current appropriations limit. has a
number ofdefects. Given the state's current demands for services and the
formidable challenges posed by the anticipated growth in (he state's
economy, it appears that the existing limit will significantly constrain the
state,'s ability, to provide the levelofservic/as demanded by its taxpayers.
For this reason, we ,recommend that -the Legislature place on the
statewide ballotaconstitutionalqmendment callingfor the repeal of
A rtide XIII B.
-

Should a Different Type of Limit Be Adopted? In the event 'that the
Legislature agrees with our reconimelldation that thecutrentliIIiit
should be repealed, it has two basic options. ~jt£~,£hR?J~.;!~~t~!x",gp
~l;ls.Jrl.L<UPQnal-,c9J~~B'~t~,."Qn,spending~,~mQo4i~qjn.Jh~~S!~tm!~~"v9te

reqllirlaIIl~ut on ,e,xpenditllre, aIlcl tax-mea§llre~ .and_lh~_~Y;W,~bi!!hLpf
,};~yi~ll~' Second, it can choose to, adopt a different type of limit which"
'ideally "'ould avoid'the shortcomings of the current limit. In considering
these options, it is useful to review the basic arguments whichhave been
advanced in support of and in opposition to the adoption, of limits.
Specifically:
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• Proponents oflimits argue that government cannot always be relied
upon to make'rational spending choices, and' that a limit is necessary
to force the elimination of low-priority expenditures. Without the
elimination of these low-priqrity expenditures, it is argued that
government .' spending' will require a constantly increasing share of
the state's economic resources, and will ultimately become arestraining prlluence on economic activity.
• OpponentS oflimits argue that limits are arbitrary and that there lire
a sufficient number of other restraints on government spending that
can hold it "in check" without a formal limit. These other restraints
include the supermajority vote requirements for appropriations and
tax increases, the line-itelp.veto powerof the Governor, and perhaps
most importantly, the natural constraint imposed by the growth of
revenue. Givell resentc4aI:lg~sin.th.estl:l.te's,!ax. strlIcture, such as
the indexillg of'fhe "P;;;~~~'~coiiletax''an<filieallowarice"ofoffsets
~~~i~~"
fu.~~~e"'for'neto~"eraffil"Iosses·si:ate're~eii~~sno
.1t_.~_ .,,,,".,,~.m.~l"al:~
·~"",·""~~,.=",_~_,,,,,~",,,J~"",,",,,",,.,
..,g.~,~,·,·c·'· .""'",-., ......•...,... . "'.' .•.
Ig!!g~r ...~IID . be.. expecte.d"t.QJ~ml'!1Jl~jgnjfj£~tly,fa.ster,t4~P, . tP.E}..~t~~~.'s
€)cgn.<>.IDY.. In our view, this natural. constraint. will. itself. force . the
;~considerationAof~£l.ndihQ;e~,iq!:j~~!-;R!JQrtty.
sti~"",Rrogr-am~':
In reviewing these arguments, 1jJl!.ll:re.,;not£g:nvi!lf~J1fJ'o.man analy!iq!!!
ll.ersP!J.cti.m",that~the.re""1Je..ed§..,,JQ,.,.b.~.1l.,~pendi'!1g<limit'i From .the Legisla.!}rr~'s B~S,Rc:lc!iY!f.z.,!h~I~._.~~=I]-~y~~t~~!~,~~,. ~~'Lr~~~OI1!Lw:hy -some-SPIt of
fQ.rm1!l.,limit~,Qll•....state~..expendi!w;:ellj~ ..A~'£,c:l,Il.~Jn:Y,,9r....dc:ls!r!!!>le. If the
Legislature chooses to replace the current limit with s~me othm. form of
limit, however,we recommend that it consider. several important factors
in its design.
Impact on Deci$ion Making. As noted earlier, one of the defects of thecurrent limit is that it has produced a bias 'against making government
decisions in fhe most efficient manner. This bias stems from the limit's
provision ofpreferential treatment forcertairi types of expenditures and
the exclusion of non-tax revenues. Oneway to address thisconcem would
be' to use a limit which operates solely as a constraint on' the amount Of
revenue from all sources that can'be :made available forexperiditure.
Impact on Services. A more. reasonable limit would allow government
spending to keep pace with the growth in the state's ~c(momy, so that as
the economy grows,. the services needed to accqmmodate that growth
can be provided. This could be accomplished oyrestricting the lc:lvel of
governmental r€lceipts to a certain percentage of state personal income.
A more difficult issue, however, is how to determine at what level a
revised limit should be set. As a practical matter, this decision must be
based largely on the existing level of state resources, but consideration
should be given to how the expected need for additional funds in such
areas as transportation is to be accommodated.
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Impact on Reserve Funding. Because of the importance of an adequately funded reserve .• to the maintenance of state services under
adverse conditions, consideration should be given to .allowing ."excess"
revenues to be allocated to the reserve fund without regard to the .limit.
The expenditure of such funds could then be prohibited except under
conditions where state revenues fell below some allowable level. Under
this scenario, other cost increases, such as unanticipated caseload increases would have to be accommodated by reordering priorities among
other state programs.
Impact on Legislative Flexibility. One of the major concerns we have
about a limit is that it can prevent the Legislature from responding to
changing conditions in a timely and effective manner. An override
provision which allows the limit to be changed more easily than the
current limit could provide the necessary flexibility.
.
Conclusion

In the 10 years since the' constitutional limit on appropriations was
adopted, state financial and program decisions have become increasingly
dominated by the constraints of the appropriations limit.'6e9li.9seof

H1sre~sH1g;pqkp'£,gem;mQ~J9rmgherJeYeJs
.~f·.expencJ.iture.ill .tr~~P~~-·

tatiop; aIlct, edqSl;ltioP" ".;mg,. ~heynPQ;r.t~ce . of funding for the resei-ve,
significant pressures~e puildingwjtl1iJ:l.tl::l,ecoIl,strairJ,ts ofJlJ.e limlf.
These pressures will'UltiInately require the elimination ofstate programs
in order to stay within the limit, or the limit will have to yield to these
pressures. Because there is no apparent consensus of opinion as to which
programs should be eliminated in order to allow significant spending
increases in program areas where demand is building (such astransportation), and because in the long run thecW!.e!!t!imiL~J:l~R~!:.!~e
state's. akili!YJo.I>roy'!qe.the,services . ' :Uee~eg"Jo .J~eep the"eJ~pnomy
functioiiiilg~efficiegtix~'~e recommend that th;'.Legislature place on Me
statewiili'biJJlot a constitutional amendment calling for the repeal of
A rticle XIII B. Although there are existing constraints already in place to
restrain the growth of state spending, the Legislature may wish to put in
place a different typ.e of limit. This is a policy decision that should reflect
the Legislature's view as to the ability of the budget process to reconcile
competing demands for the state'sresources. Should another limit be
desired, then it can be crafted to avoid most of the problems which are
inherent in the existing constitutional limit on appropriations. It is likely,
however~ because of the state'sinability to predict the future, that such
a limit would have to be. modified along the way to respond to future
changes in circumstances and the demand for state services.
~~<_';;"·"·_"_'·;-·-;'.'··'··'":J'i·''''''''''''"'''~~!w:'f'·'~'''''·'''''
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The Level of State Indebtedness
Should the Legislature Be Concerned about the Level of State Bonded
Indebtedness?
Suinm~ry

• California's voters approved over $5.5 billion in new general obligation bonds during 1988. As a result, the state now has over $13 billion
in authorized General Fund indebtedness.
.• Although California s bonded indebtedness is large in absolute
dollar terms, it is not particularly large relative to either the states
economy or its budget. California's bonds currently are highly rated
and popular with investors.
.
• Although California s debt burden will increase as the new bonds
authorized in 1988 are issued, the share of General Fund expenditures needed to· pay debt service still· will be relatitJely modest
compared to other states -about 3 percent of General Fund
expenditures as opposed to· between 4.5· percent and 5 percent for
other states.
• If the same volume of new bonds were authorized in future election
years as occurred in 1988, debt service as a percent o/General Fund
expenditures would increase to somewhat over 5 percent shortly after
the turn of the century.
• There is a strong argument against the state establishing a formal
«debt limit, " since such a limit could prevent the state from meeting
the capital outlay needs of California's citizens. If a debt limit were
nevertheless adopted, it should have some flexibility to prevent this
from occurring.
• What California needs most is a comprehensive multi-year capital
outlay planning process that can serve as the basis for making
decisions about using bonds, including determining how much and
for what purposes debt should be issued. Such a planning process
was enacted by the Legislature in 1988 but was vetoed by the
Governor. Working together to implement such a process during the
budget year should be a top priority for both the Legislature and the
Executive. Branch.
California's voters have authorized the issuance of nearly $15
billion in general obligation bonds during the 1980s, includihg a record of
over $5.5 billion during 1988. This dramatic increase in authorized
borrowing .largely reflects the growing need that .California has for
financing the capital outlay requirements of its exparidiri.g. population.
However, .the increased use of bonds also has raised concerns about
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whether the state'sdebtlevel is becoming too high, and whether some
type of action is needed. to limit the amount of additional borrowing that
can occur in the future.
This analysis addresses the general topic of the state's debt level. It first
.reviews the state's current debt situation, including the volume of
bonded indebtedness presently outstanding and the financial burden that
paying this debt off imposes on the state budget. Next, it discusses the
question of how much debt is. "too. much" anci . whether' a formal
limitation on debt is adviSable. Firially, it considers how the state can best
ensure that its borrowing capaCity Will be effectively uSed in the' future.
WHAT IS THE STATE'S CURRENT DEBT SITUATION?

In discussing the state's current debt situation,. it is first important to
distinguish between the following four. baSic categories of bonds which
the state issues:

• Self-Uquiqa:ting general obiig(Jtion. (CO) bond8 are bonds which
.are backed by th~ full faith ~d credit of the State of California. This
means that the payment of principal and interest on these bonds has
"first claim" on the state's revenues and other financial resources.
These self-liquidating bonds do not, however, generally impose any
direct costs on the General Fund. This is beca1.lse their debt-service
costs (that is, principal repayment and interest costs) are paid from
revenues generated from the projects they finance, and the General
Fund incurs costs only if these revenues prove insufficient to service
the debt. An example of such bonds is those sold to provide loans to
home buyers, who in tum make mortgage payments that are used to
'. payoff the bonds.
• Nonself-liquidating CO bonds also are backed by the full faith and
credit of the state. However, they are fully paid for by the General
Fund, through' statutory appropriations of principal and interest
payments.
• Lease-purchase revenue'bonds are currently used to finance'certain
higher education and prison capital outlay projects. They are issued
by theState Public Works Board, and their debt service is funded out
of the lease payments made to the board by state agencies that use
the facilities. The money for these lease paylnents is appropriated
from the General Fund in the annual Budget Act. Because theSe
bonds are not voter approved, they are not GO debt. However, for
all practical purposes, the state has taken on a "moral obligation" to
pay them off.
,• Other revenue bonds are issued for a variety of purposes, and are
fully paid for out ofrevenues generated bythe projects they are used
to finance~ Such bonds impose no direct General Fund cost.
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How Much Debt Is There?

Chart 1 shows that the amount of state bonds currently outstanding
includes about $3.5 billion of nonself-liquidating GO bonds, $4.6 billion of
self-liquidating GO bonds and $1.1 billion of lease-purchase revenue
bonds. In addition, there are over $20 billion in other revenue bonds
outstanding. Thus, the amount of debt outstanding that must be directly
paid off by the General Fund-that is, the nonself-liquidating GO bonds
and lease-purchase revenue bonds-is about $4.6 billion.··In addition to
these outstanding bonds, there are about $8.6 billion of nonselfliquidating GO bonds that have already been authorized by the voters
but are as-of-yet unsold, including $5 billion worth of bonds approved in
June and November of 1988.
Chart 1

State Bonded Indebtedness as of December 31, 1988
(dollars in billions)8
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Outstanding bonds
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Nonself-Iiquidating Self-Iiguidating general General Fund
general obligation
obligation bonds
lease-purchase
bonds
revenue bonds
8

Excludes seW-liquidating revenue bonds, which total In excess of $20 billion.

How Significant Is the State's Debt Burden?

Although the amount of outstanding state bonded indebtedness is large
in absolute dollar terms, it is not particularly large relative to the size of
the state. For example, the value of California's gross econoIIiic product
exceeds half a trillion dollars yearly and the state's annual budget is well
over $40 billion.
Probably the single best general measure of California's "debt burden"
is the percent of· total state General Fund expenditures that must be
6-78860
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devoted each year to making debt-service payments on nonselfliquidating GO bonds and lease-purchase revenue bonds. Chart 2. shows
that at present,. this "debt-service ratio" is under 2 percent. This
compares to an average ratio of between 4.5 percent and 5 percent for
other states.
Chart 2

General Fund Debt Service and Related Borrowing Costs
as a Percent of State Expenditures
1980-81 through 1989-90·
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a Source: 1989-90 Governol's Budget. Stale Treasurer and State Controller. Data are for fiscal years ending In years
shown.
b Includes both debt-service payments on bonds and net interest costs 01 loans to bond programs from the Pooled Money
Investment Account (PMIA).
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C Includes about $610 million for debt service on general obllgallon bOnds, $4 million for netlntllresion PMIA loans, and
$72 million for debt service on lease-revenue bOnds.
'

California also is well below the nation.al average in tertl}s of alternative
debt-burden indicators, such as the amount of general obligation debt
outstanding, both in per capita terms and as a percent 6f statewide
personal income. Thus, California is not at present a "hIgh debt" state.
This view appears to be shared by the nation's bond rating agencies and
the investment community generally. For example, California's bonds are
popular with investors who buy government securities and currently
have a very high credit rating, both of which enable the state to sell its
bonds at relativ~ly favorable interest rates.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE DEBT BURDEN
AS ADDITIONAL BONDS ARE . SOLD?

As' currently' authorized but as-of-yetunissued bonds' are marketed in
coming years, the state's debt-service ratio will increase from its current
level. Chart 3 shows that given the budget's proposed bond sales in
1988-89 and 1989-90, and· reasonable assumptions about the timing of
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subsequent bond sales, trends in interest rates and state expenditures, the
debt-service ratio will increase to. approximately 3 percen~ by the early
1990s. Thus, even after the sale of these authorized bonds, California's
debt-service ratio still will be relatively modest compared to other states.
(A more complete discussion of the budget's proposed bond· sales and
debt-service requirements for 1988-89 and 1989-90 is contained in the
capital outlay section of the 1989-90 Analysis ofthe Budget Bill.)
Chart 3

Future Trends In the General Fund Debt-Service Ratio
Under Alternative Assumptions·
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Exactly what happens to the debt-service ratio beyond the early 1990s
will depend upon the extent to which additional bond sales are authorized in future election years. For example,Chart 3 indicates that if the
same volume of new General Fund bonds were authorized in each future
election year as was authorized in 1988 ($5 billion), the state's dehtservice ratio would drift upward throughout the 1990s and eventually
level off at about 5.2 percent by the early2000s. Alternatively, the chart
shows that the ratio would level off at a lower amount if fewer bonds
were authorized.
'
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HOW MUCH DEBT IS IT APPROPRIATE FOR THE STATE TO HAVE?

There is no simple formula· or "rule of thumb" to come up with the
le"el of indebtedness. th,at it is appropriate for. California to have, or for
that matter to say how much debt is "too much." Rather ,~e amount of
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debt California issues should reflect a vadety of factors. The single most
important considera'tion on which the debt level should be based is the
need for public projects and programs that bonds are typically used to
finance. These public needs should be identified and prioritized by the
administration and the Legislature in a multi-year statewide capital
outlay plan, which in turn can be used to determine the total amount of
bonds necessary to fund these· needs and the amount of annual debt
service this would entail. The Legislature .. could then arrive at the
appropriate level of bonded indebtedness for the state by making policy
decisions regm:ding which ofthe projects and programs should actually
be undertaken, based on the amount of the debt-service. requirements
relative to other competing expenditure needs. Because bonds are simply
a "tool" for financing the state's capital outlay needs, the focus of the
administration and the Legislature should not be on bonds per se, but
rather on the capital outlay needs of state programs. Of course, in making
decisions about using boIlds, such factors as the state's overall fiscal
condition, the views of bond rating agencies, the interest costs of using
bond financing, and the burden on future generations of repaying debt
must also be considered.
At What Level of Debt Would the State's CreditR.ating Be Jeopardized?

. One of the factors to consider in deciding how much debt ~he. state
should have is how various levels of indebtedness wouldaffect the state's
bond ratings. California has been successful in achieving a high credit
rating by the nation's major credit rating agencies. It is important that the
state try to maintain this rating because a high credit rating helps to
miIrimize the interest costs thatthe state must pay on its bonds. Once lost,
it can take considerable effort to "win back" a high credit rating. Given
this, the effect of issuing additional debt on the state's credit. rating
certainly should be taken into account in· deciding how much debt to
issue.
The 1988 Bonds Pose No Problem. During the past year,we discussed
with a number of financial/experts active in the bond markets how the
issuance of additional.bonds would affect both the state's credit rating
and the. interest rates at which it borrows. The general conclusion
presented to us was that the 1988 bonds would· not adversely affect either
the stat.e's credit rating or the interest rates at which its bonds could be
sold, largely because of the state's relatively low current debt burden and
healthy economy. As noted above, California's debt-service ratio would
remain relatively modest even after the 1988 bonds are sold..• Thus, it
appears very unlikely that the issuance of the bonds authorized in 1988
would, by itSlJl[; cause CaliforIua'sbond ratings to be hurt.
Whatabout the Future? Looking beyond thebonds authorized in 1988,
it is impossibie to predict how much additional debt the state· could
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authorize and issue before its bond ratings would suffer. We have asked
the bond rating agencies this same question on a number of occasions,
and we have never been given a specific answer. Rather, the rating
agencies have indicated that they consider a variety of factors in arriving
at their bond ratings, only one of which is the actual level of debt. For
example, the agencies examine such factors as the state's overall budget~
ary situation, the size of its contingency reserve fund, its economic and
revenue outlook, the purposes for which debt. is being issued, and the
state's overall debt-management policies. Given· this, there is not· necessarily any close correspondence between the amount of debt a state issues
and the bond ratings it receives. In fact, there are some states that receive
high bond ratings despite having above-average debt-service.ratios, and
other states that receive lower ratings despite having below-average
debt~service ratios.
It is our general understanding, however, that a state's bond ratings do
come under increasingly close scrutiny when its debt-service ratio stays
on a persistent upward trend, particularly once that. the ratio begins to
significantly exceed 5 percent. As shown in Chart 3, California could issue
significant amounts of additional debt for quite a few years before its
debt-service ratio exceeded 5 percent. As noted above, it is impossible to
predict what the state's bond ratings actually would be if this volume of
indebtedness (or an even higher level) were to be undertaken, since
other factors---,suchas the state's overall budgetary situation-.,,-would play
a key role in the decisions made by the rating agencies.
Will Additional Debt Restrict the State's Future Fiscal Flexibility?

Another factor to consider in determining how many bonds it is
appropriate for the state to issue is their effects on the state's fiscal
flexibility in future years. Generally speaking, the state's fiscal flexibility
is reduced whenever irrevocable future· fiilancial commitments are
mad~, including debt-service requirements. This fact is oftenusedas.an
argument against increased iss.uance of debt. However, the exact effects
on fiscal flexibility of iSsuing more bonds would vary, depending prima"
rilyupon three factors: (l)t~e level of revenues in future years,. (~) the
extent to which the state's appropriations limit constrains the· expenditure ofstate revenues, and (3) the. amount of money needed to fund
other, nonbond state programs~
If, for example, state revenues consistently exceed the·appropriations
limit, the debt service for additional GO bonds could be paid from the
excess revenues without having to reduce basicfundinglevels for·other
programs or increase. taxes. (This. is because debt service on voterapproved debt is exempt from the appropriations limit.) On the other
hand, if revenues fall short of both the. appropriations· limit and the
amount of money needed to fund basic state programs, issuing additional
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bonds could require that nonbond programs be reduced or taxes raised.
(This is because debt service on GO bonds basically has "first claim" on
state revenues.)
SHOULD THERE BE A FORMAL LIMIT
OR "CAP" ON THE STATE'S DEBT LEVEL?

As the state has increased its use of bond financing in recent years, the
idea that the state should adopt a formal debt limit has' received
increasing attention. Given that the Legislature's decisions about funding
public services should be the primary determinant ofhow many bonds
the state issues, does imposing a formal debt limit make sense?
A Formal Limit Isn't Necessarily Needed

There are arguments both for and against having a formal debt limit:
• Opponents of debt limits argue that such limits can interfere with a
state's ability to fund the full range of projects and programs that the
public demands and the economy needs to effectively function. Such
demands include roads, prisons, schools; water systems and a clean
environment.
• Proponents of debt limits argue that bonds' are often approved
without closely scrutinizing the relative costs and benefits of the
programs they are to finance, partly because bond costs are not paid
until future years and therefore can seem ~'less real" than direct
appropriations. Given this,· proponents say that some type.of limit is
needed to keep ~xcessive amounts of debt from being issued. They
also argue that debt limits can sometiines help a state obtain better
bond ratings, and that a limit can always be raised if more bonds are
truly needed.
While then~ issome truth to both of the above views,it is our opinion
that Califorma does not need a 'debt limit, especially if it implements a
comprehenSive. multi-yearcapitaloutlay planning process like the one
enacted by the Legislature in 1988 but vetoed by the. Governor. This is
because such '~limit could in some cases pre--vent the Legislature and the
Governor ftomexercising. their responsibility to make capital outlay
decisions in a fashion consistent with the needs of the state. While it is
true that there may be some tendency for additional bond issuances to
sometimes be sought simply in order to avoid direct spending, especially
with the constitutional limit on appropriations in place, the use of a
capital outlay planning process would:act· as an effective "screening
device~' to help minimize inappropriate uses ofthe state's bond authority.
If a Limit Is

~evertheless Adopted,~hat

Form Should It Take?

If the Legislature nevertheless were to adopt a debt limit, it has several
options to choose from in structuring it. For example, it could place an
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upper limit onper capita debt, or debt as a percent of personal income
or gross state product. Another alternative is to simply place a limit on the
debt-service ratio, thereby ensUring that· debt-service costs do not rise
above a specified percent of total General Fund expenditures. We know
of no firm analytical basis for either choosing amongst these various
alternatives or deciding at what level such limits should be set, other than
that they should not be so low as to keep needed public capital outlays
from being funded. One commonly suggested pption, however, istolimit
the state's debt-service ratio to 5 percent, on the grounds that this is both
the·approximate upper bound of the average for states, and also the range
at which the bond raters apparently begin to become concerned about
excessive debt issuance. As noted earlier,California curri:mtly is well
below this 5-percent threshold and probably would not reach it for a
number of years.
A Debt Limit Should Have Some Flexibility. If the Legislature were
to enact a debt limit, we firmly helievethat regardless of its form it should
not be thought of as an "iron clad," absolute maximUm limit 'on
borrowing. Rather, there should be some flexibility for the Legislature to
adjust the limit upward if and when a legitimate need for is~uing more
bonds .exists. Such flexibility would prevent the limit from keeping
needed capital outlay projects from being funded in the future. At the
same time, requiring that specific action be taken to adjust the .limit
upward would still make it a practical "warning signal" to the Legislature
that any further increases in the debt level need to be carefully reviewed,
given that the more debt there is, the greater is the potential for
debt-related problems to occur.
WHAT REALLY IS NEEDED-A
COMPREHENSIVE CAPITAL OUTLAY FINANCING PLAN

Even if a debt limit were to be adopted for California, the real solution
to the question of how much and what type of debt the state should have
lies elsewhere. Specifically, what California really needs is something
which it has never had-a comprehensive, multi-year state capital outlay
plan which can be used as the basis for determining how much debt is
appropriate and for what purposes it should be issued.
Why Is Such a Plan Needed?

As noted earlier, decisions about bonded indebtedness should reflect
California's needs for the types of projects and programs that bonds are
typically used to finance. This, in turn, requires that a comprehensive
state multi-year capital outlay plan exist that identifies such needs and
their relative priorities. The capital outlay plan can then serve as the basis
for determining what volume of bonds and annual debt-service payments
would be necessary to fund this list of needs. Once this is accomplished,
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the Legislature would have the information necessary to make its policy
decisions about which elements of the plan to adopt, and establish a
comprehensive multi-year schedule for the state's bond financing needs.
Thus, proceeding in this manner would help identify the appropriate
level of state indebtedness and debt-service costs, and also help ensure
that the state's limited borrowing capacity is allocated to different
purposes in an effective way.
No·· Such Process Now Exists

Formulating a comprehensive multi-year state capital outlay plan and
using it to identify the state's bond financing needs must involve both the
Executive Branch and the Legislature in order to be successful. In
response to a recommendatioJ} we made in 1987 that such a process be
established, the LegislatUre enacted Senate Bill 2214 (Campbell) in 1988
to accomplish this. The Governor, however, vetoed this measure. Thus,
California still lacks an effective process for determining and ranking
capital outlay needs and making decisions regarding the use of bonds.
Conclusion

Given the increasing urgency of addressing California's rapidly growing capital outlay infrastructure needs, working together to initiate such
a process should bea top priority of both the Executive Branch and the
Legislature during the coming year.
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State Transportation Funding
What Is the Extent of the Funding Shortfall in the State Highway
Transportation Program and What Options Are Available to Address

ItP
Summary

• .Highway user fee rev~nues have not kept pace with. the growth in
state highway· costs. Consequen#y,as highway maintenance and
rehabilitation expenditures outpace revenues, less funds are available for capital outlay projects to improve the system's operational
efficiency or to expand the system's capacity.
• Chapter 24, Statutes of 1988, among other objectives, sought to ensure
adequatefunding to maintain and operate the state highway system
and to stop the decline in highway capital outlay funding. The
measure establishedspecific fun;ding levelsfor various categories of
transportation improvements and stated the intent ofthe Legislature
and the Governor to provide additional state resources as necessary
to maintain these funding levels.
• Based on the 1989 State Transportation Improvement Program Fund
Estimate adopted by the California Transportation Commission,
about $4.5 billion in additional resources would be needed over the
next five years to meet the statutory levels specified in Ch 24/88 and
to provide for projects which improve the· operation of· the state
highway system.
• The size ofthe funding shortfall, however, may vary. For instance, if
capacity enhancement projects are programmed annually at a level
higher than is included in the. 1989 Fund£Stimate and a state-local
demonstration program is to be funded #11990-91, the funding gap
{or the five-year period would be about $6 billion.
• The Legislature and the Governor will- need to act during 1989 to
address the highway transportation funding shortfall by raising
revenues reducing expenditures. The state is limited, however, in
its ability·· to .reduce highway maintenance and operation expenditures over the long term without producing adverse impacts . on
motorists. The state would also need to consider how reductions in
expendituresfor highway projects would affect California's future
economic .prospects.
• The state has several alternatives available to it for increasing
resources to address the transportation funding shortfall. Increases
in transportation user charges would. provide the best approach by
linking system costs with those who most directly benefit from the
system. Accordingly, we·recommend that these fees be increased.

or
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• The level by which these fees should be increased depends on the
extent to which the state relies on a "pay-as-you-go" system or bond
financing to support transportation programs in the future.
The Governor's Budget for 1989-90 acknowledges a $666 million
shortfall in State Highway Account funding for the state highway
transportation program in the budget year. As discussed in our Analysis
of the 1989~90 Budget Bill (please see Item 2660), the budget proposes
the following actions in order to address this shortfall: (1) transfer funds
from the Motor Vehicle Account and the Highway Construction Revolving Fund, (2)· defer advertising and construction of highway capital
outlay projects, and (3) reduce other State Highway Account (SHA)
expenditures in both the current and budget years.
While this shortfall. in state funds materializes for the first time in
1989-90, .it is not a one-time problem. Based on expenditures currently
planned for the next five years, a funding shortfall will continue to exist
in future years, totaling about $4.5 billion for the five-year period 1989-90
through 1993-94. As a consequence, the State would need to provide
additional resources in order to maintain and operate its highway system
and to carry out the program of capital outlay improvements required by
current law. Alternatively, the State would have to reduce the size of its
highway transportation program.
This section discusses the magnitude of the shortfall in state funds for
the highway transportation program over the next five years based on the
program required by current law. It also discusses the issues the state will
need to address in confronting. this shortfall.
Background

Our review of the 1989-90 Governor's Budget shows that the state
would spend about $2.5 billion in state and federal funds on the.state's
highway transportation program. About69 percent of these expenditures
would be for highway maintenance, operations, project design and
engineering, and local transportation purposes. The remaining. expenditures would be for highway capital outlay improvement activities. Apout
$1.2 billion of the program would be funded from federal funds and $1.3
billion from state funds.
.
Maintenance and operations expenditures generally are not eligible for
federal funding. Consequently, state funds must be used to pay for
virtually all of these costs. In 1989-90, these expenditures are estimated to
consume about one-half of the available state funds. When· these amounts
are addedto those for highway design and engineering services, andlocal
assistance, about 84 percent of state funds will be .expendedfor noncapital
outlay activities. By contrast, about two-thirds ofall federal funds are used
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for capital outlay projects, with the rest used fornoncapital costs.

Five- Year State Transportation Improvement Program. Under current law, the' Califoniia Transportation Commission .(CTC) is annually
required to adopt a five-year State Transportation IIIlprovement Program (STIP). The STIP is the basicglan for all transportatiQn capital
outlay projects funded from state and federal resources. The highway
component of the STIP constitutes the state's five-year highway capital
outlay plan.
Until recently, the amount of projects which could be progr~edfor
funding in the STIP was .limited to those levels which could.• be. funded
from resources reasonably expected to be available after highway
maintenance, operations and other support and local assistance expenses
are met~ The STIP was developed first by estiniating for the STIP period
(1) all transportation revenues available and (2) expenditures for
noncapital costs such as highway maintenance or project design.Remaining revenues available for the period were then prograIIlIIled to fund
capital outlay projects.
Capital Program Squeezed by Slow Growth in Revenues

After meeting noncapital expenses, the amount of revenues available
for capital improvements has been declining. This is because revenues
have not grown commensurately with the increase in costs of highway
maintenance anp.,construction, primarily due to the following reasons:
1. Fuel.· consumption no longer adequately reflects the demands
placed on the state's transportation system. The existing highway
financing mechanism-the state gas tax-is based on the consumption of
fueL In other words, the more fuel used by vehicles, the more revenues
that are generated. However, because vehicles have become more
efficient, increased usage of the highway system (miles traveled) has not
resulted in a correspondiIlg growth in fuel consumption or gas tax
revenues.
2; The state's transportation revenue sources are not responsive to
inflationary increases in the costs o/the state's transportation system;
This is because the revenue sources that the state relies on to finance
transportation programs-the fuel tax, weight fees, and· registration
fees-are fixed in dollar terms and do notchange with inflation. As a
result, inflation reduces the purchasing power of these tax' and fee rates.
3. Revenue generation is not closely lin,kedto funding needs. Because
the bulk of the state's highway system was constructed IIlore than 25
years ago, many road segIIlents are now, or soon will be, in need of major
repairs and rehabilitation in order to maintain their serviceability.
Revenues, however, do not recognize and respond to this' aging of' the
state's transportation network.
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Consequently, as maintenance and rehabilitation expenditur:es increase faster than the growth in revenues, lessfUJ:,lds are left available for
capitaloutlay projects to improve the system's operational efficiency or to
expand the system's capacity.
.
Legislature Enacts Change in· Funding Policies

Chapter 24,Statutes of 1988 (SB 140, Deddeh), made significant
changes in the state's policies relating to programming and fundmg of
transportation activities. These changes were made, in part, to stop the
decline in highway capital outlay ftulding by establishing specific funding
levels to be maintained through provision of additional resources.
Project Funding Levels. .Prior .to enactment of Chapter 24, capital
projects were programmed in the STIP only up to the amount .of
resources reasonably expected to be available during the five"year STIP
period. However, Chapter 24 establishes the amount for specific categories .of transportation capital outlay. improvements· to be programmed
annually in the STIP. These amounts include:
.
• The amount needed for rehabilitation and safety improvements of
state highways,
• $1 billion for projects. which expand the capacity of .the highway
system; .and
• $15' million for soundwalls.
Chapter 24 also makes two' other changes which affect the highway
transportation program. First, it requires .$75 million of. SHA fun.ds be
programmed annually for capital improvements .of mass transit rail
guideways. Second, it establishes a state-local demonstration program to
provide state funds ($300 million in 1990-91) to match local dollars for
transportation improvements.
By setting the above funding levels, Chapter 24 defines a minimum
annual capital outlay program for highway transportation. We estimate
the annual costs of this program to be between $1.1 billion and $1.3
billion beginning·in 1989-90. (The range in program.level depends on a
legal interpretation as' to whether the $1 billion for .highway capacity
enhancement projects is only for construction costs or if it also. includes
related design and engineering support costs. Pending clarification, the
CTC .has programmed. capital outlay costs for these projects at $750
million, with the remainder for engineering support activities.)
When capital outlayexpEmdituresare added tononcapital outlay costs
(maintenance, operations, engineering support and local assistance), the
state highway program under Chapter 24 would average about $3 billion
annually for the five-year period from 1989-90 through 1993-94. (This
program level, however, does not include funding for the state-local
demonstration program.)
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Bond. Measure Failed. Chapter 24 also placed a $1 billion general
obligation bond measure for transportation before the voters at the June
1988 statewide election. This measure was intended to provide the first
increment. of additional money needed to fund transportation programs
at the specified levels. The bond measure, however, was defeated.
Six- Year Financing Plan. In addition to the bond measure, Chapter 24
stated the .intent of the Legislature and the Governor to provide
additional state resources as necessary to support a highway program at
the level specified by the act. In order to determine the additional
resources needed, Chapter 24 requires the Governor to submit biennially
a six-year transportation financing plan that identifies anticipated transportation expenditures and the amouIitof any shortfall in state resources
available to fund those expenditures. The plan must also identify new
revenue sources necessary to address any funding shortfall.
The first plan was due in January 1989 with submission of the 1989-90
Budget Bill. However, the adrniIiistration has not yet submitted the
required plan.
1989 STIP Fund Estimate Indicates $4.5 Billion Shortfall

Based on policy guidelines and requirements specified in Chapter 24,
the eTC has adopted. a Fund Estimate of the . resources available. and
needed to support a highway program for the 1989 STIP period from
1989:90 through 1993-94. This is summarized in Table L
As Table 1 shows, the Fund Estimate projects total resources for the
five years to be about $1O.9billion, while expenditures are projected to be
$15.4 billion. Thus, resources would fall short of anticipated expenditures
by about $4.5 billion. Consequently, if the STIP is to be fully funded
during this period andif federal funds are not increased above anticipated levels, about $4.5 billion of additional state resources would be
needed.'
.
Table 1
Fund Estimate for the 1989 STIP
1989-90 through 1993-94 B
(dollars in millicms)

Expenditures
Support
Total
and Local
Resources Assistance
Funding Sources
State Highway Account....................
$6,270
$7,468 0
Federal funds..
. 4,653 e
1,869
Totals.. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . $10,923
$9,337

Capital
Outlayb
$979 d
5,109
$6,088

Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.
Assumes 85 percent of projeCt costs added in 1989 STIP are federally eligible.
o Includes $802 million. in r~servations for workload increases.
d Includes $658 miliion to match federal funds for capital outhiy.
e Funds remaining after funding· $767 million of prior project commitments.
a

b

Total

Balance

$8,447
6,978

~$2,177
~2,325

$15,425

~$4,502
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Size o/Shortfall May Vary. The funding shortfall, however, may vary
depending on the following factors:
First, the Fund Estimate reflects a policy decision by the department
and the commissionto set aside about $800 million for workload and other
increases in support expenditures,such as highway maintenanCe and
operations, over the five-year period; To the extent that actual increases
in workload vary, the amount of actual expenditures and, consequently,
the funding gap would differ.
Second, the Fund Estimate anti9ipates additional costs of about $550
million to construct projects as a . result of changes in project scope or
delays in construction schedules. These cost impacts, however, may differ
depending on the actual project scopes and construction schedules.
Third, the Fund Estimate reflects the CTC's decision to program $750
million annually for capacity enhancement projects' for thefive-year
period. If $1billion of these projects is programmed instead, total
expenditures over the STIP period would be $1.25 billion higher,
resulting in a correspondingly larger shortfall.
Fourth, the Fund Estimate also does not include $300 million the
Legislature indicated it intends to appropriate .for a state-local demonstration program. If ftmding for this program is to be provided in 1990-91,
as intended by Chapter 24, the funding gap would be commensurately
larger.
Consequently, depending on the above factors, the funding gap for the
five-year period froIIl ·1989-90 through ·1993-94 would differ from that
projected by the Fund Estimate. For instance, if capacity enhancement
projects at the higher $1 billion-per-year level are to be funded together
with the 1990-91 funding of the state-local demonstration program,the
five~year shortfall woUld be $6 billioil-or $1.5 biIlion·more than the $4.5
billion reflected in the Fund Estimate.
Resources Inadequate in the Budget Year

The shortfall in funding the STIP is beginning to have a real and
immediate impacton the state's transportation program. As discussed in
greater detail in the Analysis, this funding shortfall first materializes in
the budget year. TheadII1inistration identifies a funding gap of $666
million in the proposed 1989-90 budget, and it proposes to address the
shortfall by a comb.mation .of transfers from other fund sources and
reductions in highway activities.
.
Our review shows that the funding gap is anollgoing problem. By
1993-94, the last year of the 1989 STIP, the· shortfall would increase to

about $1 billion annually if the state highway program is funded at the
levels specified in Ch 24/88 and projects are provided to improve the
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operation of the system. Without additional resources, reductions in
expenditures would be required in each yearfrom 1989-90 through
1993-94 to make up the total $4.5 billion gap for the five-year period.
After 1993-94, a shortfall of about $1 billion would continue annually if
no additional state and federal funds become available.
Options to Address Funding Shortfall

The Legislature and the Governor will need to act now in order· to
address the state highway transportation funding problem. The state's
options are to reduce expenditures below currently planned levels,
increase resources, or do a combination of both:

Re.ducing Expenditures-Not a Long-Term Alternative. One approach that could be taken to eliminate the funding shortfall would be to
reduce the size of the highway program. However, if the current
highway system is to continue to provide adequate servic~ to motorists,
the state could not achieve reductions in expenditures for maintenance
and operations sufficient to address the funding shortfall. For example,
even .if maintenance and. operations expenditures wim~ reduced by
one7half, only about $500 million would be saved annually (or $2.5 billion
overfive years) . Thus, ther~ would still be a funding gap of $2 billion over
the life of the STIP.. Consequently, in order to eliminate a fund shortfall,
the state would be faced with cutting back state funding of the capital
outlay program and related design and engineering work.
Reducing the capital improvement program, however, may not be a
desirable long-term solution. In making such a decision, the state would
need to consider how such a reduction would affect the California
economy. As we indicated in our December 1988 report, APerspet;tive on
the California Economy, deficiencies in the transportation infrastructure,
like other infrastructure deficiencies, can result in significant economic
costs and inefficiencies. For example, it is conservatively estimated that
congestion. on state· highways in 1987 cost drivers the equivalent of $800
million in lost ~time, vehicle maintenance and operating costs, and
commercial driver· wages.

Increased Resources-A Must for the Long Run. Consequently, the
Legislature and the Governor must seek to. increase resources to fund
transportation programs over the long term, especially if the state
highwayprograni is to be sustained at levels specifiedinCh 24/88. The
state has essentially two options t6 increa.se resources for transportation:
redirect resources from other areas of the state budget or increase
revenues.
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Increased Revenues Are Needed

While the state could redirect resources from other areas of the budget,
it is our judgment that redirections of the magnitude required to make up
the STIP shortfall on an ongoing basis are not feasible without severe
impacts on other state programs. As a consequence, we believe the state
will need to increase revenues. To accomplish this, the Legislature and
the Governor will have to decide what funding source the state should
use and what level of revenue increase is needed.
User Charge Approach Is Reasonable. The state could increase various
funding sources to provide additional revenues. Historically, however,
California has funded its highway system through a set of user charges,
such as the gas tax and weight and registration fees. This approach
charges those who most directly benefit from the highway system for the
costs of the system. While the benefits of an efficient· transportatioll
system extend well beyond highway users, they are the ones who most
directly benefit from the use of the system. In this sense, user charges to
support the system are reasonable.

What Level 01Increase Is Needed? The Legislature and the Governor
will also have to determine the appropriate level. of increase in the
selected funding source. In· part, this decision will depend on the extent
to which the state relies ona "pay-as-you-go" system or bond financing to
support transportation programs. There are advantages !Uld disadvantages to both financing methods, which we have discussed in more detail
in our report A Perspective on Bond Financing (December 1987).
Assuming the historical "pay-as-you-go.. · approach is used, and $4.5
billion in additional revenues needed for the five-year period were to be
raised through an increase in the gas tax, an average increase of about 6
cents per gallon (above the current 9 cents-per-gallon state tax rate)
would be needed. This increase would generate about $4.4 billion for the
five-year period, assuming historical growth in fuel consumption. To the
extent cities and couhties continue to receive aboutone~half of gas tax
revenues, as under current law, the increase would need to be twice as
large-about 12 cents per gallon. Concurrent increases in other fees, such
as truck weight fees, would reduce the amount of the needed gas tax
increase.
A.san alternative to the "pay-as"you-go" approach, the state could issue
bonds to be repaid from gas tax or other highway user charges in order
to fund the shortfall in the 1989STIP.For example, raising the $4.5 billion
needed during the period 1989-90 through 1993-94 from bond sales would
require about a 2.2cent iIlcrease in the gas tax ifthe bonds were to be
repaid over a 20-year period. This would be a short-term solutio1J,because
it would fund the shortfall only during the five-year STIP period. To
fund the shortfall after 1993-94, additional tax increases would be needed.
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Appropriations Limit Poses a Constraint. As discussed elsewhere in
this Perspectives and Issues, the state is near the level of appropriations
from tax revenues allowed under the California Constitution. If the
Legislature and the Governor decide. to iricrease. taxes. to fundtransportation program costs on a "pay-as-you-go" basis,it must also determine
how the increased revenue is to beaccomniodatedwithin the appropriations limit. One option would be for the state to seek voter approval to
modify or repeal the state's appropriations limit (see below).
The limit, however, would not be a considerationifincreasedgas tax
revenues were. used to payoff voter-approved bonds.
Recommendation

We recommend that the Legislature increase the state's.gas tax and
other highway user fees to .provide additional funding/or the state's
highway transportation program' We further recommen4>that the
Legislature provide for future increases in the8esources based on an
index 0/ highway construction and operation costs,
Our review indicates that up to $4.5 billion in additional revenues will
be needed during the next five ye.arsif the program required by Ch 24/88
is to be capied out. Annually there~ter, depending on the availability of
federal funds, the state highway program willllave a shortfall of about $1
billion. In order to provide the additional resources needed to fund this
program at levels specified in Ch 24/~, we recommend that the
Legislature increase the state's gas tax and otherfe~s. Thelevelby which
these fees should be increased depends on the extentto which the state
relies on a "pay-as-you-go" system or bond financing to, supporttransportation. prograIIls in the future.
.
Elsewhere in this Perspectives and Issues, we. have. recomm.ended that
the Legislature· seek voter approval to repeal· the existing appropriations
limit, and either rely on traditional mechanisms to control·state spending
(such as the 2/3 vote requirement for tax increases) or replace the limit
with one which provides more flexibility to deal with problems like. the
current transportation. funding gap. In either Gllse, this would ·.allow
revenues from such increased taxes to be appropriated to fund transpor.
.
tation programs.
Furthermore, to .ensure that.these user fees keep pacewith.increases in
highway maintenance and improvement costs in the future, werecommeJ].d that the Legislature provide for periodic.incrt:lasesin these fees
based on an. :index of costs ~o build, maintain and operate the state
highway system.
. .
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Year-Round Schools

What Are Year-Round Schools and How Can Their Use Reduce the
Demand for Limited School Facilities Aid Funds?
Summary

• Currently, school district requests for state aid to accommodate
unhoused students through the State School Building LeasePurchase program far exceeds-by several billion dollars-the amount
offunds currently available from the state. In addition, the demand
for these limited state resources will mount in the coming years as
the K-12 school-age population continues to grow.
• Through the use of year-round education, school districts can make
moretntensive use of existing facilities, thereby expanding the
capacity ofa school site by up to one-third (or more, in certain
cases).
• As a result, year-round school programs can reduce the demand for
school construction funds by·hundreds of millions of dollars~ In
addition, these programs can reduce schooldistrict per-pupiloperating costs.
• The academic achievement of students attending year-round school
programs is generally comparable to that of their counterparts in
traditional calendar schools.
• In order to maximize the number of pupils that can be housed with
limited state financial resources for school construction, we recommend that the Legislature enact legislation requiring Lease-Purchase
program funds for new construction to be allocated to school districts
as if the facility would operate on a year-round basis.
Intr-.duction

The Department .of Finance (DOF) estimates that, on a statewide
basis, the California K-12 school-age population will grow by approximately 140,000 students per year between now and 1997, resulting in a
neeqfor an additional 2,100 new schools. The State Department of
Education (SDE) estimates that the cost associated with providing these
add,itional facilities could be. as high as. $11 .billion. There· are several
methods available to school districts to finance their school facilities needs
using either state resources, local resources, or a combination of the two.
First, the State School Building Lease-Purchase program provides most of
the money used by local public school districts to construct and/or
modernize school facilities. Currently, school district requests for state aid
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through the Lease-Purchase program far exceed the funding available for
this purpose. Specifically, as of November 1988, applications from school
districts for state aid ($4.3 billion) exceeded existing available funding
($800 million) by approximately $3.5 billion.
In addition to the state program, schooldistricts may raise funds locally
for school facilities through' three primary methods:

• The Mellow-Roos Community Facility Act of1982. Pursuant to this
act, school districts ,are authorized to form "community facilities"
districts, subject to the approval of two-thirds of the voters, to sell
bonds to raise revenue for building new, or modernizing existing
school facilities.
'
• Local General Obligation Bonds. School districts are generally
authorized to incur bonded indebtedness for school facilities construction purposes, subject to a two-thirds voter approval.
• Developer Fees. Since January 1, 1987, school districts have been
authorized to impose developer fees, as specified; on a per-square~
foot basis upon new residential and commercial/industrialconstruction. These fee revenues can be used only' for the construction or
modernization of school facilities.
One important way to reduce the cost of providing school facilities is
through the use of year-round schools. Year-round school provides a more
intensive use of existing facilities, thereby, expanding the capacity of a
school site, and commensurately reducing the need for new facilities. In
the discussion that follows, we describe what year-round education is,
how its use can accommodate more students at an existing site, why it is
educationally sound, and why we believe it should be an essential
component of any state program to assist school districts in meeting their
school facility needs.
What Is Year-Round Education?

Year-roundeducation is an alternativ~ schedule for learning; it is not an
alternative curriculum for learning.' Students attending a year-round
school go to the same types of classes and receive the same amount of
instfuction-generally 180 days per academic year-as students' attending
traditional nine-month calendar schools. The year-round 'school'calendar
isorgimized into instructional blocks and vacation periods that are evenly
distributed across a 12-month calen:dar year.
Sp~cifically, on atraditional calendar, students generally attendscho.ol
for nine mOnths followed by a thr~e-montll summer vacation. On a
year-round calendar, the' three-morith summer vacation is divided into
several shorter vacation periods which are then spread throughout the
school year. As a result, year-rollndstudentsreceive several shorter
vacations; however, the total artloullt of vacation afforded to each pupil is
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still the same as that of studentsattending atraditional~calendarschoql.
Typically, a yel;l,r-round student receives three one-month vacations or
four three-week vacations during one academic year.

Single-Track Versus Multitrack. Year-round schools can be operated
on either a "single-track" or "multitrack" basis; however, it is only when
the multitrack format is implemented that the capacity of the school can
be increased.. A ,single-track system provides . for the entire school
population (that is, all students and teachers) to follow the same calendar
with the same va.cation periods. This means that, at ahy given time, all of
the students and teachers are in school, or they are all on vacation. The
school is typically closed during the vacation periods when neither the
students nor teachers are present.
On a "multitrack" system, students and their teachers are grouped into
different tracks, with staggered instructional blocks and vacation periods.
While one track is on vacation, another track can use its space; thereby
allowing for an increase in the capacity of the school. For example,
depending on the actual calendar used, students·and their teachers may
be divided into four tracks. At anyone time, three of these tracks, or
three-quarters of the school's students! teachers, will be in school, and the
remaining track, representing one quarter of the school's students/teachers, will be on vacation. (The remaindl:'lr of this discussion will focus on
the characteristics of multitrack· programs because it is only on a
multitrack system that the capacity of a school site can be increased and
corresponding facility-related costs· reduced.)
Chart 1 compares the different attendance patterns for a traditional,
single-track and multitrack calendar program. It shows that both the
traditional calendar and single-track calendar can abcormnodate.onlY 600
students and that all students are either in school or on vacation at the
same time. Chart 1 also shows that, by dividing students into four tracks
and staggering instruction and vacation periods, the multitrack calendar
can accommodate 800 students, a 33 percent increase in capacity.

Track Assignments. On a multitrack system, students and teachers
typically are assigned to one of either three or four "tracks." There .are a
variety of methods for assigning students. to tracks including: (a)
geographically (that is, by address), with entire blocks, sides of strE'lets,or
apartment buildings assigned to the same track; (b) randomly (for
example, alphabetically); (c) by ability grouping (for example, by a
studEmt's proficiency with English); (d) self-selection; and (e) individu~
ally (that is, a one-by-one placeme~~ to custoinize the characteristics of
each track).
Most districts offer parents the opportunity to. indicate a preferred
phoice of tracks, and also provide for students from the same family to be
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Chart 1

Attendance Patterns
Traditional, Single-Track and Multitrack Calendar Programs a
For A School Which Can Accommodate 600 Students At AnyTime
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:\rR~p,rlQ.N~ti\
All 600 Students

All 600 Students

TrackC
200 Students

TrackD
200 Students
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Vacation

D

School

a For purposes of Illustration, we have assumed: (1) a "60·20" calendar (60 school days -or about 3 months -on and
20 days - or about one month -off); (2) that school starts September 1 and ends June 1. (3) no winter vacation, and
(4) that full capacny Increase can be obtained.
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assigned to the same track. Similar variations occur regarding the
assignment of teachers to tracks, although generally a much larger degree
of self-selection is available (providing that each track yields the necessary number of. teachersfor each grllde level).
Shared Classrooms. Because a classroom remains in use when one
track goes on vacation, teachers are generally grouped so that four
teachers share three classrooms. Teacher grouping is generally made on
the basis of grade level, so that similar supplies and equipment can be
shared.
.
.
By necessity, the sharing of rooms requires a revised system for the
storageofteabher and classroom materials during the "off-track" period.
Most multitrack programs have developed some type of modular or
portable storage system that can be moved between classrooms and
storage areas. Innovative designs in schools specifically designed and built
to accommodate year-round programs provide a central teacher storage/
workspace area linked to several classrooms.
Year-Round Education in California

According to the SDE, there are currently an estimated 69 California
school districts operating year-round school programs, with about 360,000
students (about 8 percent of pupils statewide)· attending such programs.
Thirty-five of these districts operate multitrack programs, with an
estimated 300,000 students enrolled in such programs. A review of
districts operating multitrack year-round programs indicates that the
majority of these programs-approximately 90 percent-are operated at
the elementary school level, with the remainder operated at the junior
high or senior high school level. For the most part, multitrack programs
have been implemented for the sole pllI"jJose of relieving either sitespecific or districtwide overcrowding.
Table 1 identifies the 10 districts which have the greatest number of
students attending multitrack year-round programs. It shows that during
the current year, the 10Jargest multitrack year-round programs include
approxiInately 234,000 stu4ents, or about 25. percent of the districts'
overall enrollment. Of these programs, the Los Ailgeles Unified School
District (LAUSD) operates the largest program, with an estimated
135,000 students participating, and the Oxnard Elementary School District operates the most extensive program, with all of its students
attending year-round programs.
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Table 1
Ten Largest Multitrack Year-Round Programs
(by district)
1988-89
Enrollment
Year-Round
Percent of
District
Districtwide
Number
Total
1. Los Anieles Unified...............................
594,000
135,000
22.7%
2. San Diego City Unified...........................
117,000
i7,700
15.1
3. Fresno Unified.........
65,500
17,900
27.3
4. Santa Ana Unified................
40,000
12,000
30.0
5. Montebello Unified
31,600
8,200
25.9
6. Lodi Unified.......................................
22,500
9,900
44.0
7. Fontana Unified...................................
22,300
7,600
34.1
8. Rialto Unified..
17,300
7,700
44.5
9. Oxnard Elementary...............................
11,800
11,800
100.0
10. Hesperia Unified
;.. . .. .. .
10,900
. 6,200
56.9
Totals
" .. ... . .... .. .. .... ... .... ..... .
932,900
234,000
25.1 %

Of the 10 largest school districts in California, six currently operate
multitrack year-round school programs, with a range from between 5
percent to 35 percent of students attending a year-round program.
Variation ofCalendars. Our review indicates that there are four basic
calendars used by the districts in the state· which operate ye~-round
programs. The .calendar adopted by a school district for its year-round
education program determines the frequency and length of the instructional blocks and vacation periods that students and teachers will receive.
Generally, the type of calendar selected does not. affect the extent to
which a facility will be able to accommodate additional pupils; rather, it
only affects the number of transitions students and teachers have to make
between periods of instruction and vacation.
The majority of students attending multitrack year-round programs are
accommodated by some variation of the following four··basic calendars:
• "90/30." On the "90/30" calendar, each track of students and their
teachers are present in school for 90 days (18 weeks) , and then recess
for 30 days (6 weeks). This calendar is similar to a "two semester"
1;chool schedule iII that instruction occurs during two 18 week blocks,
each separated by a six-week break.
• "60/20." On the "60/20" calendar, each track attends school for 60
days (12 weeks) , and then recesses for 20 days (4 weeks). On this
type of calendar, students/teachers are present in school during
three three-month blocks, each separated by a one-month break.
• "45/15." On the "45/15" calendar, students/teachers are present in
school for 45.days (9 weeks), and then recess for 15 days (3 weeks).
This calendar involves four transitions-the . most of any of these
calendars-between instruction and vacation during an .academic
year.
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• "Concept 6." This calendar provides for only 163, rather than 180
days of instruction; howeVer, the. school day is.lengthened by 25 to 38
minutes, depending on the grade level. Consequently, over an
academic year students still receive the same amount of instructional
time as their counterparts in a traditional-calendar school.
The "Concept .6". calendar divides the year into six instructional terms
(each about two months long), with students required.to attend four of
the six terms (for an eight-month school year). This calendar allows a
district to accommodate the greatest percentage increase il1 additional
students (up to"50 percent) . Despite this, Concept 6 has not been used by
many districts. This is because, prior to July 1, 1988, school districts (with
the exception of the LAUSD) were prohibited from offering students
fewer than 175 days of instruction per academic year. This made the
Concept 6 calendar difficult to implement. From July 1, 1988 through July
1, 1995, however, current law authorizes all school districts to offer a
Concept6-type calelldar, provided that the total amount of instructional
time provided to .students meets existing statutory requirements.
Table 2 provides a comparative summary of these four basic yearrou:nd calendars with that of the traditional-calendar. school. It shows that,
although the length and. number of instructional terms vary among the
different calendars, all but the Concept 6 calendar provide students with
the same number of instructional days-generally 180-per acadeniic year.
Table 2 also shows that, although the length and number ofvacations vary
between the different calendars, all students· receive approximately 12
weeks of vacation, except for Concept 6 students, who receive approximately 16 weeks of vacation.
Table 2
Comparative Summary .
Traditional and Year·Round School Calendars

Calendar
Traditional
60/20
Features
90/30
ISO
Number of instructional days
.
ISO
ISO
2
3
Number of instructional terms .•.....
1
90 days
60 days.
Length of tenn
:
~ . ISO days
(36 weeks) (18 weeks) (12 weeks)
Number of Vacations
.
1
2
3
. 12 weeks
6 weeks
4 weeks
Length of Vacation
a
Maximum percent capacity gain
.
33%
33%
4
Number of Tracks
.
4
a.

45/15
ISO
4
45 days
(9 weeks)
4

3 weeks
33%
4

Concept 6
163
4
41 days
(8.2 weeks)
2

8.1 weeks
50%

3

Not applicable.

... As mentioned above, districts·often modify a particular basic calendar
format in order to meet their individual needs. For example, one school
with a typically low enrollment during January arranged its calendar so
that the school was closed that. month. Other districts that. wanted to
provide a slightly longer vacation period during the summer months
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lengthened the vacations falling during this period and commensurately
shortened other breaks. Our review of California school districts which
operate a year-round program indicates that no two districts have
identical calendars; in fact, it is not uncommon for a single district to
operate several different calendars.

No "Best" Calendar. .Our review indicates that, although there are
virtually an unlimited variety of calendars that can be implemented for
year-round education, there is no single "best" calendar; For example, a
school needing to accommodate only 20 percent more students may not
want to implement the Concept 6 calendar, which provides for increasing
student capacity by up to 50 percent. Similarly, a district with a larger
degree of overcrowding might deterIIline that it makes more sense to
operate one qr several Concept 6 calendar schools, rather than an
increased number of "45/ IS" or "60/20" schools, each of which individually affords a smaller capacity increase. A district with overcrowding
only at the high school level might elect to implement the Concept 6
model, as it provides the greatest flexibility for scheduling classes where
students rotate amoq.g teachers because it has fewer but larger tracks. On
the other hand, a district with overcrowding only at the elementary level
might opt for a calendar which allows for the easiest transition for
students from a year-round calendar elementary school to a traditionalcalendar secondary school. In sum, our review indicates that the "best"
calendar is the one that fits a particular district's (and its community's)
needs.
Capacity. As illustrated above, most multitrack calendars allow for a 33
percent increase in capacity. Most schools, however, achieve a lower
capacity increase for several reasons.
First, not all classrooms that are available on a. traditional calendar can
be maintained as classroom space in a year~roundcalendar progra.rtl. For
example, because generally one quarter of the teachers are not presentat
anyone time,space needs .to be alloca.ted for the storage of these
teachers' :rn.aterials and as a workroom· in which they can prepare
upcoming materials during their "off-track" time. Second, because the
school site is incontinual use, such necessary maintenance and upkeep
activities· as cleaning and painting are difficult to perform·unless some
classrooms are periodically "cycled out" and kept empty and available for
such services. Finally, in order to operate "intersession" programs~the
year-round school equivalent of summer school-additional classroom
space must also remain unoccupied.
Uses ofIncreased Capacity. The increased capacity that results fr()m a
multitrack system· may be desirable for reasons other than providing
space for unhoused students. For example, where overcrowdirighas
already been accommodated through other means-such as using libraries,
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computer labs, special education or multipurpose rooms as classroom
space-the conversion to multitrack may simply allow a school site to again
"free up" these areas for their originally designated educational purposes.
Where overcrowding is unique to a particular site or sites, rather than
districtwide, the increased capacity can be used to reduce or eliminate
the need for busing students from a crowded site to one that has available
space or for altering individual school site attendance areas.
The increased capacity also can be used to integrate selectively a school
that is segregated racially, socially, or by ability. For example; the
increased capacity generated at a racially segregated school can be filled
with students of underrepresented race~.
Finally, a change to a year-round calendar could be made to reduce
class sizes without having to expand the facility. For example, a school
with an enrollment of 480 students and an average class size of 30 students
requires 16 classrooms. To reduce the class size by 20 percent (to 24
students per classL four additional classrooms (a total of 20 classrooms)
would normally be required. By converting to a multitrack schedule,
however, the school could make five additional classrooms available,
thereby avoiding the costs of constructing any additional classroom
spaces.
Advantages and Disadvantages

There are both benefits and costs-monetary and otherwise-associated
with operating multitrack year-round educational programs. Below, we
focus on two of the more significant areas of state concern-the costs and
savings a,ssociated with year-round schools and its impact on students'
academic achievement. In addition, we summarize other advantages and
disadvantages of a multitrack calendar.
Costs and Savings. In the area of capital outlay, the use of multitrack
year-round programs could result in major state and local savings in
school construction and rehabilitation costs. For example, our analysis
indicates that, on average, it costs almost $5 million to purchase acreage
and build a new elementary school to house 500 California students, for
a per-student cost of about $10,000. Thus, each unhoused student who is
accommodated through the use. of a year-round schedule saves the local
district a significant amount of capital. outlay funds. For.the state, the
implementation of year-round programs in lieu .of constructing new
facilities would reduce the demand for state school facilities aid funds by
potentially hundreds of millions of dollars.
These savings would be offset by certain capital and one-time costs to
operate year-round schools. For example, many schools would require air
conditioning and added insulation to operate during summer months,
and almost all schools would have additional storage needs. Our review
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indicates, however, that these one-time 'costs are fairly small in co:mparison to the capital savings.
In the area of operating expenditures, we are aware of only two indepth financial analyses which compare the costs of year-round and
traditional· schools: one by the Oxnard Elementary School District and
the other by the San Diego City Unified School District.
The Oxnard district is an entirely year-round district serving approximatelyll,BOO K-8 students. In a study conducted in 1986-87, the district
compared actual per-pupil costs over a four-year period (1981-82 through
1985-86) of operating its year-round schools to its costs of operating
traditional-calendar· schools. The study found that the· annual per-pupil
cost of maintaining year-round schools averaged about 5.5 percent (or
$123) less than·what the district paid for traditional schools. The district
attributes the overall savings primarily to economies of scale-that is, the
additional enrollment· permitted by· a year-round program did not
require a proportionate increase in expenses. In addition, the study
identified four specific factors which contributed to these· operational
savings:
• Sharing of classroom and reference materials since four classes of
students share three sets of :materials.
• Avoiding the cost of additional benefit packages, as staff extended
from lO-month to 11~ or 12-month contracts did not require addi.tiona! benefits.
• . Reduced student and teacher absenteeism.
• Reduced school site burglary and vandalism,
The San Diego Unified School District is a K-12 district serving
approximately 117,000 pupils. Of these, almost 18,000, or 15 percent,
attend year-round schools. In a study focusing on the 1987..88 school year,
the district compared the ongoing operational costs of accommodating
excess enrollments through year-round schools to those of traditional
schools. The. district determined that, on an ongoing, per-pupil basis,
there were no increased costs when capacity·was incre.ased by 20 percent
and there were. savings of $8.92 per pupilper year when capacity was
increased by 25 percent; (The dis.trict's analysis also identified $400,000 in
one-time costs associated with the conversion to year-round operations.)
Thus, while there currently is limited information on this is~ue, the
evidence from these two studies indicates that, on a per-pupil basis, the
operational costs of year-round schools are slightly less. than those of their
traditional calendar counterparts.
.

Academic Achievement. In evaluating year-round education, a critical
concern is its impact on academic performance. The field of literature
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addressing this issue is q:uite, Jimited. FollowWg. are· the conclusions .of
several of the studies that have been conductec;l:
.
.
• A 1979 study of the Pajaro ValleYIJJ?:ifi~d.School District conducted
by the. Stanford Research .Institute iriQicated that its year-round
~chool program had little impact on a student's. achievement. test
scores.
• A 1984 study conducted by the Los Angeles Uriified School District
concluded that its' year-round programs relieved overcrowding
without reducing educational quality or negatively affecting student's academic performance.
• The authors of a 1986 stridyof proficiency scores in the OXnard
Elementary School E>istrict found that year-round students outperformed traditional students in math, but the reverse was true. in
reading-although the differences in performance in bothc~seswere
small.
• The SDE, in a 1987 report onyear-round,education, analyzed test
scores of stpdents attendingtraditional,11ingle~track,and multitrack
calendar.schools. AllowingJor thEl speci~l needs and demographics 9f
the communities in which multitrack year-round schools have been
placed, SDE concluded that the year-round calendar is a viable
educational option "that can be associated with achieveme,nt at or
above predicted levels."
Thus, a review of tlJ.ese st~dies sugge~ts that students, in. year-round
programs generally do no better or no worse than their counterparts in
traditional calendar schools. We also discussed the issue of academic
achievement with various practitioners during the corirse"'(jf our review.
There appears to be a general consensus among principals and teachers
in year-round schools that students' retention·of subject matter is greater,
thereby leadingtoa reduction in the amount of' time that must be
devoted to. reviewing old material and enabling more new material to be
covered.
OtherCd'nsiderations. Chart 2 highlights mariy of the advantages and
disadvantages associated with multitrack yeai-rbundeducation programs.
Specifically, the chart indicates that year-round education can irtcrease
both the supply of substitute teachers arid teachers' overall earnings to
the extent that "off-track" teachers make themselves available as substi~
tute teachers during soIIieorall,of their vacation time. Our visits.to
districts operating ye,ar-round programs indicate that . almost all,offer
off-track teachers first pri()rity .' for substituting at their. home school
during their vacation periods. Multitiackprograms generally also offer
the opportunity for classified personnel (for eXaIllple, . maintenance and
cafeteria workers) to increase their overall'earnings by corivertiilg from
lO-or ll-monthcontracts toful1;;yearcontracts.
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Chart 2

Multitrack Year-Round Schools
Advantages and Disadvantages
Flscal:~-~-"""'"--'-'--'-~-'--'-----l

Is a cost-effective alternative to constructing
or modernizing a new facility.
o Can reduce per-pupil operating costs.
o Reduces student and teacher absenteeism.
o Reclucesschool site burglary and
vandalism.
Facility Utilization: - - - - - - - - - 1
o Generally increases school site capacity up
.to 33 percent depending on the calendar
selected, number of tracks, and other facility
needs, Alternatively, allOWS for a reduction
in class size, without adding additional
classroom spaces.
o Acts as an alternative to busing, double
sessi,;,"s, or extended day schedules when
overcrowding is present.
o Increases both school and oommunity
facility use.
o Allows more students to attend neighborhood schools.
o .Increases flexibility for meeting district
desegregation needs.
Academlcllnstructional: _.- - - - ' - - - - 1
o Reduces the amount of remedial review
done each September after the traditional
vacation period learning regression.
o' Encourages/requires teaching staff to be
better organized.
o Enables intersessions to be offered for
enrichment/remediation programs at more
frequent intervals than summer school.
o

Employm.nt:~-~---------1

.. Increases availability of substitute teachers
to the extent that year-round teachers elect
to substitute during some or all of their "offtrack" periods, and also increases salary
opportunities for those teachers electing to
substitute.
o Provides the opportunity for year-round
employment for both support service
personnel and educators.
o. May provide secondary students with
greater opportunities for vacation
.employment.
Other:--------------I
o Allows staff and families the opportunity to
take vacations during "nonpeak" times.

Fiscal: ·-~----------I
o May present large initial implementation
costs for building renovation (for example
the addition.of air conditioning or storage'
facilities).
Administrative: - - - - - - - - - - 1
o Increases difficulty in scheduling schoolwide
educational and extracurricular activities because one group of staff/students is always
absent.
•
o Makes irdifficult to communicate with "offtrack" students and staff.
o Increases scheduling problems with transportation, central supply, and maintenance.
• Presents storage difficulties for "off- track"
teacher's and classroom materials.
o Generally requires an increased level of c0ordination with ancillary community service
organizations that provide recreational and
child care services to vacationing students.
o May be difficult to schedule children from
the sarne family that are in different grades.
o Becomes more difficult to regroup students
. once they are assigned to a track.
Employment:-----------I
o May redl!<:e staff professional development.
opportunities, to the extent that courses are
offered only in the summer••
Other: - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - 1
o Parents have difficulty adjusting to a change
in the traditional school calendar.
o Periodic vacations may create baby- sitting!
child care problems.
o May be difficult for families to coordinate vacations where children attend different
schools that do not use the same calendar.
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Chart 2 also indicates that there are many admiriistrative difficulties
associated with operating a multitrack year-round program, such as
communicating with off-track students and 'staff, arid scheduling such
activities as maintenance, transportation, staff development and school,
wide events. In addition,. discussions with sch?ol district personnel
indicate that parents frequeritlyresist attempts to convert to a yearround education program until many of the advantages and disadvantages. can be identified and thoroughly discussed.
Legislature's Interest in Year-Round Education

State School Building Lease-Purchase Program. As noted earlier, the
state currently has an estimated $800 million in bond funds available to
finance $4.3 billion in requests from school districts under the ~tate
School Building Lease-Purchase program. This aid is provided primarily
in the form of grants. To the extent thatschool districts file additional
requests for aid between now and the next time additional funds could be
. made available to the program-either July 1989 (an appropriation in the
Budget Act) or June 1990 (bond funds provided at the next statewide
electiou) -the disparity between requests and. availability of funds will
continue to grow.
In addition to aid provided through the Lease-Purchase program, the
Legislature also has enacted two year-round school "incentive" payment
programs-SB 813,(Ch 498/83) and SB 327 (Ch 886/86)-which provide
approximately $30 million annually to eligible. school districts operating
year-round programs.. [A detailed discussion ofthese programs appears in
, our 1987-88 Analysis (please see page 1008) and 1988-89 Analysis (please
see page 889).]
There is one low- or no-cost method through which the Le~e-Purchase
program could promote the use of year-round schools, thereby increasing
the number of pupils that can be housed with available state revenues.
Specifically, the Legislature could revise the funding allocation formulas
to reflect year-round school operations.
Revise Funding Formula. Under current law, school districts qualifying for the new construction program are awarded a total amount of
funds based on a complex funding formula. This formula assumes that the
new school to be constructed will operate. on a traditional nine-month
calendar, rather than on a multitrack year-round calendar. However, if
the facility to be built were to operate on a year-round basis, the same
number of students could be accommodated ina smaller facility at a
significantly lower cost. To the extent that the state were to allocate funds
. on this multitrack basis (assuming a minimum 20 percent capacity
increase), the $800 million currently available for expenditure could
finance the equivalent of $935 million (an additional $135 million) in new
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facilities construction. (The savings is less than 20 percent because there
are certain fixed costs-such as basic acreage allotments and administrative facilities-that do not vary with the incremental addition of students.)
To the extent that the state were to allocate funds onthe assumption that
newly constructed schools could accommodate greater than a 20 percent
capacity increase (such as the Concept 6 calendar, which yields up to a 50
percent capacity increase), state savings would be even greater.
Summary and Recommendation

We recommend that the Legislature enact legislation reqUf,nng
Lease-Purchase program funds for new construction to be allocated to
school districts as if the facility would operate on a year-round basis.
Our review indicates that multitrack year-round programs greatly
reduce the demand for school facilities, are educationally sourtd and
provide a viable alternative to the traditional nine-month calendar
educational program. In light of this, and given the state's limited
financial resources for constructing new school facilities, our analysis
indicates that it is appropriate for the state to promote the use of
year-round educational programs in lieu of the traditional nine-month
calendar schools. Further, we can find very little analytical justification
for the state to .continue to provide funds under the, Lease-Purchase
program for the construction of traditional, rather than year-round
schools.
Accordingly, to maximize the number of pupils that can be housed with
available state revenues, we recommend that the Legislature enact
legislation requiring Lease-Purchase program funds for new construction
to be allocated to school districts as if the facility would operate ort a
year-round basis. In implementing this recoinmendation, the Legislature
would not have to require districts participating in the Lease-Purchase
program to operate year-round schools. Rather, the funds would be
allocated as if the school were to be operated on a year-round basis, and
the district could retain the option to operate the school on a nine-month
calendar basis if locally rajsed funds were used to construct the larger
(and more costly) facility needed to house the· same number of students.
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State Asbestos Abatement Programs
How Can the Legislature Best Address Asbestos Abatement in StateOwned Buildings and K-12 Public Schools?
Summary

• Since 1984-85, the Legislature has appropriated approximately $105
million to abate hazardous asbestos-containing· materials in· state:'
owned buildings and K-12 public schools. Based on asbestos surveys
conducted by vqrious state agencies, the future cost of abating the
most hazardous remaining ashestos conditions could exceed $2()()
million in state-owned/state-supported buildings. Removal of all
asbestos in state-owned/state-supported buildings, hqwever, could
exceed $1 billion. The future cost ofasbestos abatement inK-12
schools is unknown. .
• We have identified the following problems ···ivith current· state
asbestos abatementprograin~: (J)no clear basis for determining the
health risks of asbestos in buildings; (2). inconsistent criteria for
determintng abatement project priorities; (3) excessive reliance on
rem,ovalof asbestos~.rega!dlessofitscondition; and (4) inacC1Jrate
information about the, flfture cost ofabatement projects.
• The best available evidence indicates that the airborne asbestos
concentrations in most buildings are well below the levels for which
there is a conclusive health hazard. Given this, and the risks
associated with abatement projects, we recommend that the Legislature fund abatement projects only in those cases where concentrations of airborne asbestos· are 0.1 fibers per cubic centimeter or
higher-the federal regulatory asbestos limit for· workers.
• If, however, the Legislature on a policy basis decides to continue to
fund asbestos· abatement, its programs should· be guided by four
principles:(J) projectsshould be funded in priority order, by level
of hazard to be addressed; (2) removal of all asbestos, regardless of
its condition, is not necessary to protect public health and safety; (3)
the abatement method adopted for any given project should protect
the health and safety ofbuilding occupants in the most cost-effective
manner; and (4) asbestos abatement work creates hazards which
must be carefully controlled.
• Based on these principles, we recommend several specific steps the
Legislature should take to improve the efficacy of its asbestos
abatement programs.
• We also identify the future abatement costs the Legislature may face
and discuss how those costs can be funded.
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The existence of asbestos in public buildings has recently received a
great deal of public attention, in part because of the uncertainty
surrounding the health risk of exposure to low concentrations of asbestos
in buildings, and in part due to the high cost and high risk of asbestos
abatement efforts. Over the past five fiscal years, the state has spent $105
million to identify and remove asbestos in buildings owned by state
agencies, in state-supported higher education facilities, and in K-12 public
schools. Over the next several years, the Legislature could receive
requests to fund asbestos abatement projects totaling hundreds of
millions of dollars more.
In this analysis we provide background on the problem of asbestos
exposure and summarize the state's response to asbestos in state-owned/
state-supported buildings and K-12 public schools.. We then review
certain problems with the state's current abatement programs, and offer
recommendations as to how to improve those efforts.
BACKGROUND
What Are the Health Risks of Asbestos Exposure?

From the mid-1940s to the mid-1970s, materials containing asbestos
were widely used for insulation, fireproofing and acoustical purposes in
the construction of buildings. Under certain conditions, these materials
are or may become friable-that is, when dry they may be crumbled or
broken by hand pressure. Once crumbled or broken, these materials may
release asbestos fibers into the air.
Risks to Workers. Sustained, long-term breathing of high concentrations of asbestos fibers, as a result of working directly with asbestoscontaining·materials,is a known, quantifiable health risk. It significantly
increases the risk of lung cancer. Long-term exposure in occupational
settings· can also lead to mesothelioma, a· rare cancer of the lung and
abdominal membranes, and asbestosis, a chronic and progressively
restrictive lung disease. Workers in the construction,automotive repair,
and shipbuilding industries are considered particularly vulnerable because they frequently come mto contact with high concentrations of
airborne asbestos in the course of their work. The removal or repair of
asbestos-containing materials poses a health risk to construction and
maintenance workers because high concentrations of asbestos fibers are
generally released into the air by such work. These workers are protected
by a variety of state and federal regulations concerning the conduct of
work which involves disturbance of asbestos-containing material. For
instance, federal regulations require workers dealing with asbestos to
take specific, protective actions (such as training and periodic medical
exams) when airborne concentrations reach 0.1 fibers per cubic centimeter (cc).
7-78860
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Risks to Building Occupants. In contrast, the health risk posed to
building occupants by aging materials that contain asbestos is uncertain,
and is the subject of controversy. There are no medical reports of deaths
resulting from exposure to low concentrations ofairborne, asbestos in
buildings. According to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), asbestos-containing materials, left in good condition and undisturbed, most likely pose a negligible risk. to health. In fact, the best
available evidence indicates that average concentrations of airborne
asbestos in buildillgs, even in areas withsignificantly damaged asbestoscontaining material, are 100 to 1,000 times lower than the aforementioned
federal exposure limit for asbestos workers (0.1 fibers/ cc of air). Neither
EPA, nor medical researchers, however, have shown tha(there is some
"threshold" concentration of airborne asbestos at which exposure poses
no health risk. Consequently, EPA regards the presence of asbestoscontaining materials in buildings as, a potential health risk.
Why Is Asbestos Abatement a Concern of State Government?

There are currently thousands of state and public school huildiilgs in
California, many of which have some asbestos "materials' in them. For
purposes of this analysis, we categorize these facilities in two groups:

• State-Owned/State-Supported Buildings. We use this definition for
buildings that are either owned by or whose operations are supported by' the state. These,' include facilities, occupied by 'state
agencies as well as campuses of the University of California, the
California State University and the. community colleges. This does
nO,t include private buildings leased by the state or public K-12
schools.
'
• Publi~ K-12 Schools. Although these schools are state-supported, we
consider them separately because asbestos abatement in the, public
schools is curnmtly conducted under a unique set of state ,and federal
,statutes and regulations.
'
State-Owned/State-Supported FiJcilities. Tablel shows that the state
owns and/ or supports approximately 19,000 buildings (containing about
192 million gross square feet of building space) . Many of these were built
during the 1950s and1960s, when use of asbestos in building materials was
common. Consequently, the vast majority of these buildings probably
contain some asbestos.
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Table 1
State-Owned and State-Supported Facilities
Agency
Non-Education
;
.
Higher Education:
University of California
;
:
;.. ..
California State University..........................................
Community Colleges................................................
Subtotals
;.
Totals. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ...... ... . ... .... .. .... ... . .. ... ... .. .

Number of
Buildings
10,600

Gross
Square Feet
(in OOOs)
60,000

3,800
1,195
3,420
(8,415).

60,900
27,350
44,000
(132,250)

19,015

192,250

Public K-12,Schobls. The State Department of Education indicates that
there are about 7,100 K-12 public schools in California. Many of these
schools were built between 1946 and 1972, .a period during which
asbestos-containing building materials were in common use. Federal law
and regulations have required K-12 schools to take asbestos abatement
measures since 1982. The state funds twoprogiams to help school districts
bear the financial burden of this abatement
How Much Has the State Spent on Asbestos Abatement?

Although the state is not required to take any abatement actions, it has
in recent years funded asbestos abatement· programs for stateowned/state-supported buildings and K-12 public schools. Since,1984-85
approximately $105 million has been appropriated, to identify and abate
asbestos. Almost half oHhis amount was provided from the General Fund
(including tidelands oil revenue). The rest. was provided from bond
revenues and the State Transportation Fund. Chart 1 shows the distribution of these funds. It indicates that almost half of the funds have been
spent on state higher education facilities, about one-third on noneducation state agencies and almost one-quarter on K-12 schools. The
specific abatement programs are discussed in m()re detail below.
THE STATE'S RESPONSE TO ASBESTOS IN
STATE-OWNED/STATE-SUPPORTED BUILDINGS
What Does Federal and State Law Require?

Neither California nor Jederallaw requires state agencies which own
buildings to undertake asbestos abatement measures within the buildings;
Moreover, neither California norJederal law contains standards for
identifying an indoor asbestos hazard (except in K-~2 schools-see
below) other than disturbance of asbestos-containing materials during
repair or renovation of a building.
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Chart 1

Funds Appropriated for Asbestos Abatement
1984-85 through 1988-89
Total Appropriation =
$105 million

K-12 public schools
.. $25 million (23%)
Non-education
state agencies
$33 million (32"k)

Higher education
$47 million (45%)

The EPA, however, recommends that all building owners take actions
to prevent conditions which may lead to release of asbestos fibers within
a building. A recently enacted state law (Chapter 1502; Statutes of 1988,
Connelly) requires building owners who know of asbestos-containing
construction material in their buildings to notify their employees of the
nature and location of the material: Building owners must also inform
employees about the health risks of asbestos and proper procedures for
handling asbestos-containing . materials.
Federal and state laws make specific proVision for controlling the
release of asbestos fibers during repair, renovation or demolition ofa
building. Regulations established pursuant to these laws 'define maximum
permissible levels of asbestos exposure for employees engaged hl such
work, establish licensing and registration procedures .for contractors
permitted to do asbestos-related work, and· govern the work and· safety
practices of such contractors.
Although the state is not required to take. any specific abatement
a.ctions, it has in recent years established and funded several programs to
.
..
address asbestos in its buildings.
Department of General Services Asbestos Abatement Program

An asbestos abatement program was established in the Office of the
State Architect (OSA) in 1986-87. This program, which has received
appropriations of approximately $19 million, is part of a larger effort to
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control or eliminate toxic substances in state facilities. These funds have
been used for the following purposes:

• Surveys ($4.5 million). GSA recently completed, under contract,
asbestos surveys of all state-owned buildings other than higher
education facilities. The surveys rank the hazard posed by asbestoscontaining material according to friability ,of material, asbestos
icontent, condition of material, accessibility of material, and .level. of
human and mechanical activity near the material. GSA conducted its
asbestos surveys in two phases. The first, covering approximately 20
.' million square feet, was completed in 1987-88. The second phase,
covering approximately 40 million square' feet, was completed in
November 1988.
• Asbestos Removal ($12.5 million). The program also funds asbestos
abatement projects for buildings owned by General Fund agencies.
GSA plans to spend $10.5 million (some work is complete, all
contracts to be awarded by June 30, 1989) for the removal of
asbestos-containing material judged to require immediate action
(friable' and damaged). In addition, GSA plans to spend about $2
million (all contracts to be awarded by June 30,1989) forremovakbf
asbestos-containing material identified during 1987~88 and judged to
require action within two years of identification (friable with
potential for damage) .
.• Admin#.strative Costs ($2 million) .. These costs have been incurred
for OSA staff· (currently eight personnel-years),operating expenses
and equipment.
' .
The OSA estimates that it will need an additional $63 million to remove
all·, remaining asbestos-containing material judged to require action
within two years.
Inadditiort to funds appropriated to the. GSA asbestos abatement
program, $1.7 million has' been appropriated directly to General Fund
agencies for asbestos-related repair arid maintenance projects~ GSA has
handled the' contracting for most of this work, as well as the design work,
where necessary.
Asbestos Abatement Programs of Special fund Agencies

Buildings owned by the Department ofTransportation (Caltrans) and
other special-funded agencies, including the California Highway Patrol
(CHP) and the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) , were included in
the GSA asbestos survey of state buildings. These agencies fund their
abatement programsthrough their own budgets, rather than through the
OSA program; Caltrans has allocated $12.2 million in State Highway
Account Funds. since 1985-86 to remove asbestos-containing material in
district headquarters facilities. Not all of the material removed was
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identified, by OSA as reqUlrmg immediate or short-term action. In
addition, DMV has spent $300,000 in Motor Vehicle Account funds for
similar purposes.
The OSA estimates that the future cost of addressing immediate and
two-year projects in buildings owned by special fund agencies is $21
million., Staff at Caltrans and DMV indicate that they will immediately
seek funds to abate asbestos conditions identified as needing immediate
attention. Caltrans staff also indicate that they will propose removal of all
asbestos-containing building material identified in Caltransfacilities by
the OSA survey, regardless of whether the asbestos is friable or damaged.
The DMVand CHP have not yet developed long-term plans for asbestos
abatement.
Higher Education Asbestos Abatement Programs

The Legislature first appropriated funds for asbestos-related work in
higher education facilities in the 1984 Budget Act. Since then, the
Legislature has appropriated over $47 million from the General Fund or
from bonds whose debt service is paid by the General Fund to the
California State, University. '. ($21.5 million), the California Community
Colleges ($18.7 million) ,and the University of California ($6.9 million)
for each system to ,operate an independent asbestos assessment and
abatement program.
The California State University. The CSU initially surveyed its
facilities for asbestos-containing materials in 1984-85, and resurveyed
these facilities in 1987-88. Using a hazard ranking system, CSU distinguished between materials (1) to be removed as soon as possible, (2) to
be isolated and removed when feasible, (3) to be repaired a:ndmaintained, (4) or simply to be monitored and maintained. In 1988 BudgetAct
language, the Legislature specified that money appropriated to rtamove
asbestos at. CSU. campuses be spent only' em projects in the fIrst two
categories. The 1987e88 survey consultant estimated that asbestos removal
work in thesecategorieswillcc;>sta totalof$52 million. This estimate,
however,'significantly underestimates the full cost of this work because it
does not count the cost of replacing asbestos-containing material that has
been removed. The CSUhasallocated a·total of $16.6 million (allofits
1987-88 and 1988-89 ,asbestos abatement appropriations) to projects. in
categories (1) and (2).
'
'

Community College Districts. At the direction of the Legislature (1985
Budget Act language), each district conducted an asbestos survey of its
buildings. Surveys were conducted by district employees using a ranking
system similar to the system used by CSU inits first asbestos survey. The
Chancellor's. Office compiled district reports to create a· statewide
ranking of asbestos conditions by severity. The Chancellor's Office policy,
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however, is to remove, as soon as possible, all asbestos-containing
material identified in the survey, regardless ofitscondition on the threat
it poses to occupants. The Chancellor's Office estimated that it would cost
$25 million to remove all the identified asbestos. Between 1985-86 and
1988-89, the state has appropriated $18.7 million (General Fund) to the
community colleges for asbestos abatement.
Staff in the Chancellor's Office now indicate that the $25 million of
work identified in the survey significantly understates the cost of
removing all asbestos-containing material in the .community college
system, for two primary reasons. First, many districts did not include the
cost of replacing. asbestos-containing material·after it has been removed.
Second, some districts have subsequently hired an asbestos consultant to
resurvey their buildings. The consultant has discovered more than twice
the amount of asbestos-containing material identified in the original
survey.

University of California. All UC campuses have recently completed
asbestos surveys of state-supported facilities. The surveys, based on a
procedure developed by the Berkeley .campus, classify asbestoscontaining materials into one ofthree categories: (1) materials that now
present an active and serious hazard, (2) materials with damage and
potential for further deterioration into a serious hazard, and· (3) Illaterials
presenting little or no active hazard. Language in the1985 Budget Act
required th.at the University allocate all asbestos abatement funds for
projects in· the first category, before addressing any lower priority
project, University staff indicate that they continue to follow this
guideline in allocating asbestos abatement funds. The state has appropriated $6.9 million to UC since 1984-85 for these activities. Based on a
preliminary analysis of asbestos surveys, University staff estimate that the
future cost of abatement work in the first category exceeds $75 million.
THE STATE'S RESPONSE TO ASBESTOS IN K-12 PUBLIC SCHOOLS
What Do State and Federal Law Require?

Federal Law..The federal Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act
(AHERA) is the most recently enacted (1986) and the most stringent
federallegislation concerning asbestos in K-12 schools. The EPA regulations (published in October 1987) established pursuant to the Act require
each K-12 school to:
• Identify and assess the condition of all asbestos-containing material in
school buildings;
• Develop an asbestos manageIllent plan based on this assessment
prior to October 12, 1988 (or prior to May 9, 1989, if an extension is
granted);
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• Inform all parent, teacher and employee . . organizations that an
asbestos management plan exists and is available to the public for
. inspection; and
• Begin implementing.responses to asbestos-containing· material (in"
cluding· abatement, .employee training,. and monitoring and maintenance) , as recommended in a management plan, by July 9, 1989; The
AHERA regulations set no .deadline for completion. of asbestos
abatement actions.
These regulations permit broad local discretion in choosing responses
to asbestos containing material, in order to protect human health and the
environment. A school may choose the least economically and operationally burdensome action from a range of alternative responses; Alterna"
tives include removal, repair, encapsulation, enclosure, and/or monitoring and maintenance, depending on the type and condition of asbestoscontaining material identified.
The fiscal effect of AHEM on K-12 public schools includes the cost of:
deyeloping management plans (including an asbestos inspection), providing special asbestos maintenance training and programs, and taking
asbestq~ abatement actions specified in managElment plans. Based on
EPA cost estimates, and assuming that all 7,100 California public K-12
schools. contain some friable· asbestos-containing. material, the cost. of
developipg management plans· could total $20 million. tq. $30 .million
statewide. At this time, the cost of providing AHERA-required training
and maintellance programs, and taking asbestos abatemElnfactions·for
school districts statewide cannot. be estimated. The Office of Local
Assistance (OLA) , within the Department of General Services, should be
able to estimate these costs after it has received asbestos management
plans from all. sCllools in early May 1989.
.
The AHERA. requires twq things of the states. Each state must adopt.an
accreditation program for asbestos professionals and workers which is at
least as stringent as the EPA model program. In additiqn, a state agency
designated by the Governor must rec~ive all management plans. A s~hpol
district must implement its plan if that state agency does not disapprove
the plan within 90 days after receipt. In California, the Governor
designated OLA as the agency which will receive these plans. The 1988
Budget Act includes a GEmeral Fundapprop:riation of $1.1 million (19
personnel-years) to OLA for review of asbestos management plans from
K-12 schools. As discussed in the Analysis (Item 1760-001-001), OLA is not
conducting a substantive review of these plans. Instead, it has contracted
with the Franchise Tax Board to perform an essentially clerical verification that required forms have been completed.
State Law. Chapter 1751, Statutes of 1984, created the Asbestos
Abatement Fund. Under this statute, monies in the fund, which is
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supported entirely by the General Fund, must be distributed by the State
Allocation Board to match local funds for the containment and removal
of hazardous asbestos materials' in public .K-12 schools. The statute
requires a dollar-for-dollar match of state .a:nd local funds, but permits the
board to increase the state share of the match where necessary to
complete critical abatement projects. The policy of the board is to
provide 50 percent of the cost of qualifying abatement projects in large
districts, and 75 percent in small districts. Subsequent legislation set the
following criteria for determining eligibility for grants from the fund:
• The asbestos must be friable or potentially friable, as identified
through visual inspection and laboratory analysis of samples; and
• The airborne concentration of asbestos within a building must
exceed either 0.01 fibers/cubic centimeter (cc) or the airborne
concentration ofasbestos in the outdoor air immediately adjacent to
the school, whichever is higher.
State Funding of Asbestos Abatement in K-12 Public Schools

Asbestos Abatement Fund. The Legislature has appropriated a total of
$24.75 million from the General Fund to the Asbestos Abatement Fund
between 1984-85 and 1986-87. There have been no appropriations to the
fund since that time. The State Allocation Boai"d has set aside $24.4

million for asbestos abatement projects· that qualify under the program.
OLAestiIIlates that it has received an additional $5.6 million in applications whichqualifyfora grant from the Asbestos AbateIIlent Fund, but
for which Do funds are available.
.
.
,
By November 1988, OLA had released only $16.2 million to school
districts because several districts had not completed the necessary project
documents. In order to hasten the undertaking of qualified. projects, the
State Allocation Board adopted a policy in March 1988 of rescinding
apportionments over one year old where the applicant has not submitted
the documentation necessary for r,elease of funds. In October 1988" the
board.iilitiated this policy by rescinding and reapportioning $3.3 million.
Propo$ition 79. The 1988 School Facilities Bond Act was approved by
the voters on NovemberS; 1988. This Act authorizes the State Allocation
Board to apportion up to $100 million of the $800 million in bond
proceeds for identification, assessment and abatement ofasbestos in K-12
public schools. The measure specifies no further criteria for allocation of
these monies. The current policy ofthe;board is to allocate these monies
only where a school has been closed because of an asbestos hazard, either
by order' of a court or by the Department of Industrial Relations. In
addition, th~ board requires" school districts to pay 25 percent of the cost
of removing asbestos iri each eligible project, and "all of the cost to replace
asbestos-containing material with non-asbestos material.
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WHAT ISSU.ES AND PROBLEMS ARE RAISED
BY STATE ASBESTOS ABATEMENT PROGRAMS?

Five basic questions should be answered in determining the state's
approach to asbestos in its buildings:
1. What degree of hazard is posed to building occupants by asbestos in

building material?
2.. In what priority order should asbestos hazards. be abated?
3. What methods of asbestos abatement are the safest and most
cost-effective?
4. What is the full cost of asbestos abatement proposals?
5. What procedures should be established for handling asbestos permitted to remain in the buildings after abatement projects have
been completed?
Our review of state-funded asbestos abatement programs, based on
these questions, raises the following issues and problems. which warrant
consideration by the Legislature.
1. There Is No Clear Basis for Determining When
Asbestos in Buildings Constitutes a Health Hazard

As .discussed above, , EPA reports that the best available evidence
indicates that average concentrations of airborne asbestos in buildings,
even in areas with'significantly damaged asbestos"containihg, material,
are 100' to 1,000 times lower than the' aforementioned federal asbestos
exposure limit for workers. Moreover, there is no known health hazard
associated with exposure to airborne asbestos at such low concentrations
- the levels most likely to' be encountered by building occupants.
Concerns about exposure to low concentrations of asbestos >are based on
extrapolations from the documented adverse health effects of exposure
by workers to high concentrations of asbestos over a period of years.
Research, however, indicates that such extrapolations are not reliable
because they are based on too many unproven assumptions. Thus, the
state has undertaken multimillion dollar abatement projects ~
iQ;:k'vel COn~!!1li!9Jis.<q£.~!£o;n;asbeStos1orwhIchH1E;'~'is~~ri
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2. Asbestos Abatement Projects Are 'No't Proceeding on, a Priority Basis

Asbestos abatement work is going forward on projects ranked under
·five different procedures using inconsistent criteria. Moreover, in some
cases, the ranking of projects is· based on incomplete information, The
Legislature, therefore,. does not have,consistent data on which to base
decisions about the relative priority ofabatement projects proposed by
various agencies.
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Inconsistent Criteria.OSA, CSU, and the community colleges use
different criteria for setting priorities,· but at least· the criteria are
somewhat similar and compatible with the criteria established in the EPA
AHERA regulations. The University of California usesan..independently
developed set of criteria. Due to data limitations, we have been unable to
assesuhecompa~tyof uq's~~t~L!iiJ.lli:!!!~se,,~i~9.EiQtherJ~ge..~
The criteria used to set priorities for allocating state asbestos abatement
funds to K-12 public schools are not compatible with thec;riteriaused in
any of the other state programs. In fact, the air monitoring and school
closure criteria used in the K-12 program are so restrictive that they
would result in the denial of state support for school projects which would
be funded under other state-funded asbestos abatement prograins,
>

incomplete Information. The University of qalifornia, the CommunitY-7
Colleges and OSA have not yet ranked all asbestos abatement projects on !
the basis of a comprehensive asbestos survey. Consequently, neither J
these agencies nor the Legislature can judge the priority of projects!
currently submitted by them for- funding.
J
,~

3. Alternatives to Removal Are Not Fully Considered

The EPA recommends that decision makers carefully weigh the cost
and hazards of removal against the cost and hazard of leaving asbestoscontaining material in place and controlling· it by an alternative method
(repair, monitoring and maintenance{enclosure, or encapsulation);
State agencies, however, have adopted a very limited range of aba.tement methods. At one extreme; some state agencies· have adopted a
policy of removing all asbestos from. their facilities. Others, while
permitting some asbestos materials to stay in· place, do not consider
options to removal of. asbestos in the abatement projects. they do
undertake. ..Q.¥trans and the_Comrgunity Colleges. for •exaniple,~
mm9'y~~~_~~ps_of control f~Q~.coll.~ing.materi_~·By
contrast, OSA and CSU acknowledge that under certain conditions,
asbestos-containing material is best managed. through a regular program
of obserVation and maintenance until it can be removed in the course of
building renovation or demolition. Neither OSA nor CSU, however,
consider the choices of repair, encapsulation, or enclosure over reIlioval
on a project-by-project basis.
4. Existing Estimates May Significantly Understate
the Future Cost of Asbestos Abatement

Based on our review, we conclude that asbestos abatement proposals
received by the Legislature often understate the full cost of the projects.
Forexample~the estimated future costs of asbestos 'removal projects at
CSU and the Community Colleges do not include the cost of replacing
asbestos~containingmaterial after it has beenreIlioved.Moreover, none
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of the available estimates under any of the abatement programs include
the potentially significant costs of displacing building occupants during
asbestos abatement projects.
5. There. Are No Statewide Standards for Conducting an Asbestos
Monitoring and Maintenance Progr~m
.

Asbestos consultants hired for every major survey of state"owned
facilities recommend monitoring arid maintenance as a means of controlling' certain asbestos-containing material. TheM are, however,no' stalewide standards for determining the components of such programs:
• What activities a.re ryquired, and how often?
• Which maintenance staff' and supervisors should get state and
federally required training for handling asbestos?
• Howmuch special equipmenti.snecessary?
The Legislatlneneeds such st~dards to make informed decisions
about funding requests from state agencies to establish. and operate
asbestos monitoring and maintenance programs.
HOW CAN THE

LEGI$LATU~E

IMPROVE

ITS ASBESTOS ABATEMENT "PRQGRAMS?
As discussed above, the EPA and other experts generally agree that
asbestos in buildings is clearly a health hazard when airborneconcentrations reach levels of 0.1 fiber/ cc. Where airborne concentrations of
asbestos in buildings reach .this level, asbestos a.batement should be
undertaken. The best available evidence fro~ m'-chn~ver,-indi.clltes
that concentrations of airborne asbestos inmostbuildings are wellbeIaw
kvels for ~hich tfiere is~yconcrusive'evraerice'or~]iealfp:'ha~~~cLi\s
such, there i~ curreii1ly-no'~Clear'anaIyHcarbasiSloJiisnrylli(:texpenauure
of funds on virtually aU proposed, state-supported .abatementproject.s.
Moreover, thy. pressllre' to .rem,ove asbestos irlbuildings because of
potential health hazards needs to be weighed. against the potential for
leaving workplaces and schools .in worse c(mdit~onasa. result .of~bate
ment projects. Accordingly, we recommend that the Legi#ature fund
abatement projects only in those cases where concentt:ations of airborne
asbestos are O.lfibersicc or higher. SQQ!Jlc!the Legis~l:l.tllre decide to taky
this ~cti<?n,. it. 'YQuld_del~Jt~!QJLQILthsUQ~IQ!lti2C2!:<liiQ~iJ=~

:~.~.-.,.~.::.:~.a.:'.~.S.s~w~FE::!~r=~~;~::r.l.~l:J
.
renovation or repair project.
.
The suggested. airborne' concentration .standard ~
the future based on the advice of researchers and other experts on the
health rIsks associated
with eJ.q>osure
to . .,,,,low
concerilfations of airborne
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lnorder to ensure this input, we recommend that the Department of Health Services, in cooperation with the Department of Industrial Relations, assemble and summarize' the best .• available evidence
90ncerning thehealthrisks of expos1J~.t0J~concentrations ofasbesios
and the~k§.ass<1.ciated'Y!!h~~~E~The departments should
present.this infornlation to .the Legislature during the fall of 1989 and
periodically. thereafter.

If the Legislature, however,decidesas a matter of policy to continue, its
cqrnmt approach to asbestos abatement, we recommend tha,tituse the
following principles as a guide to develop a statewide, program that will'
address the mo§t serious potentialasbestos hazards in state-owned/ statesupported buildings ,and K-12 schools:
• Asbestos abatement projects should befunded in priority order, by
level of potential hazard: The potential hazard posed byasbestoscontaining materials varies with the location and condition of the
material. EPA regulations (under ARERA) explicitly acknowledge
that under sOme conditions, asbestos-containing materials present a
serious active or potential hazard, while·these materials under other
conditions present little chance of releasing aSQestos fibers.
• It. is not necessary to remove all asbestos-containing materials,
re.gardlessof conditio.n, in, order to assure the safety .of bu.ilding
occupants. Materials that do n()t pose, a hazard can be left in place
,ancl monitored and maintained according to appropriate proc!3dures.
. Such ma~erials can. then be removed either .(1) after all hazardous
conditions are abated or (2) during the ILOnnal course of building
.
. .
renovation.
.' The" method 'of abatement adopted for 'any given project should
protect the health and safety of building occupants in the most
cost-eJfective manner. ThefedetalAHERA regulations recognize a
broad range of ~1!~r,!!3;.gy'es toasqej>tos Lemo~ (repair;encapsulation, endosure, and monitoring and maintenance) as.potentially
sufficient to protect building occupants.
• Asbestos abatement work 'creates hazards and therefor(! fI1,ust be
carefully controlled. The LegislaDIre should ~ss~re th~t. all state~
funded agencies which administer asbestos abatemEmt programs take
adequate precautions to protect the health and safety of workers and
building occupants exposed toabatenientprojects.
Using these 'principles, we .make the following recommendations
(except where otherwise noted, the' Legislature could carry out these
recommendations as part of the budget process):
LThl'Legislature should only fund abatement of the following
asbestos <conditions (including those inK-12 schools) 'in the priority
listed:
,

.

,

.

,.

.
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(1) The asbestos is friable, exposed to building occupants, and airborne

,,)
~,

,

• t)

asbestos concentration exceeds 0.01 fiber /ce, unlesstheeoncentration in the air outside the building is greater than O.Olfiber/cc. (In
the latter' case, abatement should be considered only if airborn.e
asbestos concentration inside the building exceeds the level in the
outside air~Otherwise, air from external sources would recontaminate the building as soon as abatement is completed.)

\~ (2) The asbestosis friable; daIhilged,and'exposed to buildingoccu-

Cpants, but the airborne asbestos concentration does notexceedthe
specified limits.
(3) The asbestos i~ friable and undamaged, but is very likely to incur
damage that would exp<?se buildfug occupan'ts' to asbestos fibers.
'~~H) The asbestos is friable .I:lnddamaged, 'but airborne.transmission of
\).
asbesto~ to occupied buildfug spl:lce is highly unlikely. '
'

With the exception of the. air monitoring standard, these criteria are
consistent with the criteria used in the CSU and OSA asbestos surveys and
in AHERAregulations to identify the highest priority asbestos abatement
projects ina buildfug. 'I:llit~air_mGRitQLing~standard"is.recommelld~e.dcctc.
gi..!e hi~~ttlP~k~!iQP.,§jn~which. . l:eleJ!§~~.QL~~!?£s!.~~_f!~~~Qas

l!2hL~~9.urr~ While we have no analytical basis for using the 0.01
level as a standard, it is the level currently specified in statute for state
funding of asbestos abate:ment in K-12 public schools. The Legislature
should reevaluate this standard as more conclusive information about the
risk of exposure to low conc~ntrations of asbe~tos becomes available.

Application of these criteria to a state prograJIl. for asbestos abatement
in public K~12schools would require a ~..s.tatutes This is
.>-because current law permits stl:lte fun9:ing only ifairborneconcentrl:ltion
ofasbestos exceeds the 0.01 fibers/cc level.
'.
If the Legisll:lturewere to use these criteril:l, it would exclude many
projects stl:ltel:lgencies now propose to fund (for example, Caltrans plans
to eliminate all asbestos - e~en if it is not fnable) ~. Thus, adoption of
these criteria wollld' reduce the demand for state abatement funds.

2. The Legislaturll should. create a Task Force on Aspestos Abatement
Priorities and Procedures. This task force should inch,lde representatives
from OSA, UC, CSU, the community colleges, OLA, and theK-12 public
schools. The task force should acconlplish the following. and report to the
Legislature in the fall of'1989:
'
,
\~"

• Reyiew the. criteria used by. these agen,cies to,.place projects. in
...priority order for consistency wi~h.·the criteria listed above;".
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• Recommend a statewide standard for the conduct of asbestos
maintenance and monitoring programs, including training of maintenance· employees, critical tasks, essential equipment, and. program
. organization; and
• Recommend statewide standards for the qualifications and responsibilities· of asbestos . project· inspectors employed on state-funded
projects.
3. The Legislature should expand the OSA asbestos abatenientprogram to include immediate and short-term abatement projects identified by the OSA asbestos survey in special funded agencies. The
Legislature should not fund independent asbestos abatement programs
for each of these special fund agencies. Budgeting and administering
their abatement projects instead through the OSA program would
provide the following benefits:

• Abatement projects identified in the OSA surveys would proceed in
priority order, statewide, regardless of fund source;
• Special fund departments could take advantage of OSA's experience
in contracting and monitoring asbestos abatement work; and
~. the Legislature would .know' the' full cost of' asbestos abatement
activity.
tn addition, special fund agencies should be required to identify. the
cost of planned asbestos abatement activity in the Budget Bill and to
transfer those funds to OSA.
Because of the practical difficlJ.lties of undertaking the higher education programs through OSA, the !lystems should continue to identify and
fund abatement costs in their individual Budget Bill items. They should,
however, conduct their asbestos abatement projects in accordance with
the funding criteria established by'the LegislatUre and the findings of the
task force.
4. The Legislature should require the State Allocation Board to
develop a program for allocating Proposition 79 asbestos abatement
funds according to the criteria outlined above. The OLA should report
to the Legislature in the fall of 1989 concerning its policies and
procedures for reviewing applications under this program. Moreoyer,
OLA should provide the Legislature with quarterly reports on the status
of these.applications.

5. The Legislature should require every funding proposal/or an
abatement project to include an analysis showing how the recommended abatement action assures the safety of building occupants in
the most cost-effective manner. Such an analysis would assure the
Legislature that state asbestos' aba.tement'proghims are considering
alternatives to asbestos removaL State agencies should consider such
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alternatives as encapsulation, enclosure, repair, or monitoring and maintenance, where they assure the safety of building occupants. In addition,
cost estimates should include the costs of displacing building occupants
while abatement work is in progress and the cost of replacing asbestos
materials with non-asbestos materials:
6. The Legislatureshould require before.,.and-afterairsamplingforall
state-funded asbestos abatement projects. Budget Act language currentlY,requires asbestos abatement contractors working for OSA, CSU,
UC,and the community 'colleges to leave a facility at least as free of
airborne ~sbestos as when they start work. This assures that state-funded
abatement projects will mitigate,' not aggravate asbestos . hazards. This
requirement should be extended' to all state-funded projects, including
K-12 schools.
WHAT FUNDING ALTERNATIVES EXIST FOR FINANCING ASBESTOS
ABATEMENT IN STATE-OWNED/STATE-SUPPORTED BUILDINGS ANDK-12
SCHOOLS?

Future Costs

Table 2 shows that the estimated future cost of asbestos abatement in
state-owned/state-supported buildings, under the guidelines recommended above, is $231.4 million. This estimate assumes that funding is
restricted to projects which meet the four funding criteria we recommended above. The estimate includes state-owned non-education facilities ($84 million) and state-supported higher education facilities ($147.4
million). In contrast,'OSA indicates that the cost of removing all asbestos
from state-owned, non-education' facilities would exceed $1 billion.
Table 2
Future Cost of Asbestos Abatement in State.Owned and
State-Supported'. Buildings:
Projects That Meet LAO Recommended
Funding Criteria
(dollars in millions)
Future Cost

AgenCy
Non-Education:
General Fund (OSA Program)
Special Fund Agencies
Subtotal, Non-Education
Higher Education:
Community Colleges
California StateUniversity
;
University of California .';
Subtotal, Higher Education
Total

"._
,

;

'.'

.
..
.' .

$ 63.0·
21.0·
($

84.0)

$ 37.0·
35.4 •.b

.
..
..
..

75:0·
($147.4)

.

$231.4

• Does not include potential costs of displacing employees and/or students.
b Cost of asbestos removal only. Does not include replacement of asbestos-containing material with
non-asbestos· material.
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The future cost·.of asbestos abatement in the public K.;12 SChObls is
uncertain. However, the $100 million potentially set.::tside.for .asbestos
ab,atement under Proposition 79, if allocated. to puplic 'K-12~chools on a
dollar-for-dollar matching basis (see below) , may be sufficient to abat,~ all
friable asbestos. :rhisconclusion is based on EPA .cost estiwates of
asbes,tos abatement in K-12 schools, the average cost of asbestos abatement projects fund~d since 19~-86 from the Asbestos AbateII;lent F\lnd,
and information concerning tp.e average cost of abatemellt projects noted
in the few.asbestos management plansalreac:ly received by aLA.
Funding Alternatives for State-Owned Buildings .....

The Legislature has three alternative means
ofasbestos abatement:

.

.'.

<

6f funding the future cost

• General·Fund.·and various special funds;
• General obligation bond financing;
• Redistribution of tidelands oil revenues. .
Factors which theLegislatureshould consider in deciding on a method
of funding for asbestos abatement include:
• Over what period of time should projects be completed?
• What effect will use of funds for asbestos abatement have on the
availabilit,y of funds for other state programs?
For example, if the Legislature decides that abatement of the most
serious asbestos hazards should occur within five years, it will require an
immediately available source of funds which can support appropriations
of about $46 million annually. The use of General Fund or special fund
appropriations or redistribution of tidelands oil revenues (to the extent
they are available) in such amounts would have significant immediate
effects on the availabilit,y of funds for other programs. As an alternative,
the Legislature could propose a bond measure for voter approval. While
approval of a bond measure could require a year or more, the annual
impact on the General Fund would be much smaller, as costs would be
distributed over a period of up to 20 years. The total cost of using bonds,
however, would be higher, because of interest payments and finance
charges.
On the other hand, if the Legislature decided that asbestos abatement
could occur over a longer period of time, the annual level for asbestos
abatement expenditures would be smaller, and the need for an immediate, large funding source (such as a bond measure) would not be so
important.
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We recommend that· the Legislature 'enact ·legislation to allocate
Proposition 79 bond funds according to the matching formula now
used for the Asbestos Abatement Fund monies.
Utider the current formula for grants from the Asbestos Abatement
Fund (AAF), the state pays half or more of the total cost of an eligible
project, depending on the size of the district responsible for it. The·totlll
cost; includes asbestos removal, if necessary, and replacement with
non-asbestos material. Under the State Allocation Board's current policy
of allocating Proposition 79 bond funds, howElver, the. state pays 75
percent of abatement removal costs and none of the costs of replacement.
We find no basis for having these inconsistent fundi~g allocations.
Consequently, we recommend that the Legislature specify in statute that
all state funds for asbestos abatement iri· K~ 12 schools be· ;allocated
according to the matching formula now used for the AAF. The higher
local match required for the AAF would help assure that school districts
choose the most cost~effective meanS of asbestos abatement when
designing a project eligible for state. funding.
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